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SPELLBOUND
by A Mysterious Chunsa

Who would have 
imagined that one day I, 
the picky girl, will love this 
guy so much? How I adore 
his talents, his attitude and 
I dont think it?s easy to 
replace him no matter 
what, whether he?s hot or 
hobo. He?s just lovely and 
precious. There is 
something about him that 
you can?t find in other 
men. My Chunsa story may 
not be as special 
compared with others but 
Yoochun makes my life as 
a Chunsa very special and I 
will treasure this. 

It?s not a first sight love I 
admit and since I?m not 
one to easily like actors, as 
I am quite picky in liking 
dramas and liking the 

actors at the same time. 
When I started watching 
Sungkyunkwan Scandal I 
already liked his acting but 
didn?t declare myself as his 
fan yet until I watched 
Rooftop Prince. I was really 
thankful that our system at 
the office was down during 
that time haha. I couldn?t 
do any work and I was 
bored to death so I chose 
to watch Rooftop Prince. 

And this actor Park 
Yoochun left me an 
amazing impression with 
his 1st scene. I still can?t 
forget his flowing tears 
when he saw his crown 
princess drowning in the 
lake. For me, for his first 
scene to have that 
sorrowful feeling while the 

love feelings weren?t built 
yet, it was not easy to 
portray and I was very 
impressed. I finished that 
drama in 3 days and the 
wanting to know more 
about him was killing me.

 I searched his videos 
and learned that he is a 
member of JYJ. I?m sorry 
because I?m not a KPop fan 
so my knowledge about 
KPop was quite limited. I 
found one fancam focused 

on him where he  was 
singing IN HEAVEN. This is 
where my interest in him 
went further. I was 
spellbound! I was like, who 
is this guy, how the hell 
can he give such great 
expressions when singing? 
After some searches, I 
came to know why it was 
hard to see JYJ news/music 
videos on my local TV. 
Knowing their obstacle in 
the Kpop industry made 
me adore and respect JYJ

November 25, 2015
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more. And thank 
goodness their music is 
just nicely suited to my 
ears. Because of Yoochun, 
I learned about JYJ and 
followed them too. And 
hey, Yoochun can rap plus 
with his deep husky voice I 
can?t help but adore him 
even more.

Back to Yoochun?s 
journey as an actor 
because I am still amazed 
to see this idol-actor?s 
acting level honestly. I 
checked his filmography 
1st because I was pretty 
sure I still had not watched 
some of his works and 
there was Miss Ripley. I still 
remember how I was 
hesitant to buy the DVD 
since I always get 

frustrated when I started 
to like someone but ended 
up disappointed with their 
next project. After some 
research, I finally bought 
the DVD and watched it. I 
read various comments 
though, but I liked how he 
changed himself, especially 
in the 2nd half. BTW, I 
shouldn?t have to explain 
much about the story and 
character right?

And he continued to 
amaze me in melodrama I 
Miss You, action-packed 
Three Days and his 1st 
debut film, Haemoo, for 
which he received 9 
awards for his Dongshik 
character. Then and now, I 
want to learn more about 
him so I google him, watch 

more videos from his old 
group DBSK and current 
JYJ. I read almost all his 
news. Thankfully there are 
so many Yoochun sites, be 
it for JYJ or individual and 
they make it so easy to 
learn more about him. 

And I still remember 
when I declared myself to 
be his fan. I was afraid to 
watch other dramas just 
because I was afraid I 
might be tempted to turn 
to other guys haha. I?m not 
kidding, I was on hiatus 
from watching dramas for 
about half a year until I 
challenged myself. At first I 
failed to finish the drama 
since I would always 
imagine him playing that 
character. But now I can 

proudly say, I have already 
overcome it. I can watch 
any drama or movie 
because no matter how I 
like the drama or film, this 
Park Yoochun still stay 
strong in my mind and in 
my heart. Seriously asking 
now, who are you really 
Park Yoochun?  

And I never thought I will 
join Chunsa & JYJ events 
too. It never ever crossed 
my mind that I will like him 
to that extent really! He?s 
the 1st person who made 
me crazy but of course not 
to the extent of stalking 
him. Don?t worry, I still 
know the boundaries. I 
went to Chunsa/JYJ?s 
events, I went to JYJ 
concert, I went to MicKiss
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and met his auntie, I bought his merchandise, I created a blog just for him, I google his news like every time 
whenever I am free. This only ever happened for this magical man called Park Yoochun because I?m still 
under his spell and there is no other spell that could undo his spell. There is no medicine to cure this disease 
yet, if this is a disease. And you know what, I don?t wish to be cured, I don?t wish to be free from his spell 
honestly, because I?m happy with it so why should I want to be free from it? I?m so proud to be his fan, I?m 
glad to see his achievements even though sometimes I want more from him. I will proudly wait for him 
because this man deserves our love and support. 

You have proved to us Park Yoochun that you can play any role, the only one left is being a villain hehe. I?m 
waiting for that, I?m completely serious here, okay? And your role as a seaman, Dongshik, you put on some 
weight, wearing baggy clothes, living like Dongshik even after the film has wrapped up, but THOSE never 
changed my love and support at all. Long live my dear Park Yoochun, please comeback safe and sound and 
handsome and manly (hahaha just kidding)! Just be Park Yoochun. That?s all. Because besides your talent 
and good looks, it?s your attitude that makes you lovable and so special in my eyes. You taught me how to be 
a patient person, to be grateful and keep a low profile but still work so hard! Keep that attitude my dearest 
Park Yoochun! Manse ~~~~ XDDD (long live).
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YOOCHUN: 
A GIFT FROM 
THE SKIES

by chunsafiya
Being a newbie Chunsa sometimes 
would leave me a big regret of why I 
hadn?t known Yoochun since his 
debut or earlier days. I?m envious of 
many Chunsas who have shared 
many memories with him all these 
time and through ups and downs. 
Thinking about it, maybe during 
those times I was playing in the rice 
fields to catch tadpoles and crabs, or 
was running in green fields, or crying 
ugly when teacher told me to speak 
infront of the class. Ahh,  I was just an 
elementary student and I didn?t know 

about the Kpop world so there was 
no way I could have discovered him. 
Yoochun?s existence was off my radar 
until 10 years later after his debut.

During my freshman days at 
university, a friend of mine had a 
habit of watching K-variety shows 
and would roll on the floor laughing 
for real. She did that especially at 
midnight during our overnight 
studies. I thought she was so odd so I 
ignored her, but she was brilliant to 
make us not sleepy during  our 
studying times. LOL! Her habit 

eventually got me to become a 
K-drama addict. I didn?t care if it was 
holiday or not. I came to like watching 
K-dramas so much, reading K-drama 
recaps, visiting many K-drama sites, 
searching for recommended K-drama 
lists until I finally found out about I 
Miss You. 

I believe the first time Yoochun?s 
name appeared on my radar was 
when I saw a news about I Miss You. 
The news was about a wrap-up party 
and the drama?s poster was used as a 
headline. I didn?t like heavy and melo 
drama so I just stared at the poster. A 
man with spikey black hair caught my 
eyes, my eyebrows went up while 
thinking ?why did they cast a not so 
handsome ahjussi?? and dropped the 
drama news immediately, without 
even looking up his name.

?It?s always interesting to read about 
how chunsas ignored Yuchun initially 
and find him unattractive before they 
fall big for him.? ? Pink Sapphire

January 06, 2016
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anyway. Luckily, I kept 
reading his profile.. till I 
read  the bottom of the 
page which was about his 
awards list. 

WOW. My eyes were 
sparkling. It felt like I had a 
flash of crush with a 
college senior who got first 
place at university with 
good GPA and have many 
achievements, lol. What 
amazed me more was the 
fact that he was the so not 
handsome lead actor 
ahjussi in I Miss You drama 
I had skipped!

But, that?s all. I didn?t 
continue to Google him 
because of his so-so profile 
photo, plus I had many 
K-dramas on my list and 
more than one hundred 
and fifty episodes of 
Running Man to watch. I 
was also busy with univ?s 
assignments and social 
activities so I barely 
managed to watch 
everything on my list. So I 
usually just visited a 
K-drama recap blog 
instead. It was the same 
blog as before, which I was 

a regular visitor of. I saw a 
lot of mention of 
Yoochun?s name there. It 
must be something about 
him that made her fall for 
him so badly and wrote 
about Yoochun so much. I 
clicked on a news about 
his return to Tokyo Dome 
after 10 years. But hey, a 
news about a K-pop artist 
concert in a K-drama blog? 
I Googled him once more, 
this time I read quite a lot,  
I Youtubed him, and then 
back to the K-drama recap 
blog to read the whole I 
Miss You recap in one 
night. That?s how my 
Chunsa story began.

Since that day, I wanted to 
Google him more and I 
was expectant of his 
newest drama. But that 
was 2013, I was sad there 
was no news about a 
project after IMY. All I 
remember were updates 
on LINE, his trip to France 
with JYJ members, JYJ 
membership week and he 
went to a friend?s wedding 
which surprised me as that 
was my first time seeing

LOL I laughed when I read 
that because it was exactly 
what happened to me. I 
didn?t fall for Yoochun at 
first sight. Maybe I was 
even worse because I 
thought he was ugly and I 
ignored him. Fortunately,  I 
wasn?t interested enough 
to know what this male 
lead?s name was. Had I 
known his name, chances 
are I would have ignored 
anything that had his 
name on it and blocked 
any information related to 
him and this story would 
not exist haha. 

As time went by, I spotted  
the name Yoochun a lot on 
my favorite K-drama 
recapper?s blog. At that 
time, I had no idea that she 
was a Chunsa. I was 
curious who was this 
Yoochun that she always 
mentioned. So I googled 
Yoochun. But Yoochun?s 
photo profile on Wiki 
looked so-so. It was rare 
because other Korean 
actors I had Googled 
always wowed me, but 
well, I had no expectation 
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him in real time. That was 
practically the first time I 
?met? him. He?s not as 
skinny as I thought. I saw 
some Chunsas trolled 
him too, related him to a 
nobita lol. 

I hadn?t been able to 
watch his dramas after 
reading IMY?s recap. Haha 
I don?t know how but my 
research about him 
already caught me so I 
started to ask every 
fangirl in my class in case 
they collected his 
previous dramas. I didn?t 
know about the power of 
?download? yet. Silly me! I 
thought I would do 
anything to get my hands 
on his dramas and so 
would search every DVD 

shop I knew to find them. I 
had no idea how popular 
Yoochun was. Cries. Oh of 
course my friends had 
them! I hit jackpot when I 
was given his dramas, MVs, 
Music Shows, Variety 
Shows, Reality Shows, 
Fanmeetings, and Concert 
Tours by my multi-biased 
friends. 

My fangirling days had 
come! Yoochun started to 
fill my days. I was totally 
excited to marathoning 
Yoochun?s dramas in the 
order starting with SKKS, 
MR, RTP, IMY and some of 
his singer days. I had no 
idea that this man was a 
part of a legendary singer 
group. He gave me a 
feeling like he was an older 

brother next door. And he 
had such a soothing, 
gentle, deep and manly 
voice. My heart was struck 
when I watched a very 
broad shouldered man 
with an anime face-like in 
Rooftop Prince. 

I was going crazy at the 
way Leegak treated Park 
Ha, hugged her, teased 
her, kissed her, like 
kyakyakyaaa isn?t he too 
sweet and unreal? And I 

love the wedding scene so 
much it was so 
heartbreaking yet the most 
beautiful and my favorite 
scene in K-drama world. 
But his chunface won me 
over all those stuff. This 
boy didn?t stop to surprise 
me with his charm. 

The ?not so handsome 
ajhussi? was no more!  

Early 2014, I officially 
proclaimed myself as a 
Chunsa by joining a 
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a heartwarming fan project 
to write a letter for 
Yoochun! I joined Twitter, 
?met? chunsas, and this was 
how I got into him deeper 
and deeper. I was going 
crazier over him each day, I 
went to sleep searching his 
updates and woke up to 
the same. I sneaked out 
during classes to Google 
on Yoochun?s updates and 
hit walls when I walk. 

Besides his appearance, I 
also fell for his sexy brain. 
Omg I feel shy. My heart 
melted reading every 
answer on his interviews. 
He was humble and witty 
at the same time. He really 
looks cool, smart, and full 
of charisma when talking. I 
even haven?t mentioned 

about how well mannered 
he is in front or behind the 
camera. 

But what hit me the most 
was when during 3 days, I 
discovered a lot of 
accounts both old and new 
accounts, about how hard 
working Yoochun was and 
how great his personality 
is. He acted in 2 projects at 
the same time. He flew 
back and forth, had a bad 
injury but still performed 
his best. Then I 
accidentally saw a video of 
a crying Yoochun when he 
performed Proud with 5 
members. A singer cried? 
On stage? I couldn?t 
describe my feeling 
especially after knowing 
about JYJ. Their spirit and 

hard work despite those 
circumstances gave this 
girl, who lived thousands 
of miles away, strength 
and hope to face her 
world. 

I remember the time I 
almost lost my dad. Well, I 
believe every person in this 
world must have gone 
through the worst stage in 
their life. I think that was 
my time. My dad was in a 
coma, lost all his memory, 
and had a litt le chance to 
wake up. This accident 
took me into a deep shock. 
I thought it was the worst 
after several hardships I 
was facing before, but 
those were actually just an 
introduction. Later our 
home got robbed, followed 

by my dad going to his 
second and third critical 
state, some people steal 
our belongings at home 
for the second time, and 
other things I can?t 
mention here.

I was terribly sad. I 
immediately took some 
part time jobs while taking 
care my 3 younger 
brothers and home, when 
mom and dad lived in the 
hospital for months. As an 
eldest daughter, it was my 
responsibility to take care 
of my family. I must be a 
role model for my litt le 
brothers but I was not that 
strong, I also felt 
burdened. I missed the 
library, group discussions,  
watching movies, playing 
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writing too much and list 
everything I like about him 
or things I am grateful for 
knowing him. However, 
other Chunsas could 
explain it better right, 
haha. 

Now, dad is gradually 
getting better, my brother 
stopped working and 
entered university again as 
he had always dreamed of, 
and I unexpectedly 
received an achievement 
for the highest grade in my 
faculty for 3 consecutive 
semesters. (If I could just 
tell Yoochun it?s because of 
him, like he was my 
biological oppa haha! No 
no. It?s embarrassing.) Now 
I believe everything will get 
better. I?m not the only one 
struggling, everyone has 
their own struggles. There 
are still hardships but 
these too shall pass. ^^ 

It was a wonderful and 
happy journey knowing 
him. Even though I have no 
chance to meet him in real 
life yet  and  I?ve also spent 
only a short time in cyber 
life, I?m still very grateful. It 
might be short, but the 

impact it gave me, his 
impact on me is for life. He 
is just like a gift sent from 
the skies. A gift containing 
many blessings. And I feel 
blessed to be one of them 
who received this blessing. 

  P.S. Thank you so much 
for reading this story. It 
took quite a lot of time to 
write it, I started even 
before Yoochun went to 
enlist lol. I?m so happy to 
finally finish it at last. Big 
thanks to everyone who 
invited, inspired, 
encouraged, and helped 
me to share my story here, 
especially Xhen, Alyne, and 
Jellybean herself xixi. 
Thanks and hugs to every 
lovely Chunsa. Without 
Chunsas, I wouldn?t be a 
Chunsa. This is special to 
me so I wrote such along 
thanks speech.:D It?s my 
first time writing such a 
long english essay 
although my English skill is 
still very limited. Let?s wait 
for him to return in this 
beautiful way. Keep 
sharing ^^

with friends. I was angry I 
couldn?t do my activities 
like before. I was angry  
with myself that it took a 
long time for everything to 
become better, even my 
younger brother had to 
take a break from school. 
He chose to work and 
support our family too. 

For some time I secluded 
myself from the world. 
Whenever I sleep, I wanted 
to sleep for so long. I didn?t 
want to wake up and face 
those hard days. But 
knowing Yoochun, the 
hardship he and JYJ went 
through gave me great 
strength and hope. 
Somehow I knew 
happiness will come again. 

Like Oongirl said, Yoochun 
is  like a virtual friend for 
me. I feel so grateful. I 
smile and laugh more after 
I knew Yoochun, like the 
me I used to be. He makes 
my happy days happier, he 
changes my gloomy days 
to brighter days. He draws 
a smile on my face when 
I?m about to cry. He is a 
light when I?m lost in the 
dark. He is my inspiration, 
motivation and source of 
happiness. He encouraged 
me to face the world once 
again after it was all 
messed up. And it?s also 
him that made me meet 
lovely and kindhearted 
Chunsas out there. 

I feel thankful to have met 
Chunsas, they always 
share happy and positive 
energy for me. When I 
went through those 
difficult moments in my 
life, they also took care of 
me and encouraged me. 
Omo, I might end up 
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A CHUNSA
INTERVIEW WITH

written by:
R. Anne

@onlyfor yoochun

May 20, 2016
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A CANDLE IN MY 
DARKEST DAYS

by l ily
@believe_yu

June 03, 2016
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Living an ordinary housewife?s life, even though I am a drama lover, I have never really become a fan 
of any artist, especially as my (late) husband was not so fond of me giving so much time to dramas. 
So watching dramas just became a small part of my daily activities. Oh yeah.. it was more like ?I like 
this actor? or ?I like that actress? ? because of their good acting and good storyline of the drama?  Or 
I liked listening to certain singers because I just liked their music. 

 My lifestyle changed at the end of year 2014. It all started from a phone call from my hometown in 
the middle of the night? . a phone call that brought a very bad news for me. My youngest brother 
collapsed and left this world so suddenly without any symptom. In less than one month after it 
happened, when I have not had the time to fully digest this fact properly, nevermind mourn my 
brother?s sudden death, my husband and I travelled to another country and the same thing 
happened. My husband suddenly felt so sick and within half an hour he was gone. My world just 
suddenly stopped turning, and everything came crashing down. Left alone in a foreign country, so 
many things to settle, no job, no children, my family so far away since my husband and I are from 
different countries, I just cannot comprehend how I walked through those days. I don?t even want to 
remember how I came through. How I often wished it was me who left this world?  so that I didn?t 
have to endure those feelings. I cannot tell you how I felt, there are just no words to describe it. 

 At that time, my life was just full of tears that I had to endure everyday. I had no one to go to, my 
family and my husband?s family were so far from me. And my family was still in mourning over my 
brother?s passing. So I made myself seem strong to them, I had to tell them that I was okay and I 
could handle everything by myself. What I didn?t tell them was I cried every night until no more tears 
would flow that it was just so hard to breathe. 

 When I needed something to numb my feelings, that?s when I started my K-Drama marathon. I 
specially looked for sad dramas, the sadder, the better, but with a happy ending. I think I needed to 
live in a fantasy or unreal world, even for just a while. My niece introduced me to Hyun Bin?s dramas 
(because she was Hyun Bin?s fan). And since then I also liked to dig into and read the actor?s news I 
happened to be watching from the internet. But I never had an interest in one actor for long. 

 My meeting with Park Yoochun was not love at the first sight as well (just like with most Chunsas, I 
think). But one thing is for sure, he was the one who started to lit a light, just like a candle, during 
the darkest moment of my life. After knowing him, I never had the interest to look at other artists 
anymore. I am not a K-pop lover, but I listen to his songs or any songs with his voice in it (JYJ and old 
DBSK songs). 

 My first meeting with Yoochun was the drama ?I Miss You?. Before Hyun Bin, I never had  any 
interest to find out who the actor or actress was in the dramas or movies I was watching, so I just let 
the drama end without knowing who he was. The second encounter was Rooftop Prince. I finished 
Rooftop Prince in 2 days. And cried a lot at the ending. I was so impressed with his acting and the 
storyline, and asked myself how come this actor looked so familiar? Have I ever watched his drama 
before? I started to look for his name and found out his name is Park Yoochun from JYJ. And he is a 
singer. Since then, my days were never spent without reading news of Yoochun. I watched every 
drama he acted in, again and again. The same with his movie. I read every article about him, 
watched every video clip of him from Youtube. And the more I knew about Singer Yoochun, the 
more ?I fell in love? with him.  His album is the first album that I bought for myself as a gift.
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I am still in grief?  I still miss my loved ones so much, but in this one year plus that I?ve know Yoochun?  
he has become like a good companion to me. When I am feeling down, which still happens all the time, 
I just turn on Yoochun?s songs or watch his video clips on Youtube. For sad  videos I feel a kind of relief 
after crying, and for his dorkiness and trolling videos, I will laugh by myself like a crazy person. But I am 
just so happy that he exists in this world.  

What of him that I love??? I think everything! His beauty that shines from the inside? .he makes me stay 
away from my sadness with his smile, his cuteness, his dorkiness. I really love his voice, it can bring out 
every emotion in me . Every song of his is like a lullaby to my ears that I need every night. I still 
remember I cried so hard reading his life?s story, his journey. His down to earth character, his love for 
his family and his members, really make me respect him more, and at the same time make me feel 
ashamed of myself. How come a man who is so much younger than myself can be so wise and deep in 
thinking, and can be so much stronger than me? His ?never give up way of life? makes me want to be a 
stronger person too. 

 The lyrics of his composition like Dad, Are You There and Kiss Shita Mama Sayonara, are just like words 
from my mind and represent exactly the same feeling of mine towards my loved ones. And his song 
?How much love do you have in your wallet? is just like a guideline in my life, the lyrics is a lead to my 
new path in life. Despite life being tough, we need to keep smiling. That?s just how life is for us all. After 
all, life doesn?t always go the way we want it to. 

 Knowing him have somehow taught me that even though I have lost my loved ones, I still have parents 
and other family members to care for. I need to treat my family better and live a better life while I still 
have the chance, because life is short. 

 My love for Park Yoochun is not a fangirling type, since I am too old for that. But I did start to use his 
photos as my phone wallpaper (shame..shame). I started to influence my family to watch his dramas 
and listen to his songs. While I?m still far from being a success in turning my family to become his fans, 
but still?  my mom just loves every one of his dramas and tells me, ?Yeah, he is one of the actors that I 
like?. And even my Dad who is not a drama lover, watched part of The Girl Who Sees Smells and 
laughed a lot. He even commented, ?Oh this boy, even though he looks silly, he is so adorable?. And my 
youngest niece is starting to compare him with other actors. When we were comparing some actors 
with him she would always say? ?Yoochun is cuter..and his voice is the one that I recognize easily in 
DBSK songs.? She is just 13 years old .

Is he perfect?? No?  nobody is perfect in this world. He has his flaws and his own character, but for 
me..Yoochun is just perfect. He reminds me of my ideal type when I was young. What of him that I like 
most is his ?I don?t want to fake? character. And I guess ?When one never thinks high of himself, it?s the 
one thing that makes him improve all the time?. Where to see an actor who has received so many 
awards for his works and still so shy and blank on the stage when giving his speech? But the aura..the 
charisma..is just there.

And I would like him to know, after ?knowing? him, I was able to smile again. Listening to his songs every 
night, I can sleep again. I just love who he is. He is just like medicine to me when I am down, and from 
there I hope he will treat his fans as his vitamins as well when he is down. Since Chunsas are the most 
beautiful and will always be there for him anytime. And I wish for his happiness and success, and at the 
same time I will start a better life for me and find my own happiness. 

 And lastly, my message to the birthday boy : 

You are very special and t hat ?s why you need t o f loat  w it h lot s of  sm iles on your  lovely face. Let ?s 
l ight  t he candles and celebrat e t h is special day of  your  l i fe. I w ish your  every day t o be f i l led w it h 
lot s of  love, laught er , happiness and t he warm t h of  sunshine. Happy bir t hday, Yoochunie!!!
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BE STRONG YU, 
MY LOVE by Anna6002
To be honest, I don?t know 
how to start. I?m not a 
good writer. It?s confusing 
to me because it seems all 
the  words in my head 
want to get out all at the 
same time. But I?ll try my 
best to be clearheaded. 

I started liking YU after 
watching Miss Ripley. I will 
always be grateful that YU 
took that role. Through 
Yutaka/Yuhyun, I became a 
?Yufan? and I began to find 
out all about YU. I started 
watching all his dramas, 
variety shows, concerts, 
etc. After knowing more 
about him through his 
works I was totally smitten 
by YU. 

I was really touched when I 
found about his life before 
becoming an artist; how 
devoted he was to his 

parents, how he loved his 
brother. Really?  I can?t 
imagine such a young child 
in America earning a living 
by working at so many jobs 
and using the hard earned 
money on his brother. No 
wonder Yuhwan said ?MY 
OLDER BROTHER TOOK 
CARE OF ME LIKE A 
FATHER.? 

YU went through much 
suffering to succeed and 
make his dreams come 
true. But he never used his 
pain  to gain sympathy. He 
gained and became 
popular through talent and 
hard work. Even when the 
lawsuit was hanging over 
them (JYJ), YU, together 
with his members, worked 
hard to open another path 
for themselves. I was really 
amazed by the persistence 

of YU. I AM TRULY PROUD 
OF YU. Ach?  talking about 
YU & his life always makes 
me cry. Honestly, I was 
never like this before I 
knew YU. He really affected 
me emotionally. 

I was initially a Kdrama 
lover, but now I just watch 
YU dramas. When I try to 
watch other K-dramas I 
find it hard to watch until 
the end. Or I would 
imagine YU as the lead 

character. Then I will 
re-watch YU?s 
dramas? again. That?s why 
I often can?t finish watching 
other dramas?  poor me. I 
wasn?t a Mickey Mouse 
lover but I became one 
when I knew YU loved 
Mickey. I have gotten into 
collecting Mickey stuff and 
now I have all sorts which 
are related to Mickey, 
besides all the YU stuff I 
have collected. 

October 2016
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Don?t ask me about what character of 
YU I prefer the most because I can?t 
choose. For me,  each role that YU 
played is special and I love each one 
of them. There were always different 
things from each role. 

If there is a project for YU I will 
participate as best as I can. I don?t 
know why but I always want to tell 
him ?STAY STRONG? in every message 
that I write. Maybe because I know 
about his life story. Even when 
people ask me ?What do you want to 
say to Yuchun when you meet him 
personally?? ?Stay strong? are the first 
words  that come to my mind. 

When YU went to serve his country, I 
was thinking of going on hiatus too 
and wait until he comes back. But I 
didn?t do it. I think I did the reverse. 
I?m active like usual, posting anything 
about YU on my social media. I?m 
glad to do it because it?s a form of 
relief for the longing I feel to see YU 
again. It never crossed my mind to 
leave YU. 

And the bloody days that came and 

changed his life 180 degrees?  
Shocked ?  yeah, I was shocked when 
I learned about it, my whole body 
shook and I cried. I did not know 
what to do. I wanted to run  to him 
and say ?Stay strong YU?  please stay 
strong.? But I can?t. I can only pray for 
YU. Every day I pray for him. I ask that 
he be given strength, given justice, 
and those who have ruined his life to 
get punishment. I wish that this pain 
would make his personality even 
better and stronger, and I hope he 
will understand more the meaning of 
?true friend.? 

I am proud of loyal Chunsas and 
touched by their never tiring support 
for YU, in spite of what other people 
and K-media are doing, and proving 
the words that I wrote in every 
message to him. ?Just remember, 
there are always loyal Chunsas all 
over the world who support and will 
always love YU.? 

YU?  I am always grateful to know YU. 
Thank you for being in my life and 
thank you for inspiring many people. 

Nobody knows what will happen in 
the future, but we, your Chunsas, 
hope YU will still be running forward, 
bringing with YU  your beloved music 
and passionate performances (in 
dramas & movies). I still miss those 
moments when YU sang while 
playing the piano. 

 

YU ?  there is a very far distance 
separating us?  but prayer and love 
will always be there and bring us 
closer. If I can?t touch YU with my 
hands, then I will touch YU with my 
prayers. 

Stay strong and be the Yuchun who 
have always bravely faced the 
hardships of life. For your sake, for 
your mother, your brother, your 
family, friends and also the people 
who are always loyal to you and love 
you. 

Stay strong, YU. 

I?m here for YU. 

I will always stand by you, no matter 
what.
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A 
CHUNSA 
BORN 
AFTER
by samts16

For a while now I have 
been wanting to share my 
story. Not for some special 
purpose but only because 
staying inside of me it 
makes me feel constricted 
at times. 

Many people become fans 
of celebrities because of 
looks, personality, voice, 
acting, etc. I went through 
that as well with my other 
biases. But for Yoochun 
something totally weird 
and unexpected 
happened. And I?d like to 
share that with all of his 
fans. Maybe at the end of 
this you?d think I am crazy 
(which I won?t disagree 
with to be honest lol) 

Being a fan of Kpop for the 
past 5 years now one 
cannot just focus on your 
own bias groups, especially 
when you?re not a 

teenager but slightly 
mature fan. So naturally I 
was aware of JYJ/DBSK. But 
over that time period I 
casually liked them. It 
helped that few of my 
Kpop friends were Cassies, 
the group I stan were 
friends with JYJ so yeah I 
knew of these guys, knew 
their story, listened to their 
songs but that was that. I 
wasn?t emotionally 
involved, I?d say, as I am 
now. 

In February 2016 the JYJ 
Fruitful Trip came out. I 
came across it accidentally 
and ended up seeing the 5 
episodes and realized how 
freaking hilarious the three 
of them are. Their antics 
and heartfelt talks touched 
my heart more. I suppose 
slowly they were making 
space in my heart. In that 

Yoochun?s last interview 
struck with me the most. 
The way he talked about 
the members? feelings and 
the hardships they went 
through together and 
cherishing their name as 
JYJ I couldn?t help feel 
touched. Despite his cute 
and dorky exterior he 
appeared to be much 
more mature. 

Then time went by and 
June came. When the first 
report came I was in a 
50-50 position just waiting 
to see how it played. I 
didn?t take sides, like I said 
I wasn?t emotionally 
involved so I just remained 
a neutral. However when 
the second, third and 
fourth reports came in I 
was sure that it was some 
sort of scam. Such things 
are not uncommon as 

history dictates. Another 
member from my other 
stan group is known to 
have fallen victim to 
something similar so I was 
sure of Yoochun?s 
innocence. I make a point 
to avoid the ridiculous 
news sites, if you might call 
them that, however the 
way it all spiraled forth was 
something that I couldn?t 
ignore. I was just baffled 
how easy it was for people 
to take sides and reduce to 
slandering and character 
assassination. Once again I 
missed those times when 
?innocent until proven 
guilty? was a thing. When 
people were more open to 
humanism and the good in 
man rather than branding 
them with an array of lewd 
remarks. Still I avoided it 
all and didn?t involve 
myself in any debate or 
comments war.

October 10, 2016
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Then that day came. I 
remember it clearly, 
when Yoochun made an 
appearance at the police 
station for investigation. 
To this day I scroll past 
those photos and have 
not even seen the video. I 
just read the headline 
and that was all. I couldn?t 
bear to look at his 
haggard face. Something 
inside of me just cracked. 
It wasn?t something I 
wanted encoded in my 
memory. I had to avoid it. 
Luckily during those days 
I had downloaded 
Sensory Couple drama 
and Another Oh Hae 
Young and was 
contemplating which one 
to watch. But seeing his 
face like that, in an 

wrecked-like state I turned 
to Sensory Couple. The 
only thing in my mind was 
?I cannot see him in that 
state. I need to see his 
happy face. That should be 
the only face in my mind?. 

It wasn?t that I don?t want 
to see his human side, it 
was just that I couldn?t 
stand him looking like that. 
It literally made my heart 
burst with sorrow so I had 
to do something. 
Incidentally I was also 
going through a rough 
patch personally at that 
time, so maybe that 
aggravated the whole thing 
as well. But anyways, I 
turned to Park Actor to 
console me, and that he 
did wonderfully! I got so 
addicted to his dramas and 

wonderful acting. From 
Sensory Couple to Miss 
Ripley to Three Days to I 
Miss You to Rooftop Price 
to Sungkyunkwan Scandal, 
in one month I finished all 
of them! It was absolutely 
addicting! I had intended 
to watch Sungkyunkwan 
Scandal first but because I 
don?t like saeguk dramas 
so I went with Sensory 
Couple BUT Rooftop Prince 
made me want to watch 
Sungkyunkwan Scandal 
because his acting as a 

Joseon-era person was so 
endearing it made me 
wanting for more. 
Afterwards I watched Sea 
Fog because like I said, 
Park Actor had 
mesmerized me 
completely and gosh was 
he amazing in that or 
what. It was my first 
Korean movie and seeing 
him act like that made me 
appreciate his hard work 
even more.
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does that, it does things to 
me I cannot handle) it was 
all so overwhelming. I did 
not know what was 
happening to me. To this 
day I think what why how 
??? 

Well after concert watching 
spree again I was left 
wanting for more. As you 
might?ve noticed by now I 
seem as if I was addicted 
to a drug and after 
reaching a tolerance level I 
needed more. I must say I 
agree with you if you think 
that, because yes, PYC is 
like a drug to me. And I am 
sure there is no cure for it. 
Anyways from there on I 
went to digging old DBSK 
shows and came across his 
family story. That made me 
realize that Yoochun is not 
someone who matured 
just now cuz he?s older. 
Back when he was barely 
an adult he spoke so 
sensibly on many things 
and that made me 
appreciate him even more 
(if that?s possible). Plus 
weirdly, I noticed that with 
the rest of my biases it?s 

like ?you smile I smile, you 
cry I cry? but with Yoochun 
again that wasn?t the case. 
Seeing him cry didn?t make 
me tear up, it actually 
made my heart swell with 
pride that such an amazing 
person who has come out 
so strong on the other end 
has made a cherishable 
place in my heart. It made 
me want to hug him tightly 
and tell him ?you did well?. 
Sometimes people work 
hard in an attempt to 
compensate for 
shortcomings and don?t 
expect any appreciation in 
return. I got that feeling 
from him which is why I 
want to tell him that he did 
good, he did the best and 
it is more than enough! 

And that is the end of that. 
Now I am left combing the 
internet for pictures and 
videos of him, just to 
satisfy my craving. I?d also 
like to mention one thing. 
I?ve lived through 4 army 
enlistments of my bias 
group members. But not 
even with my ultimate bias 
I had these feelings of

So during the time of this 
whole scandal, a lonesome 
girl was being consoled by 
Park Actor and by the time 
it ended his innocence had 
been proven and my heart 
was put to rest. But a fire 
had been lit and it needed 
more fuel. So I started 
watching JYJ DVDs. Phase II 
was in action, now it was 
time for Singer Chun to 
ensnare me. Unfortunately 
one of the downsides of 
where I am from, I cannot 
order Kpop cds/dvds etc. 
(sad international fan) but I 
must say JYJ fans are 
awesome for putting them 
up online. It really helps 
fans like me and others to 
discover their charms 
more. I hope one day I can 
fly to Korea and empty my 
bank account but let?s see 
when that happens. 
Anyways, from the first 
performance of Baboboy 
in Return of the Kings 
concert it was again 
impossible for me to 
handle Park Yoochun. And 
then his rapping and then 
his manly screams (I mute 
my speakers every time he 
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missing him, but each and every day I miss Yoochun. Each and every day I am compelled to watch one funny 
video, save 30 pictures of him just because I miss him and want to see him and hear his voice or laughter or see 
him dork around with JaeSu. 

I do not understand this at all. Why is it like this? It didn?t happen with anyone else. With others I was struck and 
shocked and cried while sending them away but with Yoochun only I miss him like there?s a bad heartache. 
Sometimes I laugh at myself for feeling this way, but as I said before, there is no medicine for it. 

So this is basically the story of how I became a fan of Park Yoochun because of this scandal, because I couldn?t see 
his worn out face. I suppose if all that hadn?t happened I might?ve remained a casual fan, watching his dramas, 
listening to his music and just appreciating from afar. But because of all this I?ve discovered a wonderful human 
being and wonderful fans who have such warm and amazing hearts to stay by his side through these tough 
times. 

There is nothing more I can do except wish Yoochun all the very best for his future. I hope he returns from his 
service and is able to come out strong once again at the other end whether it be in drama or music or just even if 
he takes a rest from it all. He deserves nothing short of happiness and peace and I hope he has it, even if it takes 
time, and I shall not leave his side in my heart for now and forever.
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THANK GOD, I 
FOUND YOU
by WIWI6004

Hi. I am a 30-year old ahjumma lol because I have 3 
kids already. All of them know about Yoochun. Every 
time I arrive home from other cities for work, my 
kids always ask me ?Why didn?t you bring Yoochun 
with you, mom?? lol. And I will just answer them, 
?Because Yoochun is so busy, he needs to work? 
ahaha. I will just call Yoochun Yoochun-ah or Chun-ie 
because we are born in the same year. (to sound 
close and friendly) 

The first time I knew Yoochun was in the middle of 
2014. I was watching Rooftop Prince by chance and 
without any special intention. I watched another 
K-drama before and RTP played after that, so I was 
just simply marathoning K-dramas. I know it was 
late, so sorry, hehe. 

I began researching about him after watching RTP. I 
had zero idea who he was and I thought he was not 
that good looking an actor.  So I began to explore 
who Park Yoochun was and his past. Strangely, I fell 
for his true personality, especially when I found out 
what he has gone through in his life. He is an 
impressive human being in my perspective.

October  16, 2016
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I was in the middle of a 
low point in my life that 
time. My husband 
suddenly left me and our 
3 children with nothing. 
He gave no financial help 
or anything else. He even 
left a debt that I had to 
pay. It was very hard?  
but reading about 
Yoochun?s ups and 
downs, I got inspired. He 
truly inspired me. Since 
then I always stick to his 
motto ?always keep the 
faith.? 

So, the starting point 
when I became his fan 
was when I found out 
about his life and how he 
overcame every hardship 
he was facing. And of 
course I also liked 
Yoochun?s acting?  the 
way he portrayed a role, 
his facial expression 
when expressing 
something or some 
feelings without any 
dialog?  I could really feel 
it. And I do love his voice 

when he is singing?  a very 
nice and warm voice. His 
narrow eyes are also my 
favourite. Hehehe. 

After I got to know about 
his life, I started to watch 
all his dramas, listening to 
all his songs, JYJ songs. I 
also started fangirling on 
Twitter, hehe forgive me 
Chun.. because I was such 
a passionate ahjumma 
hahaha. I am also grateful 
that I knew Junsu and 
Jaejoong through Yoochun. 
The three of them I love as 
one, JYJ. I don?t know why 
but I love all of them, their 
brotherhood, or maybe it 
is because I see he loves 
them as well. It isn?t fake, 
the love of those three. 

Actually I had a hobby of 
watching Kdramas since I 
was a student and stopped 
in 2006. I was busy 
working, got married, and 
delivering babies. It was in 
2014 when I resumed my 
hobby to watch Kdramas 

again. I had several 
favourite actors before and 
now. Bae Yongjun, So Jisub, 
and lately I like Yoo Ahin, 
Ryu Junyeol, and Jisoo. I 
like their acting, their 
expression without any 
dialog which I could feel. I 
believe they will be big 
actors too, just like you 
Chun. 

But your position in my 
heart would never change. 
There would be no space 
for others. You warm my 
heart, you inspire me. 
None of the other actors 
or idols gave me that 
warm feeling like you do. 
You are totally different  

So if other say I am 
cheating on you, I don?t 
care. Because they don?t 
know what I?ve been 
through and don?t know 
why I became a Chunsa, a 
fan of Park Yoochun. It is 
only between me and you. 
I don?t need any 
acknowledgement whether 

I?m a true Chunsa or 
whatever. I don?t have to 
only watch your dramas or 
only listen to your songs. I 
don?t need to keep on 
posting my craziness about 
you. I am just a woman 
who is inspired by a man 
because of his attitude 
towards life which is 
lovable. All I wanna do is 
wish you to be healthy and 
happy always. And I hope 
you will not quit from 
acting and singing. I still 
need to watch dramas and 
movies that you will be 
starring in. I still want to 
listen to your music and 
voice. Jebal, huh? 

Last but not least, please 
give us a special present 
when you return from 
enlistment 1 year ahead. 
Okay? Promise me? 
Promise us? Hehehe 

I thank God I found you, 
Chun-ah, during such a 
terrible time of my life, 
?that? time.
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YU DRIVE 
ME BATTY

by pycseasidewanderer
It was around this time 
about four years ago when 
I first ?bumped? into a man 
who I didn?t expect would 
make a BIG mark and 
would cause a DETOUR in 
my life?s journey?

Because I was so busy the 
whole year working and 
taking care of my daughter 
(tutoring and stuff), I found 
myself so bummed on this 
holiday season -no work, 
no classes, cemetery visit 
and trick or treating were 
all done. It was November 
2 four years ago when I 
decided to watch SKKS 
online. It took me a while 
to find it since I only knew 
of its Filipino tit le ?Secret 
Love,? teaser of which I 
happened to glance at on 
our local television. Out of 
boredom, I decided to give 
it a try. I?m not a Kdrama 

addict to start with. I 
stopped and controlled 
myself from watching it 
?coz the first time I watched 
a Kdrama (?Full House? ? 
my first Kdrama) many 
years ago, I got so 
attached to it that I 
couldn?t let go and 
re-watched it for a couple 
of times more after it 
ended. My second Kdrama 
was ?Princess Hours? and 
again all those mad 
feelings resurrected and 
the same dilemma 
happened. That?s when I 
decided to stop watching 
Kdramas. Until, for the 
longest time, I made a 
decision to give it a try 
once more time out of 
boredom.
Since I only had a couple 
days left of the holidays, I 
started watching SKKS at 
episode 6 'coz I thought 

maybe the first few 
episodes would be boring 
and I wanted to go straight 
to the real story. I was not 
attracted to Yoochun at 
first sight. I even said to 
myself ?he looks like one of 
our local actors here in 
some angles.? That said 
local actor is a 
good-looking ahjussi but 
not my type. Yoo Ah In was 
the one who made a first 
impression on me since I?m 
really attracted to long 
haired guys. Anyway, as 
the story continued, I got a 

change of heart as Lee 
Seon Jun started to get my 
attention for the rest of the 
episodes especially in the 
last part where he had a 
mustache and beard. I was 
like, ?This man is really 
handsome!? I think not all 
men who are so 
good-looking would still 
look good with facial hair 
on them, or would look 
even more attractive 
because of it. Yoochun 
pulled it off like it was 
really his. Chunsas, on cue, 
1-2-3... eeeeeeeeeeeeee! 
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To cut this SKKS story short, after the final episode, Yoochun finally got hold of my heart. I watched it again from 
the beginning up to the end and as the time went by, Yoochun was becoming more and more handsome in my 
eyes. I got really10x hooked and I then went to search for SKKS' casts. From then on another chapter has opened 
as I discovered Micky Yoochun, the singer! 

I searched and searched and watched his videos on YouTube. I even created a YT account for the first time ? I 
mean I watch videos on YT but never cared to make an account. I then discovered he is a member of JYJ and the 
first music video I watched from them as a group was ?Empty.? I got mesmerized ?coz he was sooo good, very 
different from the serious, upright LSJ I knew. Seeing more videos of him singing and dancing, I said to myself 
?Ahhh, so this is the real you..? and my heart fluttered as I kept on watching him. Because of continuous searches, 
I didn?t realize I went too deep already for Yoochun that there was not a single day from the first time I had a 
glimpse of him that I missed seeing his charming Chunface. 

I?ve had sleepless nights for months trying to watch videos and read articles as much as I could ?coz I felt like I 
missed so many things about him already that I needed to do some catching up. I?ve watched and re-watched his 
major dramas to banjun dramas, from MVs to concerts, guestings, variety shows, etc. I watched every video that 
was available from different sites, may it be with or without subs, HD or unclear, new or old, even if I had slow 
internet connection at times, as long as Yoochun was in it, I will watch it and had waited (even if I felt like I was 
about to explode every time there was slow connection). I did all sorts of things that I?ve never done before like 
CRAZY. He drove me BATTY! .

And oh! Before I forget, this is a litt le embarrassing in a way 'coz I have to admit that I never knew that girl/boy 
groups from Korea are called Kpop group. I don?t even call their drama as Kdrama, they're just plain drama to me. 
I didn?t know any terms until I entered Yoochun?s world. I?ve heard of the term Kpop mentioned in our local TV 
before but I thought it was the name of a certain group from Korea because there was a boy group featured 
whom I thought then was the ?Kpop? group! LOL! I mean I am not a fan of their music and more so do not care to 
know them. But that was before I knew this spectacular man named Yoochun who made a great detour in my non 
Kpop/Kdrama life. Thanks to this man, I discovered something different from my norm that I am now loving. I love 
JYJ?s music and even the old songs from their previous group and indeed, I now understand why they were once 
called the ?Rising Gods of the East? and why they have so many fans around the world. 

And I have to confess that after knowing this man, another door opened up. I am now having more interest in 
their culture, even wanting to learn their language and became more friendly with Koreans who are somewhat 
misunderstood by some people here in the City I live in (but a lot love them too). I am now officially a Kdrama 
addict watching one Kdrama after another. And am now opening up to a new music genre which is Kpop (but not 
all!lol). I especially love JYJ?s, particularly Yuchun?s and his recommendations.

I know Chunsas would agree, there is really something in Yuchun that we couldn?t explain why he?s so special to 
us that once you become a Chunsa, you will always be a Chunsa. He has this charm that could  melt our hearts 
and catch our souls. I mean, I really don?t know how to explain it and I?m no good in writing nor in expressing 
myself but I just love him the way he is! 

Even on my first year of being a Chunsa, I already wanted to see him in person. I even thought of watching JYJ?s 
Concert in Tokyo Dome in 2013. But I didn?t know how to go about it, I didn?t know anyone who could help me, 
and I was afraid to go alone. So I promised myself I will watch their concert when they have one in any of the 
nearby countries like Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand or Vietnam. And so I waited, and waited. At last, it was 
announced in 2014 that they will have concerts in those nearby countries I mentioned. I?ve already met Chunsas 
and have become friends with them, so I had friends to go with. Someone was going to purchase the tickets, 
hotel, everything that was needed will be taken cared of. But there was a hitch. I was almost six months pregnant! 
Oh my. I really wanted to watch in one of those countries at least because I knew it would be a long time before a 
chance like that would come again knowing they will be entering the military service soon. But foremost in my 
mind was my baby of course! But I wanted to see Yuchun, JUSEYO! 

I talked to my OB first, because if she said no, there was no need to ask my husband for permission. But if she 
said yes, then I would have a chance with my husband. So I went to my OB and asked if I could still fly. And watch 
a concert haha. I also searched for airline regulations regarding pregnant women.  Fate was on my side, my OB 
gave me the clearance! Next giant step was my husband.  He said I have to weigh and balance everything first. If 
everything is all good and since he can?t stop me anyway if I really wanted to go, he might just as well support me. 
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When I reached Hong Kong, I had to 
wait for another hour because my 
flight was an hour earlier than the 
one my Chunsa friends took. I was 
meeting Abbie.Gaile and Jellybean for 
the first time! I?ve seen Abbie.Gaile?s 
photo on her FB but I haven?t seen 
Jellybean?s. So I was looking out for 
Abbie. When I finally saw her, I was 
still a bit hesitant to approach her 
because suddenly I wasn?t so sure 
anymore haha! I observed (stalked 
more like it ahaha!) her for a while, I 
saw she was with someone. After a 
while, I decided to approach them. I 
was quite sure already. The girl with 
her reminded me of Jellybean?s 
profile photo (the bookworm) so it 
must be Jellybean haha! We also met 
with another girl, a JYJ Ph admin, who 
was Jaejung bias and became friends 
with her.

But he was already in contact with his 
friends in Hong Kong, asking them to 
keep an eye on me during my brief 
stay and to be on standby just in case 
their help will be needed haha. I was 
confident because I was going with 
my Chunsa friends. Although I have 
never met them in person, but I knew 
I will be going with good people and I 
will be in good hands.

I thought the giant steps were all 
behind me, but alas, there was still 
another one! Going out of our 
country is such a suspenseful affair 
haha. You never know if the 
Immigration Official who will let you 
pass through his gate will be friendly, 
not so friendly, strict, or just plain 
moody. So there I was, queuing at 
Immigration, praying that I be given a 
friendly one. Unfortunately, my 
prayers weren?t answered.  The 
Immigration guy was very strict, but I 
was positive I shouldn?t have any 
problems with the interview, I mean I 
didn?t do anything wrong. But still it 
was a bit nerve wracking. I was asked 
what I was going to do in Hong Kong. 
I said I was going to watch a concert. I 
showed him my printed ticket and 
hotel accommodation voucher and 
told him someone booked it for me, 
that they were from Manila but we 
were meeting in Hong Kong. Then he 
told me to go to the back office! 
Almost everyone queuing up to that 
officer were told to go to the back 
office for further interview! There 
were several people being 
interviewed when I reached the office 
so I had to wait for my turn. It was 
taking them soooo long I was afraid I 
was going to miss my flight. I was 
thinking if they cause me to miss it I 
was going to go ballistic and freak 
them out, I don?t care! After all the 
preparations and the excitement and 
the anticipation gaaaahhhh! Anyway, 
there were two officers there, the 
other one seemed friendly but the 
other one SO NOT! Guess which one 

fate picked for me? LOL! She was a 
tough looking, tough speaking, tough 
everything woman! She almost made 
the poor girl ahead of me cry. So it 
was my turn?  uhm let?s make this 
into a script-looking dialogue haha!

Tough Immigration Officer (TIO):  
What are you going to do in Hong 
Kong?
Me:  I?m going to watch a concert.
TIO: Who?s going to have a concert?
Me:  JYJ  

TIO: Who is that? 

Me: They?re Jaejung, Yoochun and 
Junsu 

TIO: What?s their name again?  

Me: Jaejung, Yoochun, Junsu (I could 
see she was Googling their names on 
her desktop ahaha! She saw The 
Return of the King Concert in Hong 
Kong.) 

TIO: So it?s Jaejung, Yoochun, Junsu 
(with a loud voice!) 

Me:  (I think I was turning pink right 
then haha) Ma?am, please lower your 
voice down, I am so embarrassed 
right now. Can you imagine how 
embarrassing it is at my age to be 
going to Hong Kong just to see my 
idol?! 

TIO: Oh you?re just like my niece. Her 
idol is Sandara Park and a boy band 
which I forgot the name of. So you 
like Korean guys? 

Me: Oh my gosh NO! I ONLY like 
Yoochun and his group! (I showed her 
Yoochun?s photo in my iPad, it?s my 
wallpaper haha.) 

TIO: He?s handsome ah?  he looks 
familiar though. I think I?ve seen him 
on an ABS-CBN drama. 

Me: Yes! He?s the lead actor in Secret 
Love (SKKS), Rooftop Prince and 
Missing you. 

TIO: Yes, I think I?ve seen a few 
episodes of Rooftop Prince, it?s where 

I saw him. 

So the tough-looking,tough-speaking, 
tough-everything Immigration Officer 
turned out to be not so tough when 
she saw this: 
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Just to get a glimpse of Yoochun, we waited for hours. We were like confused bees haha! When it was nearly time for 
their touchdown (of course we knew what time they were touching down?  thanks to CIA fans) we were first row 
behind the railings. Some butterflies joined my baby in my tummy and started twirling around, my heart beat faster, I 
kept checking my watch, and my hands were sweating (lol). I started to imagine what my reaction will be when 
Yoochun passed by in front of me, from an arm?s length distance! All that, and BANG! They used the VIP exit! They 
were going into their vans when we checked Twitter! ARRGGGHHH!    All these emoticons represent how I felt in that 
moment!

CONCERT DAY

I was super excited. We were advised to be at the venue several hours before concert time. If not for that advice, 
maybe we would have gone 1 or 2 hours before it started haha! Ohhh ignorance is not bliss at all. On the way to the 
venue we saw some signages/banners of JYJ. I was like ?Oh thank You, Lord, for making this possible.? I was going to 
see Yoochun in person!!! By the way, I specially wore something that wouldn?t make me look soo pregnant. I was 
afraid people would stare at me, not so nicely maybe?. I took all the precautions, all the preparations, I know my 
body, I can handle it, I?m a sporty woman, I?m healthy, I can walk the whole day if I wasn?t pregnant, I do mountain 
climbing, I do adventure racing and most of all, I know my limitations, too. But people don?t know that and they may 
look at me and think me too careless of the safety of my baby to go to a concert in my condition. Anyway, I don?t 
think I looked very pregnant. Hah! Says the lying mirror! A friend who was monitoring the concert on Twitter through 
live Tweets from fans in the audience emailed us that she saw someone tweeted: ?OMG, the woman on the row in 
front of me is pregnant!? Gosh, was she referring to me?? Was it so obvious? Was I the only pregnant woman there? 
Hahaha!

So anyway, this pregnant woman had the time of her life checking out every single thing?  buying merchandise, 
getting free lights and Micky headbands from different support fan groups, meeting other fans, and most especially 
having fun. But Jellybean and I missed the JYJ t-shirt; only Abbie and her half-Chunsa sister got one each. I wanted to 
have that shirt because the design wasn?t so obvious a JYJ shirt. Only fans would recognize it, that if I wear it I won?t 
be outed from my fangirl closet ahaha! I think Jellybean and I were thinking of the same thing haha!

While queuing up at the entrance of the concert hall, we saw some Chunsas already wearing their Micky ears haha! 
They were so cute! There were so many fans, I even saw a group which looked like a family (Dad, mom and teenage 
kids), I saw some senior citizens, I saw a couple of senior citizens in wheelchairs! I wonder who their bias is ahaha! 
The queues  were really long, this is the first time I have been to a concert with this number of audience. Inside the 
concert hall, we were told not to take photos. Of course I took some videos of Yoochun?s performances, everybody 
was doing so. But I hid my camera every time a guard got near us haha!

But first, when Yoochun appeared, I can?t explain my feelings! Hahaha! It?s as if a dream came true! But I really 
wanted to be nearer. If I wasn?t pregnant I would have been on the VIP Standing area near the stage. But since I can?t 
do that because of my condition, and Jellybean is so small she said she would have a crick in the neck halfway 
through the concert fighting for view with the taller fans, we decided to just get the VIP seating area. But it was too 
far for me, I wanted a closer look of Yoochun!

The concert was great, I enjoyed all the performances, especially Junsu?s. He truly is a total performer. I also loved 
Jae?s voice and sexy performances. But most of all, I was again mesmerized by Yoochun?s deep, soulful, sexy voice. I 
felt almost in tears listening to him sing. After listening to his recorded voice for 2 years, I was finally hearing him live. 
The feeling was inexplicable. I felt like I was going to explode haha! If only I have seen him up close! I wanted to shake 
his hand, I wanted to ask for his signature, I wanted to have a photo with him! I guess I will have to make those come 
true in the future.

As the concert ended, a photo of JYJ with fans in the background was taken. The longing started to take over. I wanted 
more, I wanted to see Yoochun again. Sadness was taking over my heart, I wasn?t going to see Yoochun for a very 
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long time. We stayed in our seats for quite a while. I was imagining JYJ coming out again with only a few fans left. If 
that happened I was so gonna go down there, pregnant and all, and hug Yoochun hahaha! But alas, it was just a 
dream. The time has come for us to leave. Bye for now, my dear Yoochun, this will definitely not be the last. See 
you again next time. I hope you will also consider going to the Philippines and do concerts or fan meets. I will 
definitely fly to Manila for it.

We went back to the hotel with both happiness and sadness in our hearts; happiness because we finally got to 
witness Yoochun sing live, sadness because we had to say goodbye and won?t be seeing him for a very long time.

After a day in Disneyland to see the other Mickey the following day, we had to say goodbye to each other, friends 
whom I felt like I?ve known for so many years already even if we only met in person two days ago. I was sad saying 
goodbye to them because we grew closer with each other even in just 3 days. We have kept in touch to this day 
and even with our busy lives were able to talk with each other everyday haha! We do that at MickyTrap, our Viber 
group. This is one of the great things about being a Chunsa, I found new friends, the for-life-kind-of-friends, 
women who share this crazy side of me, who are as crazy as me, who will understand me, who will always support 
and encourage me.

They took their flight back to Manila, and I took mine to Cebu. Remember TIO? Not Yuchun's TIO CF - although 
that commercial always brings a smile to my face - but the TIO at the airport! I met her again at the airport, and 
SHE REMEMBERED ME! In her usual tough, loud voice, she asked me about the concert. I said the concert was 
awesome! She was about to say (holler is more like it) something again that I had to susshh her to lower down her 
voice hahaha!

So that was the CRAZY-FOR-YOOCHUN-ME! I think it 's the craziest thing I've ever done as a Chunsa. Well, besides 
scuba diving and greeting him a happy birthday underwater.

And the six-month old fetus that watched Yuchun and JYJ with me - who must have been throwing her arms 
around inside her mum?s tummy, as her mum was waving her blue lightstick for Yuchun - just had her first trick or 
treating a couple of days ago. I guess she must be the youngest Chunsa huh? Hahaha!
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SMILE, HAPPY 
LOOKS GOOD ON YU

by Sharon MickyChun Lee Park
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LIGHTNESS OF A 
FULL HEART

by jel lybean

?One can only im agine what  w il l  
happen when a solo album  com es 
out .? 

What I said I could only imagine, I can 
now say I have ?seen?. Some cried: 
some loudly, some quietly. Some 
jumped and danced. Some screamed, 
some swore! Someone?s exclamation 

points just weren?t enough to express 
her happiness. Some could not do 
any work. Someone couldn?t explain 
that feeling on ?seeing ?Park Yoochun 
1st Mini Album on online Korean 
music shops.? Someone turned into a 
?cheeseball, an emotional mess.? 
Some succumbed to panic 
preordering. Pandemonium broke 
out in Chunsaland. The precious 
thing that they have patiently been 
waiting for, something that they have 
kept their faith for, something they 
knew in their heart will come one 
day, has come. 

?How Much Love Do You Have In Your 
Wallet?? At first glance one will 

immediately think of equating love 
with money, or ask, ?Why is love 
being equated with money?? 
Others will take an imaginary look 
in their wallet and count how much 
could be set aside to buy 
something so precious. Some 
would list things to give up if the 
wallet wasn?t in a very robust 
condition (I did haha!). Others 
laughed, the ones who didn?t know 
Yoochun. Yes, they did. Some 
shook their head. But some quietly 
pondered over it. Those who 
listened to his words during the 
Ichigo Ichie ment came up with the 
nearest possible and probable 
explanation. Because with Park 
Yoochun, you read between the 
lines.

A heart that is full, brimming with 
happiness, filled with gratitude, 
couldn?t be any lighter. It could soar 
any moment; a puff of wind could 
send it to the skies. 

That was how a Chunsa?s heart felt on 
January 8th. Our hearts soared.

A Chunsa is faithful, generous, optimistic, plucky, passionate, witty and protective of a Yoochun. She is his 
angel after all. Although she adores a Yoochun, she is not blind to his shortcomings. A Yoochun?s 
imperfections are what make him perfect in the eyes of a Chunsa. She is known t o have an 
inexhaust ible pat ience when it  com es t o wait ing for  a Yoochun?s solo album . A MIA Yoochun doesn?t 
alarm or agitate her, simply because she is used to it. A Yoochun may disappear for months on end but a 
Chunsa simply takes it in her stride. But once a Yoochun sighting is made pandemonium breaks out in 
Chunsa world. One can only im agine what  w il l  happen when a solo album  com es out .

"

"

January 10, 2016
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?I had a dream last night. And I saw my dad. 
About ten years ago, I gave him ¥10,000 bill. 
In yesterday?s dream, when I looked at my 
father?s wallet, the  ¥10,000 was there just as 
it was. After seeing the money?  I realized 
today that I was wrong in the past. I?m 
talking about my dream because more than 
money?  I?m very happy to meet you like this. 
I thank you once again.?

"

"

The man has depth; that is so old news! So why even be surprised when he gives us an album titled ?How Much 
Love Do You Have In Your Wallet?? That is Park Yoochun. The thoughts of this man rise up from a different level. 
Remember that boy who named a dish (ear shells, octopus and chicken) Cheonjimi, meaning sky(cheon), earth(ji), 
taste(mi)? Or the boy who composed a poem in a matter of minutes with only two unrelated words to work on? Or, 
yes, the one who composed ?Dad, You There?? The old soul inhabiting a young boy?s body is now, well, inhabiting a 
30-year old man?s body! It?s the same old soul.

A Chunsa (@Bubbly) said: ?You can sing twinkle, twinkle, litt le star and I?d still be buying? ? This is most probably 
true for all Chunsas. That?s how much we have wanted, and waited for, this solo album. With the track he prepared 
for us, he is not only sharing himself, but what he himself loves and enjoys. Again, this is so Yoochun! This album is 
more like his way of communicating with his fans. I feel like he wants to say, ?This is me, these are my thoughts, 
these are the things that are important to me, and I?m sharing with you something I enjoy and find beautiful. I 
hope you could feel what I feel when I listen to it.? 

We thank you, Park Yoochun, for giving us this gift. You don?t know how precious this is to us. God bless you, uri 
Yoochun-ah.
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HOW DO I FEEL ABOUT PARK 
YUCHUN

by yc love

This quote reminds me of 
Park Yu Chun. Why? I will 
explain in a while. 

How does womankind feel 
about him? For flushed 
teenyboppers, he is our 
symbol of sensual delight. 
For bashful ajummas, he is 
our object of sentimental 
endearment. These two 
classes of skirt wearers are 
no different when it comes 
to loving Yu Chun if you do 

not check the age on their 
passports. 

I am not allowed to enter 
kindergarten grounds to 
interview toddlers so I 
cannot advocate for them. 
The noonas are a sandwich 
class, who can speak for 
themselves. 

Did I miss out any other 
women who are dying for 
a piece of Yu Chun? 
Mermaids do not count. 
They are slimy characters 
we do not want associated 
with Yu Chun. 

I do not want to talk about 
mankind who must be 
wondering why their wives 
are not cooking dinners 
whenever JYJ concerts are 
in town. And why their 

girlfriends prefer them to 
sing ?My Girlfriend? 
(composed by Yu Chun) on 
Valentine?s Day instead of 
demanding for diamonds. 

Do teens and ajummas 
have exquisite taste in 
music like Yu Chun? So 
they understand what is 
good music? 

Or do these teens 
represent power by sheer 
numbers when they 
descend on YuChun, 
whether at his fan 
meetings or JYJ concerts? 

And who are these 
ajummas who are no 
longer the subjugated 
women of the Joseon 
period, reminiscent of Kim 
Yoon Hee of the 

Syungkyungkwan Scandal 
(SKKS)? These sweet 
ajummas are the epitome 
of the movers and shakers 
of the entertainment 
world. They thank the 
spirited and spunky Kim 
Yoon Hee who fell in love 
with Lee Seon Joon, on 
their behalf. 

In their heart of hearts, 
they must have imagined 
Lee Seon Joon is Yu Chun, 
seductively removing their 
cumbersome hats in an 
elevator that never works. 
Doesn?t matter if the 
elevator is cramped. The 
more cramped the better. 
So there is more skinship 
with Yu Chun.

?A good ear  for  m usic, 
and a t ast e for  m usic are 
t wo very dif ferent  t h ings 
which are of t en 
confounded ; and so is 
com prehending and 
enjoying every object  of  
sense and sent im ent .? ? 
Grevil le

October 25, 2015
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They are all willing to wait 
for their turns for the hat 
removal ritual while an 
ambulance is waiting 
outside. Ajummas? hearts 
are no longer nubile and it 
is wise for medical 
assistance to be on 
standby. Ah! Yu Chun, 
would you perform CPR 
(cardio pulmonary 
resuscitation) as an added 
service besides removing 
the ladies? hats? 

These ajummas have the 
time and resources to let 
their love for Yu Chun 
overflow into helping 
underprivileged children. 
To donating tons of rice to 
charity. To even starting a 
new internet radio network 
in 2011. 

These ajummas echo Lee 
Seon Joon when JYJ sees 

doors of TV stations 
slammed in their faces. 
They assure Yu Chun and 
his two JYJ team members 
? If you need a miracle, we 
will create one for you.? 
Just like how Lee Seon Joon 
assures the hapless Kim 
Yoon Hee before the 
archery competition. The 
poor girl doesn?t know that 
a bow is not something 
pretty you pin on your hair 
if it is short. And an arrow 
is not something you stick 
into a chignon bun to hold 
it up if your hair is long. 

So when the internet radio 
station was birthed on 3 
March 2011 in South 
Korea, it was attended by 
these ajummas as 
midwives. Great 
scriptwriting in SKKS in the 
15th century turning into 

reality in modern day 
Seoul. Give yourself a pat, 
Miss Scriptwriter of SKKS, 
for your miraculous 
statement. You wrote a 
drama. But you should get 
a social award for moving 
an army of midlife citizens 
into action. You have a 
thing or two to teach 
clueless politicians. 
Consider getting these 
ajummas to help you write 
SKKS Part 2. Starring Yu 
Chun again, of course. In 
Part 2, we want to know 
how he is progressing with 
the bedroom techniques 
he is learning from the 
litt le red book given by the 
player Yeo Rim. 

As what Greville noted ? 
comprehending and 
enjoying ?   are different 
things that stump us. A 

noona fan ( didn?t I tell 
you noonas are such 
clear minded 
creatures ) has wisely 
advised me ? stop 
analysing why you 
love Yu Chun. Just love 
him. 

Mr Greville, wherever 
you are now, I hope 
you get a chance to 
watch Yu Chun in JYJ 
and his dramas in 
your celestial 
existence. You will 
then comprehend why 
we wax lyrical over 
this object of our love. 

I may not 
comprehend Yu Chun. 
But I enjoy him. 

Thank you, Mr 
Greville, for telling me 
the difference.
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A CHUNSA'S THOUGHTS 
ON YUCHUN'S 
ENLISTMENT

by Pink Sapphire

October 29, 2015
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PAGES ON PRINT 
VOL. 1

by jel lybean

January 20, 2016
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It?s done! And it?s all because of you, 
Chunsas, who have shared your stories, 
your thoughts and feelings about one 
man who, in one way or another, 
however unknowingly, has touched our 
lives, yes, even through the exabytes, 
and has become an inspiration and a 
beloved. My big thank you to all of you 
for allowing me to post your beautiful, 
funny, heartwarming, hear-wrenching 
stories, poems and random thoughts at 
Pages Bound By 6002. 

To Yoochun, I truly hope you get to read 
these stories. There must be hundreds 
of thousands of Chunsas, or even 
millions, out there. Just look at 
MickyWorld. But these stories only came 
from a less-than-measly portion of that, 
twenty to be exact. I know it doesn?t 
matter that it?s only from twenty 
Chunsas. So, here are the hearts and 
minds of those twenty, laid bare for you 
to see. I?ll do my best to encourage 
more of them to just write it down, no 
matter how confusing the feelings get 
sometimes, or how difficult it is to 
describe these feelings, always 
beginning with ?I love you because? ? 
and ending with ?I don?t really know why 
I love you. I just do.? For inspiring in me 
this unique feeling, only felt for you and 
will only be for you, I thank you from 
deep in my heart.

IT ALWAYS SEEMS 
IMPOSSIBLE UNTIL IT'S 
DONE. 
  -  NELSON MANDELA

"
"
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To the following Chunsas, whose love for Yoochun made it possible for our cyberpaths to cross: to YC Love: my guru, 
my Yoda ? not in age and looks[!] ? but in her wisdom about everything and knowledge about Park Yoochun; to 
Alyne6002: my personal Korean translator, for being such a sharp proofreader, a funny spazzing partner and a great 
dongsaeng friend; to Angella, for living up to her name (Chunsa Angella, a positive double whammy if you ask me) 
and using her wings and pretty much everything at her disposal to help her Unnie deliver this Chunsa love on print to 
the nearest possible place (and accessible to us fans) where Yoochun might pick it up and read it; to Feby, in whose 
hands I entrust Angella and Pages on print; to Beanie, for being such a cool bean and adviser; to Grandma of Four, 
the coolest grandma this side of the universe; to Mraly, for trusting your Unnie with your deepest thoughts and 
feelings, whether it?s Yoochun-related or not; to Lina, for encouraging litt le mousey to talk AND to tweet and calling 
me out when I?m in my litt le cave, inquiring about my health; to my crazy and funny dongsaengest Jojo, who could 
always make me laugh with her outrageous tweets, and to all the cool Chunsas I have ?met? and made friends with 
because of Park Yoochun-ssi, gamsahamnida. ? ? ? ? ?  

And lastly, to the owners of the photos I used in the blog and on this print, I urge you to accept my apologies for 
taking liberties in using your photos without your express permission, only relying on the goodness of your heart, in 
the spirit of a Chunsa asking another Chunsa for indulgence, I thank you most sincerely. 

And my wish: May there be volume 2.
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?I love you without knowing how, or when, or from where,
 I love you simply, without problems or pride:
 I love you in this way because I don?t know any other way of loving.?
 

?  Pablo Neruda, 100 Love Sonnets 
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A CHUNSA'S 
THOUGHTS

Loving the same person doesn?t mean we all have the same thoughts about that person. We love him in 
different ways, sometimes we differ in what we want for  him, what we want f rom  him and what  we 
t h ink  is right for him. I emphasize on ?what we think? because after all, these are all just our opinion. It?s 
how we personally feel, and being different from the others doesn?t make our love for him any less. In 
the end, we all are the same Chunsas  wishing him love, happiness and a fruitful career. 

I was initially asking one Chunsa these questions, but ended up asking every Chunsa who was game to 
answer. 

 1. Is Yoochun the first Korean artist you?ve ever liked? 

2. Will it matter to you if he stops being a singer and just concentrate on his acting? 

3. Do you worry about his popularity or career going down? 

4. How do you really feel about him? I mean, is this a ?for life? kind of thing? I know we can?t say until 
when we will like or love a person, but speaking from how you feel now, do you think there will come a 
time when you will say ?I don?t like him anymore.?? 

5. What?s your ideal girl for Yoochun? 

6. At what age do you think is ideal for Yoochun to get married, and why? 

7. What part of his physical attributes is his most attractive in your eyes? 

8. What characteristic/attitude do you think is his best? 

9. What don?t you like about him?  

10. If you were given a chance to say something to him in two sentences, what will you say? 

11. What is your Christmas wish for Yoochun?

December 25, 2015
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Jel lybean

1) I remember Jang Dong Gun being my first crush. After ?All About Eve? I saw him again in ?A Gentleman?s 
Dignity.? Such a long time to see a crush. Nothing in between.  And then there was Ji Sung. I liked him very 
much in Protect the Boss. And I liked him even more in Kill Me Heal Me. But there was just no urge to know 
more. So my answer to Q #1 is a no, but at the same time a YES! Yoochun is the first and only one and the 
LAST one to inspire this kind of feeling in me. 

2) It doesn?t matter, I will support him whatever he wants to do. Although it will be such a waste of great 
talent if he stops singing.  I could only hope for that non-commercial album he is thinking of. And I truly hope 
he doesn?t stop composing because that will be very sad indeed. 

3) With popularity, I don?t really worry. I mean, I would want a lot of people to like him and respect him for his 
talent and himself as a person. If that?s popularity, then I want that for him. But if it just means us fans 
screaming and voting non-stop in every poll imaginable, then that popularity wouldn?t count much with me. 
His career is another matter. I am very happy with the way it is going. He just won 9 awards(!) for his first 
movie. If that doesn?t indicate a career going up, I don?t know what is. Or maybe that?s talent? Not career? 
Yes, I am worried, but only to the extent where I?m wishing for him to surpass his own record, his own 
accomplishments, competing only with himself. I wish for him to reach that level that he wants, were he 
doesn?t have to worry about his looks anymore or how his fans would react.
4) I have granted him a Permanent Residence Status in my heart.  
5) I want a beautiful lady for him (inside AND outside), someone on the same wavelength as Yoochun, who 
loves him to pieces, with every single cell in her body! 

BEFORE 40!  Maybe 36 or 37 will be good. He will have enough time to step up to the next level of his career and 
we, Chunsas, will have enough time to nag, cajole, beg, make a petition for that non-commercial solo album. LOL! 
But you never know with love and marriage. It could happen any day of the week. Ready or not, one will have to be 
ready. WE have to be ready. 

7) His smile melts my heart. But the view when it?s taken slightly from the top when he?s looking down, it wedges my 
heart somewhere down my solar plexus! His forehead and brows and half-closed eyes,  and nose and lips?  whew! 
Beautiful! My favorites are his eyes and lips and his SHOULDERS! 

8) His being a very good and loving son and brother. I love that about him. I love how he is with old people and how 
respectful he is of them. And I love how he does aegyoo when he is with them haha. And I love how he is with 
ordinary people, how he treats his staff and how his staff praise him. ?The One In Room 2330? is Park Yoochun. 

9) What I don?t like about him, hmmm?  a bit hard to explain. I love it that he is very humble but I don?t like it (and I 
totally do not understand!) that he doesn?t seem to be very confident about his singing.  I feel sad (so maybe I don?t 
like it) when he holds back his feelings towards his fans. I know he loves his fans, but he just couldn?t bring himself 
to just let it out for everyone to see and I sort of understand it but sometimes I want it to rain! I want it to pour! 
Okay, a drizzle will do for me really.  That?s why I was so touched when he cried during his FM in Japan. He let out 
his feelings at last. I want that Yoochun back. I want him to be comfortable enough in front of his fans to not hold 
back on his feelings, even if it means he has to cry  in front of us. Because we will just cry with him. 

10)  I trust you. I trust your choices. Whatever path you will take after your military service, you have my support. 
Whatever makes you happy, go for it. I?ll be cheering you on from my side of the universe. Please be happy. 
Chunsas got your back.
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angel la

1. Yes 2. I hope he never stop singing bc he has talent in singing. And JYJ never complete without him.
 
3. Hmmm I'm thinking about his feeling and what he want more than his popularity. If one day he decide to live 
far from artist world then its ok.
 
4. I cant say i don't like him anymore hehehe well sometimes i forget about him especially in his military service 
time. But i believe i always back to him.
 

5. A girl like his mom. Not an actress
 
6. 40 years old. 20-30 is time to do career hahaha
 
7. Lips
 
8. Humble
 
9. Sometime he seems like don't care about his fans. He stay peace in his cave. We miss You BB!
 
10. Don't ever give up and do your best! We're always here for you!

1. No.  

2. I will miss his voice in songs. So I prefer both.  

3. Somewhat in that I would still like it that his popularity remains high, but will accept it if it comes down eventually. 
Career wise, as long as he enjoyed his work and had more than enough to provide for himself and his family, I am 
fine.  

4. Really not sure. Most likely will still like him and be interested in his news but can't say about the intensity level or 
depth.  

5. Someone that he mutually loves and be mutually committed to each other for life. 

6. Thirty-five

 7. Lips 

 8. Love and care for his loved ones.  

9. Smoking  

10. Continue to sing and give us a solo album. Quit smoking to ensure that your loved ones will be healthy and you 
will be healthy for them. 

pink sapphire
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MRaly

angel la

1) Is Yuchun the first Korean artist you?ve ever liked?
  Yes very first korean artist i have ever liked. 

2) Will it matter to you if he stops being a singer and just concentrate on his acting?
  For me it?s okay if he ?only? does acting, but maybe I will follow his activities less. 

3) Do you worry about his popularity or career going down?
  No I don?t. He will not always be at the top. If he has to taste how being down is like, it will be better 
for him. 4) How do you really feel about him? I mean, is this a for life kind of thing? I know we can?t say 
until when we will like a person, but speaking from how you feel now, do you think there will come a 
time when you will say ?I don?t like him anymore.? 

 Long Q!  I think now he is like my own brother. Sometimes I miss him, hate him, and also worry about 
him. So I can say he is my unreached-brother. Yes there will be. We don?t know what will happen next. I 
think there will be. 

5) What?s your ideal girl for Yuchun?
  Smart+Elegant+Good attitude 

6) At what age do you think is ideal for Yuchun to get married, and why?
  38, during that time he can achieve what he wants and save a lot of money. A person like him married 
at this age its hard to find ?name? in entertainment industry. If Yuchun marries around 32-34 he still 
wouldn?t have achieved what he wants/aim. He will finish his duty at 31 and if he marries at 32-34, he 
will only have 1/2 great project. So 38 is a perfect age to get married. 

7) What part of his physical attributes is his most attractive in your eyes?
  Teeth+eyes 

8) What characteristic/attitude do you think is his best?
  When he say ?I dislike it? and he doesn?t do it, like when he says he doesn?t like taking selca, and he 
rarely does it. And I like his simple, uncomplicated mind. 

9) What don?t you like about him?
  Smoking smoking smoking, and I didn?t like it when he said he will go on hiatus after his service but I 
like it that he changed his mind after his senior talked to him. I called it back & forth personality but 
Jellybean unnie said it was just enlightenment. I think I agree. But there is still this back and forth and 
inconsistency I sense in him. 10) If you were given a chance to say something to him in 2 sentences, 
what will you say? 

 Yuchun oppa, how are you? I think today you watched movie with Moon Manager since tomorrow is a 
holiday. Please stay healthy, be happy and don?t forget who you come from, don?t forget who always 
supports you besides your family. Don?t forget who you are. Please stop smoking. Take care of your 
body. Stay humble, don?t become arrogant, don?t be afraid and also don?t be so stiff & awkward 
towards fans. Do what you had done before for your fans. You changed a lot since 2012. I hope you 
consider that. Thanks.
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YC Love

 6) 35 is good.  He will come out of military at 31. That leaves him a few more years to build up and consolidate his 
career before he settles down. He's a man who would give of his all when he is married. I feel his career will take a 
backseat when he's married.

 7) His bedroom eyes. His gaze when he looks lovingly at his leading actress during a romantic scene in a drama is 
like a prince in a fairy tale.

 8) His unconditional love for his family even at a young age when he took over the role of head of family and sole 
breadwinner when he was a teenager and having to live alone away from the family he loves.

 9) I wish he would go back to his teenage years where he experimented with hair, fashion and compose music 
with a vengeance.  And not be the subdued man he is now.

 10) Yu  Chun , we know you have so  much more inside  than you believe yourself to be. Believe us. 

1) No. Won Bin left me a very deep impression when I watched my 1st Korean drama 
"Autumn in my heart " in 2000. In the following 10 years,  I have watched many K  dramas but 
no actor struck me until YC in SKKS in 2010.
 
2) Yes. It will sadden me as I believe him when he said he had  always wanted to be a singer. 
He has the voice that 's soothing and warm. Listening to him sing a ballad is like having a hot 
chocolate milk before bedtime  during winter.
 
3) Yes. He worries me no end. Even when his popularity was at its peak in 2011/2012, I 
couldn't help feeling he is a not an  ambitious man who would just live contented with one 
project a year.
 
4) No. Unless he commits an immoral act which I think most unlikely.
 
5) A girl from the non- entertainment world.
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1) Really really liked? Yes, he?s my first bias. Before him, I only knew and liked some actors, but was 
never so interested in them as to look for facts, updates or even get to meet other people who liked 
them etc. 2) It won?t matter to me if it?s to give up on a solo work, but I will mind if he quits JYJ. However, 
seeing as these three have their ways to both accelerate their solo careers and keep JYJ alive, I don?t 
have any worries of that happening. JYJ will be there on the side, one way or another. I?m personally 
sure of that, if I know anything about him. People sometimes forget his happiness radiating on stage 
with JYJ and believe he?s over the whole singing thing. I don?t. 

3) Not at all, quite the contrary, I?m convinced his career will take off to new skies. Popularity, maybe. 
But only because his fans will change in a more mature crowd and popularity is nowadays measured by 
extreme fan manifestations. I think he?ll have the fans he?ll want to have. He already does, if you ask 
me. Chunsas are older than your general kpop fan and definitely more mature in showing their love. I 
think we?re a fanbase he?s proud of, one that he carefully built himself. Yoochun has never been the 
revealing type and we all know he?s gone private the past few years. It?s amazing that the majority of his 
fans respects that and even loves him more because he?s who he is. 

4) This is a ?for life? thing for me. I haven?t liked many artists or famous people in my life, the ones I like 
are always for life. I haven?t ?disliked? any of them. My interest may have faded regarding of looking for 
news every day, but every now and then, I check on my loves and see how they?re doing. Basically 
they?re just a handful of people that inspired this kind of feeling in me, the one you call ?being biased?. I 
don?t ever see myself not being interested in what he?s doing, even if it?s just once in a while. 

5) I wouldn?t mind if he dated Shin Se Kyung, haha. But whomever he likes, really. I don?t have an ideal 
girl for him, I will be happy with whomever he chooses. 

6) 35 is a good age for a man to get married, especially a man of this profession. So any time until he?s 
35 would be good. To be honest though, this entire thing about age and marriage is kind of trivial to 
me, because age isn?t important. What?s important is that you find the right person. To some people, it 
happens in their 20s, to some in their 30s, some in their 40s and so on, considering the rate of divorces 
and how many people have to rebuild their lives from scratch. So what I wish for him is to be fully 
happy with his decisions and not marry ?because he has to?. 

7) This is extremely hard to pick and I?m sorry, but I will cheat and list them all. What I most like in 
Yoochun are: eyes, lips, eyelashes, forehead, collarbones, shoulders, legs. And does the voice count? 

8) Him being a normal non-famous person in a famous group and famous dramas. I have no idea how 
he manages to give off this feeling, but he does. He makes you forget he?s a millionaire celebrity; he?s 
more like, your friend, your boyfriend, your brother, your classmate. I also adore his cheesiness 
because I?m like that too, so it makes me relate. Okay maybe that?s his laziness in working out/dancing. 
Or maybe his sappiness when watching movies. Or his trolling his friends. Or him being a dork. I can?t 
pick!! I relate to so many. 

9) This will sound like a lie, but I?ve found nothing so far. Some of the negative traits I?ve read from 
other people all are endearing qualities to me or completely justified reactions. I?m sure if I was his 
friend or girlfriend and saw him every day I would probably find things to dislike, as in all people, but as 
things are and from the info I know, I don?t dislike anything. 10) Keep following your instinct and do 
what you really want. I trust in your choices, I love you for what you are. 

Lina
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1. As I've told you, I had had no idea about Kpop or any other Korean artist till the day I saw Yuchun at 
Tan Son Nhat airport. So he had been my first and only idol so far haha 

2. The thing I like the most is his character, or at least how I feel about his character. So I dont mind if 
he's a singer, an actor or even nobody at all 

3. The story abt this answer may be quite long. Several months ago, I had some troubles with my job 
and really wanted to quit that job. But it was quite good, with high salary, and I had to try a lot to get it, 
so I was confused very very much. But at that time, I read Yuchun's interview on a magazine before his 
enlistment. He was asked if he worried about not being famous anymore. I remember he told 
something like that: I've been famous for more than 10 years. I think it would be greedy if I want more. 
Now all i think about is going down slowly with cherish and gratefulness. At that time, I suddenly 
realized that there are some things in life that happen naturally and you have to accept and face it. 
Face it with the best attitude and optimistic spirit, it will be fine. And I believe even one day Yuchun is 
not famous anymore, he wont be that upset because he knows it will happen, he has been prepared 
and made plan for it. Me too, like his fan always. 

4. You know, Im not a young dreamy girl. I know that life changes and people's feelings change even 
faster. I dont dare say loving him the whole life for sure, but I prefer living day by day, thinking of him 
and trying to build the love piece by piece. That 's how I love him. I trust that kind of quiet love more 
than something crazier, noisier. Hope that it could keep me with him as long as possible :) 

5. Honestly I dont think he loves a really beautiful girl. But she must be kind, girly, funny (maybe), a girl 
who loves Yuchun's family like he keeps telling us. i think he will publish the relationship late, maybe 
around 40 (his career cant stop here at 30, right?), and get married immediately with 2 or 3 children 
(he loves children, especially girls haha). No matter who he choose, I do believe she will be the best, 
the most suitable, because he is experienced and sensitive enough. 

6. Oh, I type the question 5 and then read this :)) 

7. I don't know :))) Every litt le thing about him makes my heart beat :)) Sorry I cant give a clear answer 
for this question. 

8. I know he had gone through very tough times. Though he seems not to share a lot of that time 
(before his debut and even the dark time with SM Entertainment), I do feel that it had to be a brave 
heart that led the young guy overcome all those difficulties. But the lovelier about him is that he tries 
to be optimistic and funny all the time, he jokes, teases everyone, like all the miserable memories 
were not for real. Yes, I love that bravest, cutest, purest heart <3 

9. The only thing I don't like about him is that I know he could never be my boyfriend huhu :(( 

And sometimes, honestly, I dont like his image with DBSK very much. Some of them I feel he's not 
himself at that time. He can be true now as a part of JYJ without any pressure and control. (Dont tell 
any OT5 about it or I will be killed immediately haha) 

10. "Oppa, nice to meet you for real. I just want to say I like you, a lot" 

Molly
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1) Nope. I have liked several, tbh quite many Korean artists before. But so far he's the longest one and 
probably the last one. 

2) Yes. I love his singing, I love his voice, I love how he expresses himself through singing and songs that 
he composes like Dad, You There, etc. But tbh, I sometimes can see him going to that direction, and if that 
happens, I will still support him however I can.  

3) Not really. People like/love him not just because of his popularity or career, people love him because of 
his personality, his attitude. Even if those two go down, people would still keep loving and supporting him, 
I am very sure of that.

4) I have thought a lot about this. Yoochun, somehow, has become part of my life. I got to know great 
friends because of him. He has become one of my sources of happiness. To be honest, I really really don't 
know. And to be more honest, I can actually see myself saying that in the future. Not because I have 
found someone else. Maybe I would be too busy with real life, the feeling starts to fade away? Maybe. I 
don't know. I hope not. I know it sounds stupid, but I really hope not. 

5) Someone who can listen to him and treat him well. And just smile and laugh and reciprocate whenever 
he's being all lovable whiny dork. :D  

6) 30+, because honestly, I really think he's read for one. Haha. 

 7) Everything, especially when he smiles every part of his body just lifghts up when he smiles haha. 

 8) I love the fact that he is so humble with everyone. His sense of humor whenever he's with his 
members. I love the fact he's honest with what he feels. His attitude towards working, hadrworking, 
always tries his best whenever he's sick. And also, the feeling that he gives out when you see him. He's an 
artist but you can sense the humility in him and how normal he is, just like anyone else and I love that. 

 9) * Sigh*  I don't know. Nothing I guess. There's nothing I really dislike about him, except maybe for his 
bushy armpits. I just... I don't really like bushy armpits lol sorry ahahaha! 

10) Park Yoochun, thank you for never giving up and still be you after all the awards, the praises you have 
received. I know maybe you're not really the type to be all lovey, dovey to his fans, but I know you really 
love us and I know you want us to wait for you despite you said you didn't mind if we like other groups. :D 
You know we won't, and I will stay here for you as long as you want. I love you and please stay healthy 
always. 

1) Yes, he is the first. 

 2) Whatever he feels like doing is fine but I'm hoping he will still sing on stage with JYJ. 

 3) Not a big concern.

4) If you love a person, it should be for a lifetime. He is the first artist I liked and it 'll be forever I'm sure of 
this.   

 5) Of course someone who will love only him, a homebody... not a fancy one.   

6) 35 years old.

 7) Charm of his face and the aura he exudes. 

 8) Being himself and not afraid to do so. 

 9) I don't look for something I won't like... I love him for who he is.

 10)  Stay strong. Enjoy life in God's grace. 

JOJO

GRANDMA OF FOUR
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1) He is the fist K artist I fell head over heels in love with. 

 2) His voice made me a Chunsa. Honestly thru Lee sun-jun I came to know PYC as an awesome singer. 
The baritone sound of his voice is so heavenly sweet, like savouring your favorite chocolates.  

 3) I am more concerned about his passion towards singing. It seems like it is declining as he ages? Or 
thee may be some obstraction to his singing career? Only YC has the answers. Yeah, I'll be sad and 
frustrated. As for popularity, it 's not permanent. However, gaining expert 's/critiques' recognition of his 
hard work would be more meaningful for him to soar higher in his acting. 

4) To be honest, I don't trust myself when it comes to promises of a lifetime. As long as he doesn't do 
anything that I would terribly dislike, I'll stay here and support him while he is active.

5) Not everyone is lucky to get whom he/she dreams of. For my bb boy, most important is the lady has 
high respect for him. She will be his friend thru good and worst times, she will ot take him for granted 
'cause he is such a generous guy, as if the word 'selfish' doesn't exist. And last but not least, natrually she 
has to be gorgeous (bonus). 

6) 35 or above, as he said so. A woman from similar industry ma be right for him as she can protect the 
relationship since they know the implications whe a scandal breaks out. If he's fated to be with a 
non-showbiz lady, I hope she's a prominent figure or a cahebol daughter hehe, 'cause it 'll be tiring for 
them if people starts doubting her sincerity in marrying PYC.  

 7) My answer will be ALL of PYC. Do you believe me haha when I tell you his eyes, when he looks straight 
into your eyes it sends shivers down your spine like his eyes speak to you? 

 8) His super coolness about everything, he's not an attention seekier, his non-pretentiousness, his 
humble no-diva vibe, sincere with his work, honest in sharing his thoughts, and last but not least, his 
funny antics have never failed to amuse me, give you laughter in any situation. * * *  I have to admit, 
sometimes his antics are so lame LOL! 

 9) From my observation, he's too generous. He should have a litt le bit of 'selfishness' to avoid people 
from easily taking advantage of his kindness. 

10) You've inspired many, stay as you are. Your imperfections make you human. Live your life to the 
fullest, don't let nay negativity drag you down. Love and be loved. 

Umeira

1) Yes, Yoochun is my first love.

2) Hmm. if it is not possible to be both a singer and an actor, the it 's okay. I fell in love with him as an 
actor, not as a singer. 

3) Yes, a litt le bit... but I don't know why.

4) I can guarantee that I would never say that thing. Eventhough Yoochun is in his 70s or I like someone 
else, I would never say things like that...   

 5) A beautiful one, has a good attitude, an actress and is in the same level/wavelength? with Yoochun.   

6) 33/37 years old.

7) Lips. Hahaha. 

8) His being himself. Simple, humble, and idk how to describe it but I like that he is doesn't care what 
people think about his image. I mean, he is free, something like that. kkkk

 9) Rarely takes selcas, huhuhu..  10)  I LOVE YOU and I MISS YOU. Sintha_Chunsa
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1) He isn't the 1st Korean artist I liked but he's the 1st one who shook my heart this much. Yoochun is just 
idk, too precious and lovely. 

 2) I wish he can do both even though I started to be his fan thru his drama. His song compositions are 
gems and unique. Just look at his 1st mini album, it was truly art to me. And also, tell me which singer can 
rap yet can sing at the same time. But no matter what, it is his decision so I will respect and accept it. 

 3) No. Not at all. Because I care about quality than popularity. But I care about his career of course! I want 
him to do more movies, especially. And I'm a sucker for heavy movies so I don't mind another 'Haemoo' 
thingy. 

4) I don't think or I don't wish to say "I don't like him anymore." It will hurt to say that seriously. Yoochun is 
someone who I care a lot about, I've never been like this before. And he taught me so much precious 
things about life. But of course, there will come a time I might stop being an avid fan of his. I can't read my 
future but I have this thought, when I get married, I think I will slow down fangirling. I wish to still follow all 
his future projects but probably no more crazy spazz like I usually do on Twitter haha. So now, maybe I 
need a future hubby who loves Korean dramas at least haha...

5) ME! Haha! Just kidding. Girl who loves his family since Yoochun is a family oriented man. Since his 
album just release last night, I'm still bawling by just imagining the MV and the way he sings. Also I wish 
she is just a normal girl, a non celeb, I mean. And pretty hahaha and pretty inside and outside. No, 
seriously, I just hope she loves YC so much and his family and will take care of him forever and ever and 
ever...  

6) IDK, sometimes I can't wait to see him get married 'coz I want him to be a dad to his beautiful kids. 
Maybe it 's just me. It is okay to marry early. My target is around 34-35, it 's just nice I guess. But I just hope 
he's still active as an actor/singer. 

 7) His eyes! Those speaking eyes. But man, his lips are just sexy and kissable. Wait, his Adam's Apple is so 
manly, isn't it?! And not to forget his nose bridge, it looks too perfect in my eyes and how can u ignore his 
precious forehead? That forehead where we can play football on hahaha... Oh yeah, even his dot dot 
eyebrows are precious to my eyes!

 8) Ahhh... this is hard to answer 'coz there are so many things I love about him. I admit, I fell in love with 
him for his talents in the 1st place, but the more I knew him the more I loved everything about him. I think 
his honesty is the best.  

 9) How do I dare say what I don't like about him? Kekeke.... I know maybe this have been said many times 
by others already, but I wish him to stop smoking for the sake of his health. Tsk. 

10) Be healthy. 

MickyMong
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1) Only liked? No. Really liked and followed? Yes!!

2) It won't matter. I will support whatever decision he makes but I hope he won't stop running to reach the 
end of the tunnel with JYJ.

3) Hmmm popularity is a temporary thing, but good value stay forever. It seems he doesn't worry, so I won't 
too.

4) It 's true we can not promise liking him forever, but this feeling I have for Yoochun is like having a certain 
room in my life. Even though someone or some people come and make me fall in love, it doesn't consume or 
bother the feeling I have for Yoochun. Until now I always have room for him. For life? Again, I can't promise... 
but I always imagine, if there is a chance in the future, I want to go to his events with my future husband and 
children.

5) Someone who can compete Yoochun's half. She will respect and love Yoochun as the truest Yoochun is, and 
accept him in whole, which includes his family, his people. She will be with him through ups and downs, will 
accept his flaws and make his flaws less. And she will be the reason for Yoochun to achieve his dreams. She 
would have the ability to reduce Yoochun's stress or sadness by just thinking of her. Haha did I say too much? 
^^

6) I want Yoochun to get married after military service, at least under 35 yo haha. I do believe starting a family 
can give a renewable energy and happiness both for his career and life. Career and marriage are possible 
together. Epic High members are all married, a father and still rocking. But that 200% depends on Yoochun. 
Marriage is not about should do it fast or late. If Yoochun wants to give his mom grandchildren, then he is the 
one who can consider when he should get married. My final answer is that it depends on Yoochun himself. 

7) Too difficult to pick one hahaha! Two tops are smile and shoulders. :)

8) Keeping humble in a sea of admiration. He choose private life despite his great or glamorous popularity. His 
patience and resistance in those hard times. He is a mood-maker. He is caring , warm, funny, troll, sincere. He 
knows what he wants. My words will not be enough to describe how beautiful his personality is... oops, I 
forgot I only need to write one. :D

9) Generally, Chunsas have a huge understanding to accept his imperfections. It doesn't mean something to 
be hated but I hope he finds a way to stop smoking and drinking too much...

10) A chance to talk face to face? "I'm very grateful for you. And.. please give me more sentences to say so I 
could stay longer in front of you! XDD

ChunsaFiya

1) Yes.

2) If he really likes to do it, of course not.  

3) No.

4) Of course not. I'll always like him, now and forever.   

 5) The kind of a girl who really loves him from her heart and who will always support him through the 
ups and downs of his life.  

6) Around 35-40. I don't know why but I think it 's good for him to get married at this age.

8) Polite and always takes care of everyone. 

9) Smoking.

10) Love you! @ekhunnie
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1) Yes, he is the first. 

 2) I don?t care about it. YC can do everything if he wants. I respect YC?s chooses. As long as it is Yuchun, I 
will love him unconditionally. 

3) He is not only my idol but also my brother. Whenever I see him, I feel comfortable and happy. He keeps 
me smiling & makes me stronger than anything you can imagine. 

 5) She must really love Yuchun. It?s all. I don?t care about her appearance or something like that.  

6) I don?t know. Depend on Yuchun. I don?t ever think about it before.

 7) His shoulder. 

 8) Kindly & emotional. 

 9) Drinking and smoking. I sympathize with him, but I don?t like when he drinks or smokes too much. It?s 
really not good for his health :( . 

 10) If you were given a chance to say something to him in 2 sentences, what will you say? 

Hi Yuchun, please take care of your self. 

Whatever happens, I?ll stand by your side. 

Missing YU! Keep smiling together ^_̂  

LY

1) Yes! His the first Korean I've ever liked. It 's all because of Rooftop Prince. I really really loved his role on 
that drama so after that, I love him very very very much until now. :D

 2) Hmmm tbh I like singer Chun more becasue his husky voice is <3 so I hope he won't give up on his 
music career. 

3) No, I don't. I believe he will survive in this industry with his music and acting career.

4) I love him. So much. But I'm not the type of obssessive fan who always thinks about him and so on lol. I 
mean, I love him but he's not my everything though lol yeah that kinda love. 

 5) Since he is a family man, I want him to meet such a kind girl who loves a  family too like him. A family 
woman.  

6) Right now! Lol joke. I think at the age of 30s is the best time for a man to get married. At least, under 40.

7) DIMPLES AND EYELASHES!!!  Oh and his ADAM's APPLE hahaha he looks so sexy tho

8) He is so polite and loves his family so much. That 's why I love him.  

9) I don't like his smoking habits. :(

10) I love you. Please live healthily and happily.

Thank you ~~~ love you, all Chunsas. <3<3<3

Dhani
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1) As an actor, no. As a Kpop idol/singer, Yes! 

2) Yes. I mean, I admire and love the actor Park Yoochun. But I also love listening to TVXQ Micky Yuchun or JYJ 
Yuoochun. In fact I listen to him eery day,  every night, every where. And ain't his dream to be a singer? So 
why quit? 

3) Maybe. Haha. I mean Yoochun has been in the public eye for 12 years. And like what he said, he wants to 
slowly (yet gracefully) come down from the peak of his popularity. And knowing him (through videos and 
interviews hehe), he's not that kind of person/actor who wants to be in the limelight every time. 

4) TBH, I lack constancy. I had a long list of biases before I 'met ' Chun. My friends used to tease me about 
that, so when I declared Yoochun as my new bias, they laughed and said it won't be long 'til I watch a new 
drama and see a new actor. That 's why I stopped watching Kdramas for some time, I guess I was afraid I 
might have a sudden change of heart again. But it has already been 9 months, but I still admire Yoochun like 
the first time I was "struck by the CHUNface" ^^.  I started watching Kdramas again, but at the end of the day, 
I'm still a Chunsa! Did I answer the question? I can't really say if this is "for life" kind of thing, but I'm sure I'll 
be a Chunsa for a very looooooooong time. 

5) Pretty yet simple. Must be humble. Someone who can understand Yoochun. Just like what his members 
said, there are times when Yoochun suddenly feels lonely, I wish the girl would be able to make him smile 
and laugh. 

6) 37 and above. He is 30 now. By the time he'll finish his army duties he will be 32. Maybe a couple of 
dramas and a movie for his comeback, I'll assume he'll be d34 then. Another JYJ (or DB5K concert(s) 'coz I 
really dream of attending one in the future. And release new album or two! Only then he should get married. 

7) It was the CHUNface that made me into a Chunsa. Even if years passed, I'd probably laugh at the Chunface 
again and again. But lately, I like to look at his nape. I don't know why. 

8) "He is an old soul in a young man's body." "Sexy-brain." He can make me laugh just by making faces or 
when he's trolling. But it warms my heart when I hear his self-composed songs and the way he honestly and 
sincerely answers the questions during his interviews. 

9) I was sad when he said (was it from one of their fan meetings?) he called Junsu and said he feels like giving 
up. Stop making your fans worry... Chunsas panicked when they saw a band-aid on your finger (from 2015 JYJ 
calendar), or that time you were in the army and your foot was hurt. You thought you can hide those from 
us?

10) There was a time in my life when I was too comfortable with life, I stopped chasing my dreams or too 
scared to make new ones. But I 'found you' and you became a dream to me that I wanted to chase. (Don't 
run! I'm not a saesang fan. I just want to see you personally.) Oppa... let 's meet some day. 

Mayel
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1) No! I  was "al l  about" Junsu before.

2) No, I  wouldn 't  m ind. I t 's h is l i fe. I t 's h is choice and I  r espect h is decisions. But of course, i f  he sings, I  
could  watch h im  in  h is concer ts. 

3) No. I  th ink  that Yuchun is a low profi le person. H e is not l ike other  idols. I  th ink  he so wish to be a 
norm al  person & l ive a norm al  l i fe. I  bel ieve, deep inside, he wi l l  be gett ing m ar r ied soon and ret i r ing fr om  
l iving in  the spot l ight. 

4) Yes,  I  wish he would stay in  m y hear t forever. But then i f he leaves th is showbiz, news would be 
m in im al . And I  th ink  by then, f lam es wi l l  be burnt out. 

5) Sim ple, down to ear th, cheer fu l , non-m ater ial ist ic, tolerant, hom ely & rel igious. Som eone l ike h is m om  
would just be per fect for  Yuchun. 

6) Soon after  he com es out fr om  the m i l i tar y. 32 to 36 m aybe. 

7) H iss cheekbones, nose, hair , lashes, Adam 's apple, h is height, h is butt !

8) No. 7 and him  being h im . I  love h im  because he loves h is m om  and brother  so m uch. H e is m atured and 
responsible. H e is quiet and down to ear th. To m e, he is so "not an idol". Super  Idol ! Som etim es, feel ings 
could not be explained. I  r em em ber  when I  f i r st  knew about DBSK through the song Doshit te, I  thought he 
is Daesung of DBSK and the worse singer  in  the group. But then, table turned after  2 1/2 m onths, I  fel l  head 
over  heels for  th is very down to ear th and yet gorgeous m an. 

9) I  don 't  l ike h is excessive sm ok ing, dr ink ing & clubbing. 

10) No. 10 is so hard to answer ! 

      "Look  in to m y eyes, M r. Park ! Tel l  m e... I  m ight just be the person you are look ing for  in  th is l i fet im e!"

Sharon Lee

 
1) Nope, I  used to l ike one Korean actor. But Yoochun is the f i r st  ever  Korean celebr i ty that I  had fol lowed.

2) I  wi l l  feel  sad i f ever  he decides to stop singing 'coz he has a great voice. But whatever  h is wishes are, I  
wi l l  suppor t h im . As long as I  can watch h im , I  won 't  have any problem .

3) Not at al l . I  bel ieve that Chunsas are one of the m ost loyal  fans. 

4) I  know that I  can 't  fangir l  for  l i fe but speak ing fr om  now, I  th ink  that m y feel ings for  h im  wi l l  stay for  
long. I  m ean, i t  is just so hard to ignore h im . Even i f he is not so visible I  am  st i l l  here wait ing for  h im .

5) Som eone sim ple and loving.

6) I  don 't  want h im  to get m ar r ied ever. LOL  H m m m .. m aybe 35-37 years old.

7) H is sm i le. I t  m el ts m e al l  the t im e. ̂ ___^

8) H is honesty and being tr ansparent. H e is not one to please fans. H e does th ings the way he wants i t  and 
for  m e that 's better  because he is being so real . H e gets m isunderstood m ost of the t im e as a snob but 
that 's h im  and I  don 't  have issues with that. 

9) I  don 't  l ike i t  that he is so pr ivate, but can 't  blam e him  for  that. I t  is not also r ight to share everyth ing 
about h im  openly to the publ ic. 

10) Yoochun, thank  you for  inspir ing m e. I  wi l l  cont inue to suppor t you for  as long as I  can. 

R.Anne
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1) No, I loved an ahjussi Korean actor before. Yuchun is the second Korean actor that I love.

2) I wish and hope he will not stop singing. Listening to his songs is such an amazing thing... he can 
capture hearts with his voice. But whatever projects he will do/choose in the future, I will support 
him no matter what. 

3) I am not worried over his popularity. He already reached that top spot and I don't think his career 
will go down. At this point, he is on the right track going up and making himself one of the future 
actors that will be the next Kim Yoon Seok/Choi Minsik. 

4) I want to continue loving him now and the coming days/months/years, until my memory fails 
me... (drama? lol). Seriously... I wish to love him for the next 50 years of my life. 

5) My personal choice for Yuchun is a celebrity, someone in the public eye too, so that she can 
understand Yuchun's career and can deal with media and fans around... an empowered/successful 
woman who can stand on her own., without using Yuchun's popularity, and hope she will love 
Yuchun and Yuchun's family with all her heart for the rest of her lifetime; a woman who will be the 
mother of his future children. 

6) Yuchun can get married anytime now, at his age today as a successfule/stable man. But in my 
opinion, it will take more years before he settles down into marriage. I think around 38-45 is the 
time he will be ready for marriage. He will consider JYJ's career, his acting, plus the welfare of his 
family first. 

7) Smile? That beautifully radiant smile curved on his lips, I was mesmerized! Lips? Haha! Tempting, 
Delicious lips...

8)Yuchun's humility, down to earth... it speaks a lot about him. 

9) I cannot think of what I do not like about him now, but surely, I do have something I dislike about 
him. But the, I learned to love him and all his imperfections. They make him more endearing. 

10)Thank you so much for coming into my life. You make my world brighter and I gained lovely 
friends too because of you. 

Alyne_6002
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1) No. There were a few, but when I knew him it was a 
very different level from other artists in which I may 
consider him as the first too. Haha.

2) Yes, it does matter to me 'coz I and all who love him 
will not be able to hear him sing new songs and what 
would happen to JYJ if he'll stop singing? I know 
Chunnie can do both because of his passion and 
dedication in every piece of work he does. 

3) Yes, I did worry before, especially when the talk of 
the town was about his enlistment 'coz he will be away 
from us and many new actors will shine in the 
limelight. But this time I'm still positive for the next 
years to come. I know there are various people waiting 
for his comeback both on TV and on stage. 

4) As to what I'm feeling about him, it 's like I bumped 
into a person once and still keeps thinking of that 
person. Yuchun really gave me so much inspiration & 
continues to do so. Because I like him not just as an 
artist/ idol but as a person, someone who really 
touches lives and I was one. And so there's no point in 
saying I don't like him anymore. 

5) My ideal girl for Chunnie is someone who sincerely 
loves him the most, can understand him with his 
limitations and support his dreams.

6) 35-37, hopefully he could find his true love between 
these ages so after enlistment he could still focus on 
his career and prepare for family life, though I know he 
already has enough wealth. :)

7) Most attractive attribute for me, his mouth area, 
'coz his lips and teeth are there. And when he begins 
to smile your worries may all fade away.

8) Chunnie's best attitude and characteristics: being 
humble, loving and affectionate and being so natural 
in his actions. 

9) The habit of smoking 'coz it 's not good for his health 
knowing he has asthma, it worries me. 

10) Chunnie-ah, thank you for every bit of happiness 
you've given me, hoping I could meet you someday. 
And I'm sorry 'coz I couldn't support you that much for 
my resources are not enough, but I do support you 
with all my heart. 

Jam
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1) Yes, he is. I like Kdramas but not artist in particular. After watching RTP I 
saw something special about him. I just can't help it, I had to find out more 
about him. So every day I would Google him, watch videos, read articles. I 
went on a drama marathon, finished 4 of his dramas in a month. 

2) Yes, it will matter to me if he stops singing 'cause I know he loves to sing. 
But if he has to make a choice then I would still support his decision. 

3) He doesn't seem worried about it so why should I? Hahaha! Besides, I 
know he is well loved by many. Plus,  an artist as talented and hard working 
as h is, he will always have a place in the entertainment industry. 

And I will always be here to support him, which answers no. 4 question... 
Yesss! 2 birds with one stone! I mean, it 's 2015 and the fever is still there. 
This has never happened to me even when I was younger. 

5) Ideal girl for Yoochun... someone who's not from the industry. Someone 
whom he can come home to and forget all his worries at work. Someone 
who will listen to him... a sanctuary. But she has to have a life of her own, a 
career. But that career takes a back seat so she can take care of her family. 

6) Ideal to get married at 35. After his release he'll be 32, then he'll have 3 
years for JYJ album(s), solo album(s), concert tours (hopefully, Phils. is 
included), a movie or two and a drama. I have it all planned out now. 
Hahaha!

7) This is the hardest question haaaaiissst! Sooo hard to choose. I'll rank 
ok... I can't just pick one. 

       1 - Eyes sooo expressive truly the window to his soul. 2 - Luscious lips, 
yummy 3 - Perfect nose 4 - The acne scar. Makes him human, and very 
manly. 5 - Adam's apple... I can munch on it all day. 6 - Collarbones to die 
for. I call it platito (saucer), I'd like to put some ketchup on them and eat 
fries. 7 - Borad shoulders, I would love to give him a back hug. He has a 
sexy back. 8 - His abless tummy. 9 - Tattoos so sexy. 10 - His crooked pinky 
finger and long thumbs. I swear I can recognize him with just his hand. 

8)Best attitude... his single mindedness. When he decides to do something, 
he will do it no matter what others would say. Example, when he cut his 
hair really short right after Missing Youd drama. Some were not for it (his 
wide forehead becoming more obvious) but he still did it anyway. Or like 
when he did Haemoo and people around him were not sure about it 'coz 
it 's his first film and thought he should take on a safer choice. But he did it 
anyway. And ended up a grand slam actor. When he sets his heart on 
something, rest assured he will do his darn best. 

9) I dont like him smoking and drinking hard.

10) 2 sentences... Thank you for all the smiles and laughter and feels that 
you have brought into my life. You will always have my support. 

Chunniefersong
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A GIFT 
OF LOVE

by jel lybean

January 21, 2016
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Sometimes I ask myself if loving 
Yoochun has made me blind or deaf. 
Am I now seeing him through 
rose-tinted glasses or am I still being 
true and honest with myself, and in 
how I see him? Am I still how a 
Chunsa should be, someone who is 
not blind to his imperfections? Or 
have I become a fan who would 
blindly shout that he is the best actor, 
he is the best singer, he is the most 
handsome; he should be No. 1; and 
this, to the exclusion of everything 
and everyone else, to hell with 
common sense and logic? I truly hope 
not. I hope I am still a sane fan, 
although one might not think so after 
reading this account.  A few hours 
before Yoochun?s first solo mini 
album was released I was busy 
deciphering a tutorial on how to 

register and have an account on 
Melon. A very kind Chunsa, our very 
own ?Karma Girl,? was guiding me 
through the entire process. [Thank 
you, Dongsaengest, for your patience 
in helping your Unniest, whose 
knowledge about these things is a 
whopping nothing!] All Chunsas who 
had Twitter account were out of their 
caves, waiting for midnight. A Chunsa 
said it felt ?like New Year?s Eve 
countdown where people wait for the 
clock to strike at 12.? Indeed, it felt 
like that! Excitement and 
nervousness were felt in Chunsaland. 
The dreamed of solo album, 
Yoochun?s voice, unaccompanied by 
his brothers? voices, was just a few 
minutes away from our ears. I can 
imagine every Chunsa?s heart racing. 
Some even had their earphones 

already plugged to their ears and 
fingers at the ready to tap the right 
keys. That was how ready we were at 
Chunsaland. 

I was ready, too. My heart was racing, 
but I was trying to control it. Mind 
over matter. I had a plan. I was not 
going to watch the MV. I would just 
play the song and listen to Yoochun?s 
voice with closed eyes. I was not 
going to look at his face. I wanted 
everything in me to focus on his voice 
alone. I didn?t want his face or the 
story of the MV to color my first 
experience of this most anticipated 
song. And I wanted to make an 
honest and objective opinion, I 
wanted to critique his voice, even if 
only to myself. 

Hearing the first line, I had goose 
bumps on my nape and my ears, as if 
someone was behind me and I could 
feel the whisper of a breeze touch my 
skin. A few lines into the song, the 
goose bumps were all over my body. 
Then I was shaking. I was shaking real 
bad. My teeth were practically 
chattering, for crying out loud! 
Heavens, what was the matter with 
me! When he reached the first high 
part of the song I started crying. I 
sobbed, as if I was in pain. My mind 
was like a kaleidoscope of everything 
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fI have learned about 
Yoochun from the very first 
time I saw him. I was 
thinking of that skinny kid 
crying in front of his fans, 
and that 30 year-old man 
crying in front of his fans 
and what he went through 
in between. I wanted so 
much to hug him and tell 
him ?Baby, you did it, you 
did it!? And he did, in more 
ways than one! 

After the song ended, I just 
quietly lay down and 
contemplated what just 
happened. Have I gone 
completely mad for a few 
minutes? I felt as if my 
heart got lodged 
somewhere down my solar 
plexus. I told a Chunsa 
friend what happened, 

that I went totally and 
completely insane for a 
while. She laughed and 
said, ?You are in love lah!? 
Aiyoo, I am so not! I LOVE 
Yoochun, but I am not in 
love with him. Too old for 
that! LOL! What was it I 
said? I was going to form 
an objective opinion? 
?Objective? sailed out the 
window the moment 
Yoochun sang the first line. 
Objectivity means forming 
an opinion uninfluenced 
by one?s emotions, right? 
But how can I be objective 
about this when the 
rawness of his voice 
zeroed in on my deepest 
emotions? So I am left with 
?honest?. I guess what I?m 
going to say from here on 
in will just be gibberish of a 

fangirl, but nonetheless, it 
is an honest gibberish. It 
wouldn?t make sense to 
others, but a Chunsa will 
understand. 

What was it about this 
song that generated such 
an overkill reaction from 
my mind and body? Was it 
the music? Partly, yes. Was 
it the voice? Oh yes! That 
timbre in his voice that 
conveys raw sadness and 
sincerity reached out to my 

deepest being. It was just 
so beautiful that I couldn?t 
handle it like a 
normal/cool/sane human 
being. I don?t know what to 
call Yoochun?s voice. I?m 
not musically learned. I 
don?t know anything about 
singing voices. Vocal 
techniques are beyond me. 
But I have ears, I have a 
heart, I have a soul. Aren?t 
those enough though? 
Wouldn?t my ears know if a 
sound is pleasant to 
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listen to or not? Wouldn?t 
my heart know if it?s being 
touched by the sound of a 
voice? Will my soul budge 
from where it snugly is by 
the force of just any 
sound? I think not. But it 
still stands; I know nothing 
about music, I don?t know 
its language. I?m saying all 
these as a form of a 
disclaimer (or a warning 
maybe?) before I go 
further. 

Can we call Yoochun?s 
voice soulful? Can it be 
considered that? I don?t 
know what to call it if its? 
not soulful. It touches our 
raw emotions, you can feel 
the deep sadness and 
anguish but it?s not a 
crying voice. I don?t hear it 
crying; I just feel its cry. (I 

am the one crying!) But it 
doesn?t do ?too much,? it 
doesn?t whine, it doesn?t 
grate. It is tender and 
velvety, at times like honey 
down my throat, or a soft, 
cool breeze touching my 
skin, at other times like a 
subtle force reaching out 
to my soul, pulling at my 
soul!   His high notes in 
Bolero did that to me. The 
first time I heard it I had to 
clutch at my chest for fear 
of my soul sailing out the 
window! Now, he did it 
again with this song. I don?t 
know why his high notes 
do that to me. I know it 
sounds fantastical, but 
what can I do? It is how it 
is. His raw voice, blending 
with the gentle guitar and 
piano sound, and the 

building up and  climactic 
sound of the drums and 
those other instruments I 
don?t? even know the 
names of, punctuating 
Yoochun?s soulful voice, is 
just perfect. I don?t know 
any other way to describe 
it. IT IS PERFECT! 

It took me three days to 
finally listen properly to 
the other songs, because I 
couldn?t move on from the 
experience of the Wallet 
song. But EVERYTHING is 
just so beautiful! The piano 
piece by Yuhki Kuramoto is 
going to be my ringtone. 
While listening to it, the 
fresh-faced Yoochun of 
more than ten years ago 
comes to mind.  It gives 
me the feeling of 
reminiscing a happy past, 

tinged with melancholy. I 
don?t know if this 
melancholy is the effect of 
the other songs. I am very 
curious what the notable 
pianist and composer 
thinks of our Yoochun. An 
article said it?s the first 
time he gave his own 
composition to another 
artist. And he gave it to our 
Yoochun! I wish we knew 
how it came about. And 
Until the Last Album will be 
my text tone! I love Until 
The Last Album, not only 
because it?s for us, but also 
because it?s truly beautiful. 
It sounds crisp and 
refreshing to my ears. It 
makes me wanna go 
boat-sailing haha! Yozoh?s 
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sweet voice compliments Yoochun?s sexy voice.   I was on the road yesterday afternoon when I listened properly 
to Unwound Heart. I think the driver got a bit startled with my mild expletive haha! I was like ?Darn it!!! Why is 
everything in this album so beautiful?!? Unwound  Heart is wounding my quivering heart! The gentleness of 
Yoochun?s voice accompanied by that sweet, fluttering melody is a test to one?s composure. And of course we 
can?t forget our old friend and companion for almost three years, Walking With Her in Spring. I feel sentimental 
towards this song. It?s the one that got us through the long wait, from Spring, to Summer, to Autumn, to Winter 
and back to Spring several times over.  Who wants to be the ?Her? in this Spring song?  

This album is a MINI, but it more than fills the heart of a Chunsa. 

 

The wallet -st yle CD Jacket : Don?t you think this is Yoochun? It is just a simple brown wallet-like, folded card 
with no frills, no fuss, no unnecessary trimmings. Just like the man himself. It?s not ostentatious; it?s not 
extravagant. But the inside is full of love, sincerity and honesty. That simple brown thing contains a treasure, a 
diamond. It is Park Yoochun! 

Uri Yoochun-ah, we are extremely happy and touched with this gift,  please accept our heartfelt gratitude. 

Until the next album, my love.
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CHUNSA, 
AFTER "I DO."
by jel lybean

When a woman marries, she changes her name; she leaves her parents and joins her husband. When a Chunsa 
marries, will she leave Yuchun? Will she remove Chunsa from her name? 

Today, a Chunsa got married. Wish her well, Yuchun-ah. She has been in love with you for more than seven years 
now. There was a time in her young life when she was so down she wanted to die, but the thought of you 
marrying another girl and her not knowing anything about it ? because, well, she?s obviously dead ? got her out of 
her misery and forgot about dying. LOL! She may be laughing about it now, but back then it wasn?t so funny. So 
fight she did. Fight for life. Fight for happiness. Fight to have a chance to marry YOU! She thought what a loser 
she would be if she wouldn?t even know when you finally got married. If it isn?t going to be her (we can?t have 
everything we want in life after all), then at least let her be under the same sky when you finally do it. She was 
never not ?in love? with you. Even when she met someone not called Park Yuchun. Now she has married him. But 
she didn?t go into it like a normal bride. A normal bride would say something like, ?Honey, I snore really really bad, 
will you mind?? And the answer would be, ?Of course I won?t mind sweetheart!? But this Chunsa bride said to her 
groom, ?Honey, I really really like Park Yuchun, do you mind?? And the answer she got was, ?I don?t mind 
sweetheart, I like Katy Perry too.? Poor man. He doesn?t know that the love of a Chunsa for Park Yuchun is a 
universe away from his liking for Katy Perry.  LOL She even secured a YES to watch a Yuchun/JYJ concert from time 
to time. What a lucky Chunsa!
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When does one become a Chunsa? 1) Before marriage and 2) After marriage. 

It seems harder to become a Chunsa when one is young and unmarried, rather than when one is already 
married. Why so? 

 A young heart is so much more susceptible to falling in love with Yuchun than one who is not so young (and 
married of course). Ehhh? Says who? Haha! You set your standard so high to match your ideal man that is 
Park Yuchun that you will be in danger of not meeting seeing Mr. Right. Lucky for you if you meet AND 
recognize him while you couldn?t take your eyes off Yuchun! When you finally meet the nearest thing to Mr. 
Right, will it mean you might have to give up Mr. Park? You will always be not ready for Yuchun to get 
married himself. And what awaits a Chunsa after ?I do?? Being a bride is nerve-wracking enough; at least I 
think so, haha! Being a Chunsa bride, besides worrying whether one is ready or not, and that there?s a No 
Return No Exchange policy to these things, a Chunsa has to contend with another minor worry. Will her 
marriage end her Chunsahood? Will she still be able to watch JYJ?s concert and Yuchun?s FM? When Yuchun 
finally gives in and have his own solo concert ? it could happen you know, the album did! ? Would she be 
able to watch it? Will she still be able to spazz like crazy? This one, I guess not as much as she used to, if at 
all. Will she have the guts to tell her husband, ?Let?s call our first son Micky!? Will she resort to sneaking out of 
bed and into the bathroom when her husband is asleep so she could check her TList if a Chun-sighting 
happened while she was being someone?s wife? 

Now compare this with someone who is already married before she became a Chunsa. I think it?s easier for 
them! They know how to deal with their husband, they?re sort of experts by then. Maybe the most you will 
hear from him when you?re trying to dominate the living room watching SKKS for the 50th t ime is ?Oh God, 
here we go again.? Some Chunsas even ask their husband to buy Yuchun goods for them when they go to 
Korea or Japan for business. Instead of asking their husband to buy them bags or whatever, they would say, 
?Honey, can you buy Three Days DVD for me?? Sometimes, because the husband has been doing it for so 
long, it becomes automatic for him. If he sees anything that has Yuchun?s or JYJ?s name on it he will 
automatically buy it for his wife. And who could be luckier than a Chunsa who gets accompanied by her 
husband to a JYJ concert! Although a husband who stays at the hotel while the wife goes to the concert 
counts too. These Chunsas must have saved someone?s life 300 years ago! Well, if they saved a nation, they 
would be Yuchun?s cody now haha!  And the married Chunsas are more open to Yuchun getting married, 
ergo; they won?t cry buckets when he finally does. 

But whatever our fate, whether we are a single or a married Chunsa, whether we continue to be so or end 
up being an ex-Chunsa, I think our heart will never forget Yuchun. You do not easily forget someone you 
loved like your own. 

To the Chunsa who got married today, my best wishes to you and your husband. If Yuchun knew, he will be 
happy you found someone who will make your happiness happen. God bless you, sweetheart.
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A SIGN OF LOVE

by jel lybean

February 04, 2016
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Dear Chunsas, here it is. His signature. Uri Yuchunnie is in possession of YOUR stories. This is for you! He 
wants us to be happy! He said so! 

How did this happen? I didn?t really think it could go this far. I thought it was impossible. It was just a 
wish to me. Today, three years ago, is technically the day I became a Chunsa. So this is like a?  I don?t 
know, I?m lost for words haha! 

What happened between today and today three years ago? How and why did I land myself in 
Chunsaland? It was basically Lee Gak?s fault. He led me to Lee Seon Jun. And Lee Seon Jun, that punk, had 
me at Ibushio! And led me to where Park Yuchun was. Then one look at the real Park Yuchun and I was 
trapped. There was nothing I could do but embrace my fate of being Park Yuchun?s Chunsa. There was 
no way out, so I wasn?t going anywhere. I met friends, beautiful and kind people like Yuchun himself. I 
was very curious, why are these people here in Chunsaland? How did they come here? Why do we like 
this one guy so much? So I started reading stories. I started reading fan accounts. I was star-struck! It 
was like seeing a very big, bright star that is Yuchun, surrounded by these many litt le stars twinkling their 
darnedest for the big bright star! People?s lives were touched and changed. People were inspired. I was 
thinking, ?Does Yuchun know about this?? Does he have any idea how loving him have changed some of 
these girls? lives? 

I was happily strolling along the safe and friendly streets of Chunsaland when I caught a glimpse of some 
twisted roads outside our safe haven. I was afraid to even get a closer look at those roads because they 
looked quite nasty. I didn?t know if I could handle it. One day, in May of 2015, I tried it. I thought I was 
ready. I wasn?t a baby Chunsa anymore. For two nights my heart felt like it went through a wringer. I am 
really just a mouse, I am literally a small lady  haha, but if someone hurts the people I love, I fight. The 
mouse turns into?  uhh?  a cat? But this time I was helpless. How to fight this? It?s better to not mind 
them, my Chunsa friends said. But my heart wouldn?t rest. I had to do something. And that?s how I 
thought of starting a blog about Yuchun and Chunsas, without knowing a single thing about blogging. I?m 
an idiot when it comes to these things. But it was the content I was more concerned with, I said to myself 
I?ll just think about the technical side later on. The blog will be different, it will not be news about Yuchun 
intended for Chunsas. It will be stories of Chunsas, their thoughts and feelings about Yuchun, intended 
for Yuchun. At that time my thoughts were ?He won?t probably read it, how is that even possible?? Haha. 
But it was a wish. I wish for him to see the heart and mind of his people, his Chunsa. If haters stumble 
upon it, another purpose is served. After every page, they will see what a Chunsa really is. And that 
would somehow reflect on Yuchun himself. 

And so I created Pages Bound By 6002 and posted the first story on June 12, 2015, but only privately. On 
July 12, after all my personal issues were not issues anymore, when I learned I wasn?t going to die any 
time soon (ahaha!),  Pages was ready to go public.   

There was another wish hidden between the pages. Since I could not write a book for Yuchun (how I wish 
I could) ? I don?t have the skills or the knowledge to do so ? I thought of printing Pages Bound By 6002 
when I have 100 stories to print and then send it to Yuchun. I didn?t have any idea how I was going to go 
about it. I just wanted to do it and I am going to do it whatever it takes and whenever it would take me. 
Pages was only on its 40th story when an opportunity came knocking in October of 2015. An angel, by 
the name of Angella, was going to Seoul in December. I wasn?t really very serious in the beginning 
because as I said, there were only 40 stories. I haven?t reached my goal of 100 yet. But you know how 
when a seed is planted, it will take root and it will grow before you know it? Well, it did. 

From October 12th up to the 2nd week of December, Pages on Print went through the process of being 
just a dream to being a reality.                                  

  - Jellybean
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Angella, you are indeed an angel 
and a Chunsa. You did so much 
for Pages. I owe you bigtime 
sweetie. To Feby and Nicky, thank 
you! You ladies were awesome! 

To the beautiful and kind lady 
who helped us to request for 
Yuchun?s signature, how do I 
thank you enough for this? I 
don?t know how. My heart is filled 
with gratitude for you. 

To Yuchun?s mum, thank you for 
sharing your beautiful son with 
us, his fans. I salute you for 
raising that litt le boy into this 
wonderful man he has become. 
A lot of mum Chunsas envy you 
for having not just one, but two 
wonderful sons. You are truly 
blessed. 

To Yuchun, how do I even begin 
to thank you? How do I even dare 
to address you?! The words are 
floating beyond my grasp. It was 
easier to pour my heart out 
when I thought it was impossible 
for you to read it. But now that 
there?s a chance you might 
actually read it I?m speechless 
haha! Jellybean noona is back to 
being a mouse! But it?s okay, 
right? You are Micky after all! 

Thank you, uri Yuchun-ah, thank 
you for inspiring us, thank you 
for coming into our lives even 
through the hexabytes, thank 
you for making us smile, for 
making us proud, thank you for 
our beautiful, precious Wallet, 
thank you for making me sob my 
heart out hearing your voice 
singing your beautiful songs, 
thank you for just being you. 
Please be healthy, be happy. We 
cannot ask for more. 

We love you. Always. 

Jellybean
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CHUNSA, AFTER "I DO": 
THE MARRIED WOMAN'S 
VERSION by beanie

I never would have met 
Yuchun if my other half did 
not introduce him to me 
(giggle!!). 

It was me and my hubby in 
our own bubble until 2012 
when I had to go for a 
surgery. As I was house 

bound for 2 months, he 
decided to buy 2 DVDs for 
me to watch. Ojakgyo 
Brothers and Rooftop 
Prince. For those who have 
read my post before, I 
actually kept Yuchun in the 
cupboard for a year before 
I finally decided to watch it. 
Then WHAM!. 

My poor hubby! 

There was no turning back 
for me. I talked about YC 
the whole time to him and 
asked him to watch ALL his 
other dramas. We even 
survived Ms Ripley 
together. 

To my biggest surprise he 
actually said yes and told 
me that he enjoyed it very 
much. Just as I thought I 

ran out of YC dramas to 
watch I started to listen to 
JYJ songs. I looked 
everywhere for their 
concert DVDs locally and 
even when I traveled for 
business. I recalled we 
were in Japan in 2014 and 
just as I had given up on 
finding their DVDs, he 
pulled me into this tiny 
shop in Kobe. 

?I am sure you can find it 
here!?.. Lo and Behold the 
Thanksgiving at Tokyo 
Dome concert was 
available. I was still 
hugging the DVD when my 
hubby asked me to buy a 
few more of their CDs 
since it is so difficult to 
find. Hehe.. he paid for 
them. 

Does he attend their 
concert? 

OMG.. Return of the King?s 
tickets were so difficult to 
get and expensive. I asked 
my friends/sisters to help 
me and to my greatest 
surprise, he actually asked 
his colleague who was 
married to a Korean to 
help me get the tickets.. I 
was actually 
dumbfounded!.. At the end 
we managed to get the 
tickets through my contact 
and WE attended the 
concert TOGETHER. I 
sneaked a look at him to 
see if he fell asleep 
watching it. My jaw 
dropped!!.. he danced to 
the music and screamed 
louder than me! 

confession

I totally enjoyed reading 
the article posted by 
Jellybean and it had me 
giggling and nodding in 
agreement when she 
mentioned that the ?road? 
to becoming a Chunsa or 
staying as a Chunsa might 
be easier for a married 
woman! Here is my story 
of me and my beloved half 
Chunsa.

February 03 2016
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I call him my beloved half CHUNSA because he is 
really not a FAN of YC but of the the support he 
gives to me, his CRAZY wife who goes gaga over a 
Korean actor/singer. The small, subtle things he 
does amazes me. You might not believe this but 

 He translates articles in the newspapers of Yuchun 
and JYJ for me as I cannot read Chinese He never 
stops me from buying Yuchun/JYJ merchandise He 
accompanied me to Mickiss and bought a birthday 
present for me He walked miles with me in Seoul 
just to look for the place where RTP was filmed He 
takes pictures of Yuchun?s standees/hand prints and 
prints them out for me. Jellybean. I think I must have 
not only done some good deeds in my previous life 
but I may have even saved a nation..haha.. I am 
indeed one of the lucky ones who can freely love YC 
even when I am married. 

Yuchun-ah, don?t you fret. Even a married woman 
can still be a Chunsa and will not forget you. 

Any NO NOs in my life? 

Yes!.. Although I can love YC even when I am 
married, I always know who is the LOVE of my life. 
There is always a LINE that needs to be drawn. 

In a relationship, TRUST is really important. I share 
my thoughts of YC with my husband and will always 
let him know if I were to buy any merchandise. The 
ONLY thing which I do not buy and will not try my 
luck is to purchase blankets with YC image. 

I don?t think any hubby or boyfriend in the world will 
be able to accept a Yuchun blanket draping over his 
wife..! 

Is the road EASIER? 

Haha.. I don?t have the answer but I think there will 
be some great ?namja? out there who are as 
understanding as my half CHUNSA and will learn to 
accept the relationship of YC and his GF or wife. 

To my beloved half Chunsa. 

Thank you for your LOVE and UNDERSTANDING! 

I LOVE YOU
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HOW MUCH 
LOVE DO 
YOU HAVE 
IN YOUR 
WALLET

by yc love

One morning in the first 
week of Jan 2016, a chunsa 
friend texted me with this 
weird question: ?How 
much love do you have in 
your wallet?? Huh? Why is 
she checking my wallet? 
My first thought was she 
must be running a fever or 
my Samsung cell phone 
spelling function was 
acting up again. I must 
remember to disable its 
auto-spelling. Surely, she 
must mean money in my 
wallet? Or love in my 
heart? Her words made no 
sense to me. Mind you, 
she is a wordsmith. Often 
mistaken as an English 
Literature major. 

I made some unintelligible 
comments before she 

broke the news that Park 
Yu Chun is finally going to 
release his first solo album 
in 10 days. I couldn?t 
believe my eyes. The curse 
of infertility is broken. It?s 
like the long wait for the 
arrival of my first baby is 
over. And the water bag 
has burst. The baby is 
soon to be delivered. I was 
so overwhelmed, I didn?t 
know whether to laugh or 
to cry. That?s my reaction 
to the news. 

Junsu and Jae Joong 
released their many solo 
albums since 2012/2013 to 
much acclaim. And I have 
been pregnant with such 
longing and expectation 
for Yu Chun to follow suit. I 
waited for 2/3 long years. 

But it didn?t happen. Then 
he was drafted into the 
military. That?s when I gave 
up hope and could only 
pray that during his 2 
years away, he would 
compose new songs and 
conceive his solo album 
after his discharge. 

When a baby is born, you 
have to give it a name. So I 
was somewhat puzzled 
when that chunsa revealed 
to me that his solo album 
is called ?How much LOVE 
do you have in your 
wallet?? (HMLDYHIYW). Yu 
Chun speaks English, 
doesn?t he? How can he 
make such a language 
error? His detractors will 
say he meant ?How much 
do you love me that you 

are willing to open your 
wallet to buy my album?? 
We know that is totally not 
Yu Chun. 

One online translation has 
it as ?How much do you 
love what?s in your wallet?? 
Hmm? .that would depend 
how rich I am. 

But knowing how artists 
can take liberty with 
creativity, I am less 
alarmed. We have seen Yu 
Chun composed ?Kiss the 
baby sky?. We can kiss the 
sky metaphorically. But 
who would describe the 
sky a ?baby?? Only Yu Chun 
does. And he did explain 
why later. He actually does 
not take liberty with the 
language. His poetic, free 
spirit makes him think out 

February 05, 2016
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of the box. 

His detractors are silenced 
when we are reminded 
that Yu Chun had once 
said he had a dream of his 
late father where the 
money he had given his 
father was still in the 
wallet. So that?s where love 
is. In the wallet. 

The lyrics in HMLDYHIYW 
are so family-centric. So 
philosophical about life. 
Money does not figure at 
all in this song. When I 
hear him sing, I feel he is 
narrating not just his life 
with his dad. But 
espousing the cycle of life. 

Why do the HMLDYHIYW 
lyrics ?For every inch I grow 
taller, my parents become 

shorter? resonate with me? 

The week after 
HMLDYHIYW was released, 
I attended a talk in a huge 
auditorium with my 
daughter. It was a few 
thousand seat auditorium. 
Because of overwhelming 
attendance, we had to sit 
in separate sections. After 
seeing me settled in my 
seat, my daughter told me 
before she went to find a 
seat for herself ?Mum, 
please do not move after 
the talk. Stay here, I will 
come back for you.? She 
was worried I would be 
lost in a sea of people. 

Suddenly, it hit me that it 
was not so long ago when I 
had reassured my litt le 
young daughter that same 

way when we were out, 
together. Whether in the 
playgrounds or after 
school. Now she deems it 
fit to reassure me instead. 
Since when did she grow 
taller and I become 
shorter? Just like what Yu 
Chun must have felt about 
his parents in 
HMLDYHIYW. Children 
growing up and watching 
their parents age. 

I am also reminded of his 
composition in the JYJ song 
?Dad, you there?? where he 
reminisces about his late 
father. 

What does his music say 
about Yu Chun as a 
person? 

Whether composing music, 

writing lyrics or releasing 
his solo album, his family 
is never far from his heart. 
His lyrics define the poet in 
him. But his heart defines 
the family man that he 
always will be. 

So how much love do you 
have in your heart for Yu 
Chun? Search yourself. 
Deep within. Maybe you 
too will find the 
importance of showing 
love for your family in the 
process of looking for Yu 
Chun. It feels like he is 
asking us to reflect ?How 
much love do you have in 
your wallet?? For your 
loved ones.
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HOW MUCH LOVE DO 
YOU HAVE IN YOUR 
WALLET: 

by l ina
95

THOUGHTS AND 
COLORS
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#WAITINGFOR6002:

WHAT IT MEANS TO 
A CHUNSA

May 27, 2016
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Two hundred and seventy 
odd days into waiting:  
how are YU doing so far? 
How are WE doing so far? 
Looking back, time has 
flown very fast. It feels like 
not so long ago when 
Mugak was just churrrrring 
his way into the hearts of 
many. But looking forward, 
another four hundred days 
seems an eternity.  Who 
ever said ?time is relative? 
surely knew what they 
were talking about. 

?Out of sight, out of mind?? 
This could very well 
happen. I mean, how could 
it not? Yuchun is doing the 
service out side the 
military ?wall? and yet one 
would think he is hidden in 
the deepest and most 
secured section of the 
military barracks. How 
many times exactly did we 
see his photo this past 
nine months? During his 
one-month military 
training: exactly five times. 
For a four-week period, 
five times was really A LOT 

for Yuchun. It was a festive 
month for Chunsas! The 
next eight months after his 
graduation from the 
training, about eleven (?) ? 
according to a great 
Chunsa friend who has got 
a photographic memory 
(pun intended haha). Do 
we count his cars? 
appearances?  I?m inclined 
to think there?s a HUGE 
difference between 
#Waitingfor6002  ? no 
news, nothing to very few 
and far between sightings 
? and 
#Waitingfortheothers ? 
 whom one would see 
regularly as if they never 
left at all. But Chunsas are 
really cool about it. Are we 
complaining? NO. Are we 
forgetting? NO.WAY. 
Because we know that?s 
our Yuchunnie, our hobo 
man, our ninja Chun. 
Chunsas? hearts have 
passed the test of 
MIA-time. These hearts 
were made for this 
cave-dweller of a man 

called Park Yuchun. And 
most importantly, Chunsas 
understand what he 
wishes for: to live normally 
and peacefully during this 
two-year service, to gain 
strength for the grueling 
times ahead after this 
break. But that?s not to say 
he wasn?t thinking about 
us. In his own way, he 
showed that he cared. He 
knew it was going to be a 
long wait. So he chose to 
give us a gift while we?re 
waiting. A gift like no other. 
Hearing his voice, his 
thoughts, his heart; 
contained in that beautiful 
Wallet. 

At first, he said, ?It?s okay 
to forget me. It would be 
selfish to ask you not to 
forget me.?  Like a lover, he 
was trying to be chivalrous; 
he was trying to be 
unselfish. But the moment 
he saw the love of his fans, 
how beautiful that love 
was, he broke down and 
became only just a man, 
who would be terribly 

pained if forgotten. How 
unbearably painful would 
it be to be forgotten by the 
people who showed him 
that beautiful love? Hence, 
his last plea, ?Please don?t 
forget me.? 

And so the sunflower 
promise.  We go on with 
our lives, we continue 
doing our own thing, but 
with the corner of our 
mind?s eye fastened on the 
calendar on the wall, 
counting down the days, 
the heart longing for that 
moment, smiling for all the 
world to see, ?I?m okay, the 
waiting will be over soon,? 
saying that hashtag like a 
mantra: #Waitingfor6002. 

Every Chunsa has her own 
way of waiting. But what 
does she really mean when 
she says she?s 
#Waitingfor6002?  She may 
say it in a single-stemmed 
sentence or a bouquet of 
paragraphs, but all comes 
out from a sincere heart, 
she is longing for Park 
Yuchun?s return.
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6002DAY

HAPPY
June 04, 2016
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Dear Yuchun, 

I need to tell you something. I have a problem. You see, I can talk ABOUT you all day, I won?t lack for anything 
to say. I think I can even fill pages if I don?t check this urge, this compulsion to write about you. But here?s the 
problem. I don?t know what to say TO you. I get pen-tied. Or is it keyboard-tied? I won?t include tongue-tied 
because that will never happen. I?d have dropped on the floor before ?tongue-tied? happens.  More than three 
years ago I was in awe of everything about you, although I feel like I?ve known you since 300 years ago. Now, I 
am still in awe of you. You do inspire lasting ?in awenessness!? (Sorry for these silly gibberish haha.)  Happy 
birthday, my love, my most admired, my stress-reliever; to the leading man in all the stories I?ve posted at 
Pages, the owner of the voice that has affected me like no other, the owner of the face (and the shoulders!) 
that for me nobody can hold a candle to, to the man who sometimes act like a naughty boy, to the boy who 
thinks like an old man, to that cute litt le boy who grew up to be what every mother would pray for their son to 
be, to the big brother every dongsaeng would be so lucky to have, to you  dearest Park Yuchun. May you be 
happy and healthy, may you find what your true heart desires. Happy 31st, sweetheart. 

Waiting for you, 

Jellybean noona
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theM ick yTrap
June 05, 2016
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Chunsas love to spazz about Yuchun. We do it on blogs dedicated to Yuchun and thru SNS like Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram, etc. We form E-mail groups, WhatsApp group, Line group, Viber group, or any 
group thru any form of communication available on the web, just to spazz over Yuchun. Since we 
come from different parts of the world, we spazz in English. But sometimes, spazzing in your own 
language gives off a different feel. There are words in your language that has no exact translation that 
would give off the same feel in the English dictionary. Hence, some create yet another group, whose 
members speak the same language, who have become virtual friends as well as real-life friends. It 
may be just a group of three, a group of five, or a group of ten. Numbers don?t count (hah), as long as 
we love the same person and are able to talk about him to our heart?s content. Hence, theMicktyTrap 
was created about two years ago by a very small group of ladies who saw the need to spazz over Park 
Yuchun in Filipino, after spazzing over him in English.

I received a message last May 25 from one of the girls (Abbie) that she has a small-scale idea for 
Yuchun?s birthday, a miniscule one compared to our dream. You see, our dream is to build a library for 
children under Park Yuchun?s name. Yes, the same as what our pioneer Chunsas  (Blessing Yuchun) 
have been doing for so long. Yuchun was once asked, if he were to be given a chance to do something 
again, what would it be. He said he wanted to go back to school; he wanted to attend university. I 
think he misses school; he values learning, and we know he loves children. And on our part,  I love 
books, and so do the girls. I?ve told a Chunsa friend this funny experience of mine once and we ended 
up laughing so hard. I told her I fell in love with a library when I was in 3rd grade. Yes, my first love was 
a library.  Hence, our dream, a library for children!     But that?s in the distant future. 

Most things start small, even itsy-bitsy small. So that?s what theMickyTrap did; we took a tiny step 
towards a dream. A dream that was formed as a way of showing our love for Yuchun, emulating the 
good deeds of the ?senior? Chunsas, consistent with each girls? individual inclination, and giving back a 
litt le something to the community. But for now, this is our baby step.

Why ?theMickyTrap?? For the simple and obvious reason that we were trapped by theMicky and turned 
us into Chunsas.  

A BABY STEP

t heMickyTrap
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TURNING BACK 
TO 
PAGE
ONE
by Jel lybean

When we decide to do something, be it about 
work, family, love, or an idol who doesn?t even 
know we exist, or just about anything in this 
world, there is always that ?why? in the 
beginning. Why am I doing this? For what or for 
whom am I doing this? 

I was thinking of a way to tell you without 
missing anything;  how it all started, where it 
started, why it started in the first place.  So I 
thought I?ll just share with you  the email where 
Pages Bound By 6002 started and I hope you 
get a glimpse of a mouse?s not so confident 
heart, which has fallen deeply for Park Yuchun 
and his Chunsas.

A Prologue to Page One
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These were some of the comments/questions I received from my Chunsa friends, which helped me in 
going for the decision I took. 

1) What are you going to put on the blog? ? It?s really very simple. It will only be about Yuchun AND 
Chunsas. It won?t be about his activities or any news about him.  I think I want to show who Yuchun is 
through Chunsas? stories. And as I said, I want to show the heart and mind of Chunsas. 

2) Do you or us, Chunsas,  need another blog like the one you are going to start. ? I don?t know about 
Chunsas but I need it, I think. If I could just post the real stories of Chunsas (I really don?t care how many), 
then I?d have answered back those unfair comments about Yuchun and Chunsas. And somewhere down 
the road, if an unsuspecting girl/noona/ajhuma Googles Park Yoochun and sees all those negative 
comments from 2 or 4 years ago and happens to stumble upon a blog where girls/women just like her 
have trodden the path she is now treading, wouldn?t that make her feel good and not alone? Wouldn?t that 
reinforce what she is beginning to feel about Park Yuchun? 

3) What is the purpose of your blog? What does it serve? ? There?s nothing anyone can do about the past, 
but it?s there on the web, viewable anytime by anybody. I just want one more blog to negate all those 
hateful ones. But as I previously mentioned, it?s not as if it will really change anything. Yes, maybe it won?t. 
But what if it does, even for a person or two? Then it?d have served its purpose. 

4) Can your purpose and goal be achieved in another way? ? Maybe it could but I don?t know how. If I 
knew, then I?ll have Option B I guess. I just want to reiterate, what I?m thinking of is a very simple blog (if I?m 
really going to do it). Just post when there?s something to post. I won?t stress myself out when there?s 
nothing to post. If nobody reads it, well that?s just too bad. 

5) If the blog master has a fulltime job, she tends to be overwhelmed and run out of steam later.  She 
needs TIME. Lots of TIME.  ? This was my first and biggest concern when I initially thought about this . What if 
I ran out of steam? And my answer: I?ll do it until I run out of steam. If I lose steam later on, then I lose 
steam. I want to say I doubt it, but I won?t, because one can never really tell. So ?I?ll just cross the bridge? ? 
and all that. 

6) Blog master cannot operate alone. ? This is a big problem. I?ll have to think about it later. If I do go 
ahead with this, I guess it?ll have to be ran single-handed, at least in the beginning. 

7) Above all, relax. ? THIS! Yes, it?s what exactly I was planning to do. Just do it in a relaxing way, no 
pressures whatsoever.

"
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On June 12, 2015, I created a private account and posted the first story, my own Chunsa story. 
One year and 70 stories/random thoughts/poems/love letters after, the purpose remains, to 
share Chunsas? stories, to present Yuchun through the eyes and words of Chunsas. And I can 
honestly say I have not ran out of steam. The source that generates this ?energy? is just too hot 
that it doesn?t matter if he is ninja most of the time, it doesn?t matter if we could only see his car, 
or his back (if we?re very lucky). The mighty power of a Chunsteam is not a joke. 

And then THIS happened?  what kind of a weakling would I be to lose steam?
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In every story that I have posted, not a single one did not touch me deeply. Some stories made me laugh, 
some stories made my throat thick with emotions, some made me weep. It doesn?t matter if it?s the 7th or 
the 70th, the feeling is still the same.  Last week, as I finished reading Lily?s story, after giving way to tears 
(again), I was wondering to myself, ?When am I going to be not affected by these stories anymore?? ?Will I 
ever not be excited every time I receive an email from a Chunsa saying that she would like to share her 
story?? My answer was, I really don?t know. But now that I come to think of it, I guess that was like asking 
myself, ?Will I ever stop loving and reading books?? As long as there are Chunsas? stories to read and 
pages to fill, my Chunsa heart will beat with excitement, Pages Bound By 6002 will be running on full 
Chunsteam. 

Thank you Chunsas, for filling the pages, for baring your heart and mind, so everyone can see the portrait 
of Park Yuchun from different angles, from between lines, and come to see a perfectly imperfect man, a 
man loved and doted on by those who have seen through walls of caves, bowed head and darkest pairs of 
shades. 

 

Let us fill more pages, Chunsas! Let?s do this for our man, Park Yuchun!
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TATTOOED IN MY MIND

August 16, 2016

By Jellybean
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This day takes me back to that person I saw for the first time two years ago. A lot has happened and some 
things have changed; in me, in him, in my world, in his world. But that day, that moment, the feelings that 
rushed through my being when I first saw him, will remain the same and will always remind me that I adore that 
boy. And turning my back on him is not an option for me; it?s never gonna happen. 

This is going to be so random, so nothing in particular really haha. I?m feverish so please forgive me for running 
around in circles. I just had to write something down, anything, to commemorate this day: two years since I first 
saw Park Yuchun in person. Okay so it was from a few or several hundred feet away (??), but still it was IN 
PERSON. I thank God I did not hesitate to go. But of course I had to at least know what my family thought of it. I 
asked my sister if I should go (although I would have still gone even if she said I?m crazy haha). But she said, ?Go 
go go, you?ve been working so hard all this time. You deserve a break and see your Micky.? Man, my baby sister is 
just the sweetest girl. She has never seen her Unnie this crazy before LOL. 

It?s tattooed in my mind and in my heart, what happened, what I saw, what I felt. But I wish I had the presence of 
mind to take a good video at least! Sigh. I did take a couple but I was too afraid to get caught by the guards (they 
were very vigilant I tell you) so it wasn?t much. I didn?t even notice I was not holding the iPod properly  . And 
these were videos of the ment, not of the performances. I don?t think I could have managed to take a video of 
Yuchun while he was singing and dancing. I was just too entranced haha! And what with all the light sticks in my 
hands!

Yuchun-ah, my Micky, Noona wants to see you again. I will brave the standing area next time. And I want to see 
you in this  place. I will wait and look forward to that day. I promise.
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YOUR 
ANGELS
by chunsafiya

It was a bright afternoon with warm sunlight shining through the window. The view of mountains that 
surround my city perfected the sunny weather and mood that motivated me to write my final 
assignment. Until all of sudden the rain poured and caused all the birds to fly away from trees; the 
mood drastically changed. The picture of ?that? day is exactly like that. That day in the middle of June, a 
bloody day they said, which obviously every Chunsa will never ever forget. What a coincidence, or it 
seemed like the sky understood what we were feeling and sent down the rain. In that short time, rain 
of blind hatred also poured towards everyone who was linked to the person reported.

Some lyrics of your or JY J songs I suddenly heard in my mind.

Meanwhile many of us still couldn?t believe the ?first? report when the second, third, fourth and so on 
came out that it sounded very, in every single perspective, unbelievable. I didn?t even want to 
remember those details, what the hyena reporters did to you, but I can?t forget it either. The situation 
was like, no matter how much we want to fight, silence was the only option we had. However, there 
was at least one thing we can do, capture and report all malicious news to CJEs, until their email 
crashed due to too many reports received. Once again I witnessed the strength of Chunsas, who didn?t 
give up even the faintest hope. They still looked after you in the right way, even in the early stage of the 
report. Meanwhile, I couldn?t think straight as my head was in a mess so I just captured and sent 
everything with a frown on my face T.T. This was the start of the support acts for you, the proof of fans? 
love, the very beginning stage before those countless and never ending support, only for you, dear 
Yoochun.
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?There?s nothing to be afraid of, I believe in you? 

JYJ, Only One.

 

Believe. Faith. Just these two words could bring energy to many of us. I clearly remember how much hate 
people threw at us and I was moved by Chunsas? stance of not paying hate with hate. In the midst of 
chaos and confusion, what I saw next was a flood of love in support for Yoochun. I thought it was how 
the first campaign was created. Hashtags #believein6002 and #standbyYoochun went viral among 
Chunsas. It started a domino effect to Chunsas worldwide. Be it letters, selfies, videos, petitions; 
whatever form was done in a flash across nations and continents. We even stood together as one under 
the Korean and Foreign Fan of Park Yoochun Union to announce our stance; that we definitely stand by 
you. Because we believe in you, there?s nothing to be afraid of.

?Instead of thinking about the road that becomes farther and farther,

 I think about us becoming even closer? 

Park Yoochun, until the last album

 

When the fan union happened, we knew that probably it would be a long and tiring fight, that?s why we 
should support each other. Things didn?t go as we thought it would. We were hit from the front and back, 
from the right and left. Everything felt different and gloomy. But once again, Chunsas proved that their 
love was never out of stock, so were their ideas. Not long after the #standbyyou, a fun and well arranged 
campaign #6002smile was released. A simple and sincere hope that we can cheer you up and make you 
smile through our best effort. We were aware you might find it hard these days, so you needed to be 
reminded that you fully deserve to be okay. We wanted to reach you with our love wishing you would get 
stronger. No am ount  of  hat e can decrease our  love; inst ead it  grows st ronger  and st ronger .

 

?No matter how hard life gets, happiness is about being together.?

 Park Yoochun, HMLDYHIYW

 
Another impressive idea came up in an event with hashtag called #YuchunWeek following the 
announcement of JYJ Membership Week 2016. We flooded all our social media with our love for you. We 
shared what made us like you, what we adore about you, or simply spamming timeline with our 
favourite Yoochun?s photo or quote. I expected it to be fun, yet it turned out to be touching and I became 
emotional and missed you even more. I miss your angelic smile, your crunchy laugh, your dorky acts, 
your jokes, your humble interviews, your hardworking stories, and so on. I also came to value you more 
after I found out what I knew about you was only a grain of sand and sharing those feelings together was 
really a good thing. Isn?t it a blessing in disguise? We became closer and stronger as we were together, 
no matter how hard the situation was.

 

?We can only wish that you are happy. We will climb our stairs one by one.
 We are still waiting for you, imagining our future.? 

JYJ, W
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Suddenly I remember the time when we arranged voting for Baeksang Awards 2014. I was a newbie that 
time, I didn?t have friends and knew nothing about how voting works. Well, that?s not the problem, for I 
received many help from Chunsas; they were so kind and intelligent hehe. What I can?t forget was when 
I found trouble with my phone. It can run the vote app but the paying system was not working. So I can?t 
vote. Meanwhile, another Chunsa lent me her credit card, which was filled with an amount of money. 
She wanted me to use her card, and for other Chunsas with the same problem as me. And when I asked 
how I could repay the money I used for voting, she replied ?Chunsas don?t need you to repay, its okay as 
long as we can vote for Yoochun until he wins!? Maannnn, I was touched! We?ve never met in real life 
before but they believed and trusted me. What if I were a fake fan or a devil inside me woke up and took 
all the money? How impressive their dedication really is, how can I not love them, too?

 

This time is no different, we only wish for you to be happy. We want to show that you still have our love 
and support! This newest support which is currently running called #watchforyuchun was initiated by 
U.S. Chunsas and was perfected by Korean Chunsas. We make schedule to watch your drama everyday 
via online sites, sharing our favorite scenes, raise click views and comment, or sharing our stories 
related to the drama. This is one of our ways of waiting for your return, Yoochun. It might just be an 
online support, but as to offline support, a lot of Chunsas did and are still doing activities like being 
volunteers, praying together, doing charity, and so on. I may have possibly missed many others. But 
they have all been there, done all that.

 

?No matter how hard life gets, we stay positive.?

Park Yoochun, How much love do you have in your wallet

 

In the end, it is about the angelic hearts of Chunsas shaped by a person named Park Yoochun. I have 
never truly understood before how these fans get strength and how strong they were in supporting you, 
despite all the hardships. Now I understand that it is because of love, faith, and belief. Love can inspire 
people to do good, give strength, and even make them fight with everything they have. I am sure you 
know this about your fans better than I do. But I still like to write about it as it has a special meaning to 
how I view my life.

 

I realize I do not know them best or know every story, but as long as I know you and Chunsas, I have 
received many positive things. Recalling the first time of getting to know about you, if it was not fro 
Chunsas? best efforts to manage and update websites, blogs, Youtube channels, Twitter accounts, or 
doing various charity projects continuously, I wouldn?t be here. I wouldn?t know you, I wouldn?t know 
Chunsas, and my life wouldn?t be this colorful. I?m so thankful, all of the time, to be given this blessing in 
my life. I learned so much that I would look only at the positive sides of life, no matter how hard it gets.

 

And let this be the closing to my letter. As the rain falls like it understands our feelings, it also makes our 
deadened heart to live again. Rain always brings many new and nice things, and the nicest is, even if it 
brings pain, it will always stop eventually. You have heard this so many times, but I will say it once again. 
I pray to God to heal your wound and give you strength to be better, bigger, and stronger than the 
storm that hit you. There is also a saying that a great storm is made for great soldiers. I may not be a 
strong one, but I know you are, dear Yoochun. <3 Thank you for being strong, you are doing more than 
great! Please continue to love and take care of your self, be healthy, be happy, smile often until we meet 
each other again in the future and fulfill the sunflower promise.
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YES, I AM STILL A FAN 
OF PARK YOOCHUN

by l ina

Every Chunsa has at least once wondered in her fandom life, how 
it is that she has so much in common with her fellow ones. I 
realized that the answer, after all, is very simple: we resemble the 
person we bias. He isn?t the best looking of all, neither the most 
talented, and it takes some getting-to-know-him time to 
absolutely love him. He?s hard-working in things he likes, and lazy 
in things he dislikes. He?s goofy and childish, but also professional 
and mature beyond his age. He likes having fun and being around 
friends, but enjoys home time the most. He can dress like a 
model and be a slob the next day. He might be popular and a 
Hallyu star, but really, he?s just a guy that wants to be left alone at 
times and might even get angry if you step on his toes. 

You need to possess at least some of the above mentioned 
qualities to decide to be a fan of such a person. He?s not perfect, 
but he?s real. In a sea of Kpop idols and actors, we choose him 
because he?s different from all the rest. It?s because we also feel 
different in our lives. Haven?t you always felt like not many people 
could understand you? Haven?t you felt that you?re a bit?  weird 
compared to your peers? Haven?t you found a handful of people 
that just ?get? you and stuck to them like glue? Didn?t you feel 
immediately ?at home? when you met fellow aliens like you 
online, seemingly with the only thing in common your love for 
Park Yoochun and then you realized there were plenty of other 
things in common as well? Haven?t you wondered why you can 
get along so well with the majority of Chunsas you?ve met? We 
are one big happy family because we share certain qualities that 
other people may be lacking or having in a dormant state and not 
directly visible.
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One of these things is realizing that there?s perfection in imperfection. That it?s no use being perfect 
because it?s only a lie. We don?t fall for perfect people: we fall for flawed ones, because in our eyes, 
they?re perfect just the way they are, with their not-so-great qualities coming in hand. Yoochun never 
pretended to be perfect and no fan of his ever claimed that he is. Thus, when hell broke loose, it was 
easy to overcome the initial shock and think?  yes, he?s not completely blameless because, after all, he 
could have avoided it. We all decided to give the benefit of the doubt and wait for more information, 
because it just wasn?t possible that the person we knew and loved did the things he was accused of. 

Non-fans can never understand us. They don?t know and they don?t understand. They think us stupid, 
delusional, disgusting, terrible people who continue supporting him. They don?t know though, do they? 
They don?t know Lizzie who is talented with knitting, they don?t know Jellybean who writes beautifully, 
they don?t know Jojo who is quirky and funny, they don?t know Seryn who has a pure heart, they don?t 
know Lita who is sensitive and loving, they don?t know Nicky who is strong and mature beyond her years, 
they don?t know Alyne, Mong, Angella, Lily, Bubbly, Marie, Beanie and the many thousands more, among 
them writers, lawyers, translators, teachers, mums, grandmas, public officers. But we know. And we gain 
strength from each others qualities, and together we stand, protecting someone who was at the wrong 
place at the wrong time, someone who made a mistake by being there in the first place, sure, but paid 
ten-thousand-fold for it without deserving it. We?ll stand against people who accuse us, because we 
know what they don?t. And because we have never been the judgemental, holier-than-thou type who 
would drop someone just like that. Not in our real lives and certainly not in our fandom ones. People 
who want to score fandom points and be popular might do that, but we?re not exactly made of this sort 
of material stanning Park Yoochun in the first place, are we?  

I admit I let comments get to me. Even yesterday, when it should have been a completely happy day, I 
was overcome with fear for the future and what may come, and utterly disappointed in people?s lack of 
empathy and mob mentality. Not leaving even one inch for the benefit of the doubt, even after so much 
evidence that he?s not guilty. But today I woke up remembering my optimistic side again. Hence, I wrote 
this litt le piece, so I can tell my friends and maybe help them deal with the constant hatred out there: 
not hatred just for Yoochun, but for us as people. It hurts sometimes, I know. 

Cheer up, Chunsa, and lift your head. Always remember what you know, and what they don?t, and keep 
the faith.
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August 31, 2016

Seryn
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From Vietnam, Wi th Love

October 26, 2015
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Prom ise Of  A Young Hear t

November 29, 2015
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A LETTER TO YU
Dear Yuchunie, 

Being your fan for 3 years, there are so many things I?m very thankful to you for. A 
lot of things have changed in my life. You have turned my loneliness into happiness. 
Although it hasn?t always been all happy, but it?s okay, that?s life isn?t it? 

Thanks to Han Jungwoo who introduced you to me, and thanks to Lee Seon Joon 
who made me curious about you. 

When I started liking you, my English was really bad. I was so afraid to talk or write in 
English. But because I was curious about you, I wanted to know anything and 
everything about you, and I wanted to read all news about you. Then my English 
improved litt le by litt le. I cannot say that my English is good now, but one of the best 
things I learned is to not be afraid to write or speak in English. I think I?m even 
addicted on doing it now.  

I?m also thankful that because of you I?ve met a lot of new friends, not only from my 
country but from all over the world. It never crossed my mind before that I would 
ever meet people from outside my country, much less become good friends with 
them. That, for me, is so amazing! ^^ 

I realize that I am not special and I should not feel special, but I am really touched by 
your kindness. You seemed like an unreachable star, you still are, but somehow your 
signature has made you closer to us here. 

My dear Yuchunie, I?m not a perfect fan, but I?m always here to support you. Maybe 
because I always look for news about you everyday that it has become a habit that 
sometimes I lose the desire to do so. I?m thinking about it these days and then I 
realized that you are simply in my blood. So even if sometimes I lose my desire, I 
can?t live without my blood, the blood that?s always flowing in my body. 

Somehow? in ?knowing? you, Heaven blessed me a lot?  more than I expected. 

I pray for you like every Chunsa pray for you, wishing you and your family happiness, 
health, and strength. Don?t give up when you encounter hardship because we are 
always here to support you, will always here with you in whatever condition. 

Yuchunie, thank you for coming into my life. 

 

 Angella

February 12, 2016
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Dear YUchun, 

How are you?? Are you happy right now?? Is 
your heart beating just fine?? I haven?t asked 
you these questions since I can?t remember 
when, have I??  I hope all is well with you 'coz 
you deserve all the happiness and love in the 
world.. 

Why am I writing to you?? Hhmmm... actually, I 
wanted to say thank you for just being?  
Knowing we're just under the same sky I feel 
like I'm close to you, like I can tell everything 
I've been feeling lately and how much you 
helped me again in fixing my broken heart, my 
messed up self. 

I'm sorry I was away for too long but I swear to 
you, I never have forgotten you. Your face, 
those smile, how enchanting those eyelashes 
and luscious lips of yours, how perfect you are 
in my eyes, how you?ve become one of the 
reasons why I?m still breathing. It 's just that I 
wandered somewhere far and got lost, which 
caused me so much pain I could hardly bear. 

I went through tough times in my absence; my 
heart was broken into a million pieces. I 
thought it could never be fixed again. I shut 
myself from the world and battled with life's 
unfairness. Yes, my family was there for me 
when I was going through these personal 
issues but it 's YU who kept me company when I 
locked myself in my room, when I didn't want 
to talk to anyone, when I cried myself to sleep 
at night. There was YU, with your voice, your 
music, your dramas, and your videos, which 
kept me sane in my process of healing. It?s like 
you were just here by my side, embracing me 
tightly, whispering words like ?It?s going to be 
alright.? The sadness that enveloped me 
became just another nightmare I had and is 
now replaced with beautiful dreams of YU. 

Though I've been gone for sometime, YU were 
there when I needed someone to hold on to. I 
looked for you and found you in the place 
where I took off; like you were waiting for me to 
comeback, my angel, smiling at me so warmly. 
Now I'm melting and starting to feel alive again, 
all my heartaches gone. 
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How can you do it without even trying?? I mean, you've 
saved me once and this time may be a different situation 
but still there's always YU who helped me get fixed. I owe 
you so much that I want to write something beautiful for 
you once more, a piece only for YU. I'm trying to revive 
the soul of my pen and paper and I hope I can express 
how grateful I am for you through writing, though I'm not 
really good with words. 

It 's been a while and I missed having to talk to you like 
this. Frankly, I don't want to get in touch with you when 
I'm broken, lost, messed up, a total wreck. But I still end 
up leaning on you so much it sometimes scares me. 

I don't know if it is a good thing or a bad thing; I always 
try my hardest not to look for you when I'm troubled, not 
to rely on you so much 'coz I don't want to become a 
burden to you. I only want to seek you when I'm happy, 
when we can celebrate, like sharing my wonderful 
moments with you, just like when I watched JYJ concert 
in HK. But why do I always end up searching for you 
more when I feel like dying? The bad days I have gone 
thru are the most memorable ones 'coz there was always 
you cheering for me. 

You've become a part of my life that I can't stay away 
from. How I easily gave you a special place in my heart 
where there is a big sign saying "ONLY FOR YUCHUN." 
You have this so much effect on me that I'll have a 
thought of you when I'm happy but most of all when I'm 
sad; like I want to share every moment with you and it 
makes my heart beat faster, sometimes it even makes it 
stop a bit. 

I'm sorry for giving you so much trouble and at the same 
time I'm thankful for you, for coming into my life. I'm 
such a lucky lady for having ?met? you in this lifetime. 
Now that I'm back again, I'll stay. But if someday I 
wandered far again, somewhere out of reach, I know I'll 
still look for you, see you in the same place, my haven, 
waiting for me. 

YuChun, you've done so much for me and a simple thank 
you isn't enough but still I will say those words with 
sincerity and full of love, "THANK YOU." 

Let 's have a long journey together, this lifetime and 
every other lifetime and let 's go crazy with every Chunsa 
out there, the good kind of crazy. ^_______̂  

 With much love,
 Abbie.gaile 
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YU: MY LONG DISTANCE 
GUARDIAN ANGEL

Dear Yoochunnie, 

 I?m a young student from the Philippines. It was August 2015 when I started to become your fan. That was 
the day before you left for your military duty. Was I too late? How can I become a real Chunsa the very day 
before you had to leave? It was a very sad day for me.  I?ve known about you years before that day. I saw you 
in Sungkyunkwan Scandal in 2012 when it was aired in my local TV. But I guess I was too young then for you 
to make an impression on me. I was thirteen. In 2013 a friend of mine sent me a photo of a random 
long-haired girl/boy wearing a red suit. I really thought she was a girl! It was Prince Lee Gak. You were very 
pretty, and it took me quite a while before I realized you were Lee Seon Jun of SKKS. I couldn?t say I became 
your fan then but I enjoyed looking at your photos. I was a SuJu fan but I found myself always searching for 
your photos. Maybe I was captivated by your smile, I just didn?t realize it.  I was a weak teenager. I was just 
like a very small fish in a sea of whales. During my first year in college, in 2014, I had a traumatic experience 
at school that caused me to suffer from depression. I skipped classes; I didn?t join school activities, I was 
afraid to show myself to my classmates. I almost did not survive it. But because of one particular smile, and 
a voice that sounded like an angel?s to my ears, I was able to go through that crisis in my young life. The first 
time I heard your voice, it felt like I was in Heaven, because I was hearing the voice of an Angel. Your smile 
would draw a smile from my face and the sadness would go away. It?s kinda hard to be sad when one is 
looking at your angelic smiling face you know. Your hard work as an artist, an actor and a composer, and as 
a person, inspired me to push myself and chase my dreams. I also want to be successful like you. You might 
think I?m crazy but I find myself talking to you sometimes. Maybe I am crazy. But Jellybean unnie said it?s just 
a ?severe case of chunsitis,? a phrase she learned from another Chunsa.   I don?t know if this is an 
exaggeration but I truly think you saved me.  And I am very thankful to you for that. You are like my guardian 
angel.  I don?t know why but I still did not consider myself a Chunsa at that time, maybe because it?s you who 
was MY angel, not the other way around. In July 2015, I created an account on FB to role-play you. It was to 
entertain my friends who were Chunsas. They were very sad because you were going to the military soon. 
As I role-played you I researched even more extensively about you. I downloaded and watched more videos 
and variety shows you were in when you were still in TVXQ. One day I suddenly realized I was a Chunsa. But 
you were leaving the following day. I cried in my dorm room that day.  These past days, while waiting for 
you, I watched all your dramas. I even watched Haemoo last year even if I was still not of age to watch it 
haha! Curiosity was going to kill me if I didn?t watch it. My favorite dramas are Rooftop Prince and The Girl 
Who Sees Smells. I like Yoochun as a prince and Mugak as cheurrrr Yoochun. Troll as always.  You will always 
have my admiration and respect. If I made you disappointed with my weakness, with how I handled a bad 
experience, I would like to apologize. I?m trying to be stronger as I grow into adulthood. Your music and 
works mean so much to me. I won?t stop being your fan, even after the last song plays in my heart. I will 
always be waiting for you. I thank God for your existence, and I thank you for making me happy. Thank you 
for inspiring me to fight. I may be nothing to you, but you are everything to me. Thank you so much, my 
Long Distance Guardian Angel. 

 I can?t personally tell you this, but I just want to greet you a Happy birthday. I hope you?re doing great. You?re 
already a grown man full of achievements in life. All I can wish for you is to have a happy life. Please produce 
more albums and songs to inspire other people. I?m really thankful that someone like you exists in this world 
to make people happy. Happy birthday, Yoochun! Mahal kita? . 

 Love always, 

 Ri 

June 01, 2016
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A LETTER 
TO MY 
PRINCE 
CHUNNIE

Dear Prince Chunnie, 

I can?t believe it has been four years now since I became a 
Chunsa. It all started in one drama, Sungkyunkwan Scandal. 
It was aired here in the Philippines way back in 2012. You 
portrayed unexplainable charm in this drama, and to think 
it was your first drama series. It?s not hard to fall in love 
with you. You caught me off guard every time you laughed, 
especially in making Chunfaces. My feelings grew bigger 
when I searched more about your past. You proved you 
were strong enough to fight for your right as a musician, 
even if there?s no assurance of what will happen. But you, 
together with Jaejoong and Junsu,  bravely faced these 
challenges, as Korean artists who were banned from 
promoting their music in the industry. It is truly 
heartbreaking for a musician to be deprived of what they 
want to do. But still, you and JYJ actually proved enough to 
us that there?s no reason to give up. 

 My Prince, I am writing this to you because I simply love 
you. Not as an artist or an actor, but as a person. I know 
you have a genuine heart. You gave so much love for 
people that sometimes you forget that you also need to 
love yourself. 

 I want you to know that all those false accusations on you 
will never change my thoughts. You will always be my PARK 
YOOCHUN, the dorky Micky Yoochun, and My Prince Lee 
Gak  

Always know that Chunsas will always stand by you. You are 
our sunshine. I can?t wait to see your bright smile again. 
Please don?t exhaust yourself.  Eat well, don?t deprive 
yourself to be happy again. 

 I will understand and respect your decision if you retire 
after these trials.  But still, we will be here. I will be here. We 
will still support you. If you?ll have a family soon, we will be 
happy for you. I just hope your wife will love you to bits of 
her heart, just as much as you love her. 

 ? ? ? ? . ? ? ?  !!! We?ll get through this. We will continue to 
pray. Always keep the faith. 

 

? ? , ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  !!!!!!!!!!!!
 I love you no matter what.
 Be healthy.
 Be happy.
 Live the life the you want

Melanie Acapulco 

July 12, 2016
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THIS IS MY 
PRAYER

by seryn

? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ! I don?t know how to write a letter like this. I don?t know what I should say. I am not good at 
expressing myself. I always seem to say too much or too litt le. If I were standing in front of you right now, I 
probably wouldn?t be able to say anything at all. How do you tell someone how deeply they have affected your 
life, and how deeply you care about theirs? How do you speak to someone, and about someone, that has come 
to seem like a familiar friend, and as dear to you as a family member, when they don?t even know who you are? 
When all the usual rules of introduction have already been broken, and you?re standing on such unequal terms?

My world is far away from yours. My life is very simple. Because of an illness I?ve had for many years which 
prevents me from being independent, I live with my parents and I help my mother take care of our home. I am 
content with this. I enjoy the simple things of life. Laughing with my family, cooking delicious food, seeing the 
flowers bloom, watching the seasons change, and listening to the wind in the trees are all things that bring my 
heart happiness. These are the priceless things! Eight months ago I didn?t know who you are either. I was living 
in my quiet world and I had only just discovered K-dramas. They were simply a way to experience a different 
culture and to pass the time pleasantly. I was still unaware of a man named Park Yuchun ssi.

However, there is something about me you should know?  I am the type of person who is very interested in the 
reasons behind things. I don?t want to walk blindly through this world. I want to understand it and the people 
living in it. Despite my reserved nature, I am fascinated by people and the vast worlds within them. I?m 
interested in why we laugh; why we love; why we hate; why we are afraid; what gives us strength, and all the 
things that make us who we are as individuals. I love stories for that reason. I watch films for that reason. I 
began studying psychology for that reason. Also, for that reason I had been listening to interviews with various 
different actors because it allows a unique opportunity to better understand human behavior. As an actor, you 
must consider things that others do not in order to gain insight into the characters you portray. You are also 
regularly asked questions regarding your perspectives on life and various situations that are sometimes difficult 
for me to ask even a close friend. For someone as shy as I am, listening to those in your profession was the 
perfect way to analyze human psychology without putting myself in the very vulnerable position of having to 
actually interact with anyone. I did the same thing when I saw you. I first became aware of you by watching 
SKKS, and something about your expressions made me want to know what kind of person you are.

And so I watched interviews... I found out that you are a gifted singer, self-taught musician, songwriter, and 
member of the group JYJ. I found out that you have faced great adversity and sorrow in your life and have dealt
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with it courageously. I found out that you are a caring son and a respected brother. I found out that you are 
funny and sweet and often mischievous. I found out that you are protective of those you love. I saw how 
talented you are as an actor. I saw that you are considerate and humble. I saw that you have a kind heart. I 
saw that you are intelligent and think deeply about life. I saw all these things and a myriad more. I do not say I 
thought you were perfect. You are just a man after all, and every man has flaws, but I saw that you had a good 
soul. I found that I had a deep respect for you. I began to pray for you. I prayed that you would have peace, 
and joy, and the knowledge of how much God loves you. I prayed that you would be safe and healthy.

And then your birthday came, and a day that should have brought happiness brought distress instead; to 
both you and everyone in this world who cares about you. I do not want to remind you of these things 
unnecessarily. ? ? ? ? ? ! The grief you must have experienced I cannot even begin to imagine. I only say this 
so that you understand that during that time you were never alone! No one who cares about Park Yuchun 
ssi ever doubted your innocence for even one moment. The things you were accused of were not something a 
man with your personality would ever do. I did not need to study psychology to know that. No one who has 
looked into your eyes would ever believe those obvious lies.

I began to pray harder; because even though this calamity had occurred, I knew my prayers were not futile. I 
prayed as I have never prayed for another soul in my entire life. I prayed almost constantly for two months. It 
felt as though a member of my own family were experiencing this suffering, but I had no way to know if they 
would be alright. I prayed for you. I prayed for your family. As I prayed I sensed God speaking to my heart 
telling me that He was on your side; that despite the harm that was intended toward you by those falsely 
accusing you, He had allowed this time of suffering for a good purpose and that He had a plan for your life 
that was much greater than anything you?d experienced unto this point. Also, that if you would allow Him, He 
would fill your heart with His love and peace. I felt Him say that He would comfort you and heal you of these 
wounds. I cried for your sorrow, but I felt comfort in these assurances from God. I had no way of knowing I 
would ever be able to convey those feelings to you directly. I never expected to have the chance to talk to you 
like this. I only knew that you needed strength, and that strength comes from God, so I prayed.

Then I began to feel compelled to do something I?ve never done... Something that, for someone like me, was 
very scary. I began interacting with your other supporters on one of the JYJ fan blogs. Originally, I was simply 
seeking accurate information that would indicate that you would be okay, but in doing so, I realized I was not 
the only one who felt this way. I began to see comments from people all around the world who cared about 
you. I came up with an idea that I hoped would bring you encouragement. As a result of that, I found myself 
in charge of an international fan campaign. I found people who supported the idea because they cared just as 
much as I did about your future. I was asked to tell this story of how I became your supporter. I met many 
new people, some of whom were other Christians who had been praying for you as earnestly as I had and 
who had felt God saying the same things to them concerning you. We began to pray together. We are still 
praying. We will continue to pray. God never left you and neither will we!

Do these things seem strange to you? I will not lie?  They have seemed strange to me. I am a very intuitive 
person, but nothing that has happened since I first became aware of you has been something I ever would 
have predicted. I never would have thought anyone could be so greedy, cruel, and unjust as these women, 
the media, and those who blindly believed them. I never would have thought someone as shy as me would be 
writing this letter. I never would have thought that someone I have never met, who lives on the other side of 
the world, would take up so much space in my heart. Did I say I want to know the reasons behind things? 
These things have reasons I may never understand.

I will end by saying that my prayer has been, and will always be, that you will know how greatly you are loved! 
Loved by God, your family, your friends; and by people across the entire world who you do not know, but who 
know you, and wish to see you smile with joy once again!

 With sincere respect, 

 Seryn
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UNDER A 
PEACEFUL SKY
by klaud zhang 

Several months ago, due to the intense popularity of the drama DoTS and its male lead Song Joong Ki, a rerun 
of Sungkyunkwan Scandal was shown on TV. When I learned about this, I thought to myself, Mr. Google will be 
very busy directing Song Joong Ki?s new fans to his old dramas. I dared fate. Let there be another twist of fate. 
Let me meet one unsuspecting woman, one who will fall for Song Jong Ki, who will not stop at DoTS, who will 
certainly search for his previous dramas, and who will be led to Sungkyunkwan Scandal; unbeknownst to her an 
unescapable trap awaits her, and before the drama ends she will have been mesmerized by another man; a 
man who will only need to smirk and she?s melted butter, whose gaze she will have no power to look away 
from, a man called Park Yuchun, under the guise of Lee Seon-Joon. 

Here she is, the woman I dared fate to cross my path.  - jel lybean

September 03, 2016
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WRITING AN 
ENDLESS 

STORY
by: marie

September 04, 2016
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There?s nothing I can say that can make justice to what my heart feels right now ?  I?m sorry if this is crazy 
for you. And I?m sorry because I?m not able to be there with you and for you. Sometimes, we just need a 
person, standing by our side, without saying anything at all?  I?m sorry because I can?t do anything for 
you but love you from aside. I?m really sorry. At first, I didn?t want it to do this. I thought I didn?t have 
enough words to express myself here because I?m not a talkative person, but Oh well?  a friend on 
twitter told me:  ?You are a writer, you must know how to write something? so here I am. 

I don?t know if you believe in connections, but I do. I?m probably a retard or weird but yeah, I do believe 
in them. The first thing we have in common is our birth month; you in the 4th I in the 8th?  the same 
zodiac sign?  Yes, I do believe in zodiac signs.. :D 

When I first saw your face, I really felt something inside my heart. It wasn?t love at first sight, I am pretty 
sure of that, it was a call, a call that I had to be here, by your side, where I?ve been for almost six years 
now in a place you probably won?t think your music will reach, but yes?  I am from a very tiny Island in 
the Caribbean?  You know what people say about Caribbean girls? No? You have to find it out then! xD 
I?m from Puerto Rico.

In this place I?ve been waiting for you since 2011. June 17th 2011. I want you to know that I love you so 
much. I know you probably listen/read this every single day of each fan you find around or meet, but 
every feeling is different, you must know that because you?re a very deep man. I love you in a way I can?t 
even understand it, but there it is. I don?t want you to see me as a crazy girl or fangirl, I don?t even have 
my room full of stuff with your face in it because your face is tattooed in my heart and my mind. JYJ is the 
only group of kpop I listen to, because I have a lot of different musical taste, so if I?m here, is because of 
you, because of the man you are; neither the singer nor the actor, the man. I?m just a year younger than 
you and I know I?m probably too old for this but, I wanted you to know how much I love you, as a man, as 
a human being, as an existent soul in this universe but I didn?t knew how much I love you since all this 
happened, all that event in your and our lives that I won?t be mentioning because it makes me remember 
how bad we felt those days.  

The only good thing was that I really re discovered myself, I found out how capable I am to love 
someone, even in the distance, even when that person doesn?t know about my existence, I am absolutely 
capable to love you. To love an amazing man, an amazing soul, an amazing being, an amazing son, 
brother, friend, partner, and of course, an amazing artist, but I don?t see you as an artist, because, you, 
yourself, are much more for me than that. You know how I found out how deep my love for you was? 
When I passed two months praying nonstop. Kneeling myself, praying for you every single day. I did it 
before everything happen, I always pray to God for you, for your health, for your career, but this time, 
was at least 3 times in a day. I cried so much I even felt I was going to die because I was unable to do 
something for you?  I didn?t know how I was going to pray to God to help you, but I did it with all my 
heart. I cried my heart out for you; I was able to accept that entire burden instead of you. I felt so 
helpless been so far of you and don?t being able to tell you that everything was going to be okay, that 
you will be fine and there was when our bond grew stronger and I knew ?our connection? was real. I was 
born to love you. In 2012 when your dad passed away, hours before we in America knew about it, I was 
feeling so bad. I was anxious even when I had nothing bad happening to me in that time. I remember I 
was sit beside who was my boyfriend at that time and he notice I was so anxious and when he asked me 
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what was wrong with me, I didn?t knew what to say?  minutes later, maximum an hour later, the news 
about your dad?s death was all over the internet and I understood that was why I was so anxious before. 
Do you know what a soulmate is? You know that isn?t always the person you?re going to get married and 
have a family with? We, along our life, have a lot of soulmates.  I read somewhere that when a soulmate 
touches you, it feels like a fresh breeze of autumn touching your cheek. It gives you that feeling of 
freedom, of love, of power that you want to feel always. Well, I?m not saying we are soulmates, but I want 
you to think at me and the rest of your fans, as that, as eternal soulmates who will be there for you 
eternally. Even in other lives as well. I probably don?t get to know you this life, but I?m sure, I will in other 
life. In this one, I?ll be here, forever, with you?  In distance, but by your side. It was in 2011 when I decided 
this. That I?ll be always by your side. Even tho you don?t know about me, I promise myself to write a story 
with you. And here I am, writing an endless story with you. Don?t be afraid, Yuchun. I know it is a normal 
human feeling, but I?m here for you. In distance, I am here. I don?t want you to feel pressed because 
you?re an artist because for me you are more than that. I want you to feel secure of me and of your fans. 
We will never do something to hurt you. I will never do something to make you feel bad, pressed, and 
ashamed?  for the contrary, I?d give my live for make you happy, smile and feeling so good and so secure. 
We, your Chunsas, your angels, your army, will be always here. And I, I?ll be always be here?  waiting for 
you. God put in our lives the people we need to grow, to learn something?  be always thankfull for all 
you have. Don?t let ANYTHING brings you down. Thank You Yuchun?  I thank you for letting me love you. 
Even if you were unaware until now, you had made me believe that out there was someone worth to 
love. Please, stay strong, healthy and beautiful. And as my favorite song from my favorite band says; ?My 
fall will be for you, My love will be in you, if you are the one to cut me, I?ll bleed forever? ?Ghost Love 
Score. Nightwish.  (I secretly recommend you that song. Probably you aren?t much of metal music but 
this is symphonic metal. :D Believe me; I have the best musical taste in world, that?s why JYJ is my favorite 
group. ;-} ) Remember, I?ll be here, writing an endless story with you, by your side. Love you with my 
whole being. Xoxo. ¡Te quiero! Love you! 

With all my love,

 Marie~ 
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MY WORLD 
WITH YU
by cathryn tan

Dear Yuchun~ssi, 

I hope you are doing fine 
now. We miss you dearly 
and hope you will be back 
on your feet once again. 
We hope to see you again 
in your forthcoming 
performances and dramas. 
We will never forget our 
promise to you and I hope 
you too, will fulfill your 
promise to us too. We are 
looking forward to these 
moments after you?re 
discharged from your 
enlistment. 

I am never good in 
expressing myself, neither 
am I good in writing, but I 
hope I am able to tell you 
how deeply you affected 
my life. Well, to be very 
honest, I wasn?t into any 
k-pop or k-fan, to be exact 
even though I knew about 

k-dramas. And even 
though I?ve heard of 
Tohoshinki, it never 
crossed my mind to check 
it out or even listen to their 
music or watch any of the 
performances. Yes, maybe 
I was too busy with my 
daily life, that I tend to 
overlook some litt le details 
that could change my life 
later on?  

It was in year 2012, when 
my dad?s sudden demise 
left us, the whole family, 
devastated and lost. My 
family moved to another 
state to start anew and it 
was then, during those 
lonely moments, I found 
you. You see, my mum was 
a great fan of k-dramas. I 
was searching for some 
dramas to watch to fill my 
emptiness and I saw 

Rooftop Prince and your 
name on it. I did not know 
who you were then. I 
picked up that DVD and 
watched the whole drama 
and?  gosh! I was totally 
mesmerized by your 
acting! From then on, I only 
searched for all your 
dramas and watched them 
countless times! 

 Then in 2013, I took up as 
an admin in a Park Yuchun 
Fanpage. Still having litt le 
knowledge about you back 
then, I was determined to 
learn more about you. I 

searched a lot of details 
about you, I read articles 
on your past performances 
and how JYJ was created. I 
read and watched your 
interviews, I watched all 
your concerts on the 
internet, I listened to most 
of your songs and I am 
truly glad I did that?  as the 
more I knew about you, 
the more I felt for you. 

I felt your warmth, your 
sweetness, your 
humbleness, your sense of 
humor, your love for your 
family and everything 
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about you. You are such a 
great actor, a gifted singer, 
songwriter and knowing 
about how you learned to 
play the piano was truly 
amazing! A self-taught 
musician, you are truly one 
of the best and I loved 
seeing you play the piano. 
You are such a caring, 
attentive and loving son 
and also a wonderful, 
protective and respected 
brother. The strong bond 
with, and your love for 
your family and your 
protectiveness over those 
you love is so 
heartwarming. Even 
though I only have known 
you for 3 years, I won?t say 
I regret knowing you too 
late. In fact, I felt thankful 
that I have learned to 
know you better. Thank 
you for being YU, as we 

love who you are and not 
what you are. 

Ever since I knew you and 
became your fan, I was 
able to know and meet a 
lot of Chunsas from all 
over the world, people 
from many walks of life. 
This is something that I 
may not have been able to 
do had I not known you. 
Ever since you were 
enlisted, doing the 
countdown picture edits 
has been part of my daily 
life. It really feels good to 
see the number of days 
decreasing daily till your 
enlistment day is over. 
Hashtag of 
?Wait ingfor6002? has 
been part of my life ever 
since and I never seem to 
get tired of waiting?  LOL! 
In fact, I am positive that 

every one of us here are 
getting more and more 
excited to see you again. I 
am praying that you are 
doing well now, as I have 
always hoped you will be 
happy and healthy during 
your enlistment. 

I may not have the chance 
to meet you in person and 
sadly I have yet to attend 
any of your concerts, but 
then, I sincerely hope to 
attend your next concert/ 
Fanmeeting after your 
enlistment. I will eagerly 
look forward for this day to 
come and I promise to you 
that I will attend it! 

 

C ? Care for YU 

H ? Here with YU 

U ? Unitedly waiting for YU 

N ? Never leave YU 

S ? Standby YU 

A ? Always protecting YU 

Lastly, please stay strong?  
?till we meet you again?  

 

?Goodbyes are not forever, 
goodbyes are not the end, 

   It simply means ?I Miss 
You, until we meet again!? 

 

 

Always here with you, 

 

Cathryn Tan 
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FIND COMFORT 
IN FAITH
by Van L.

September 22, 2016
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YOU WHO 
LIKES MUSIC

By Hye Ri

? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?

English Translat ion by:  Ut t unf an
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December 23, 2016

? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?

By: Holo @Holi64ness
English Translat ion by: Ut t unf an
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ON MY WISH LIST: 
YOUR HAPPINESS
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June 14, 2016

Dear Yuchun, 

I do not know how you are coping right now, but I am hoping you are with your family at this very 
moment. I?m here in my room, thinking about you, imagining the pain you must be going through. I 
am writing this to let you know, I BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE 100% INNOCENT. 

You have my support all the way, the TRUTH will come out. Those vicious people who are hurting 
you, tarnishing your good name, will be embarrassed by their actions soon. And they will pay for 
what they did to you and what they are doing until now. 

Please stay strong  Yuchun-a. We will fight with you. We, your fans, are here for you. 

Let?s fight together. 

Hoping and praying that all this will end soon. 

 

Alyne_6002 

Dear Yoochun, 

I believe in Yu. I may sound unreasonable to others, but since this bad news came out I only 
believed in you and your innocence. I have known you as a filial son, a good brother, a loyal friend, 
a respectful and humble actor to his sunbaes and hoobaes, and that?s enough reasons for me to 
stand by Yu. 

Yoochun, tell me how to ease your pain? My heart is also aching every time I think of you and the 
heavier burden you are carrying right now. I could only write you a letter for now. I want you to 
know that you are not fighting this battle alone. That there are people you can hold on to when you 
are too tired. That there are people from every parts of this world who will stand up for you. Your 
Chunsas. 

In every victory and struggle that may come to you, you have US, your angels, your Chunsas. So, 
don?t ever give up. We always pray that this thing will be over soon, and we will be able to see your 
beautiful smile. The smile that brings joy to every Chunsa?s heart. 

 

We love Yu! 

 

Mayel

We St and Up For  You
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Dear Yoochun Oppa, 

Hi Yoochun Oppa, my name is Fauqi. I am a 24 year-old woman who had known about Park Yoochun only 
early last year. I got to know you so late, even though you?ve been in the entertainment industry for 13 
years. I?m sorry. But although I have only known you for more than a year, I?ve learned a lot of things about 
you. We had never met in person, and I know we may never meet in person, but honestly when I see your 
face, your eyes, I feel at peace. I?m sorry if I can?t explain why. 

I know your current circumstances are not easy, that you are in a very difficult situation. But let?s look 
forward to happy days again, when the problems will have ended. What I?m doing now is remembering the 
happy times watching your drama , your concert videos and when you got those awards. I?m  proud t o be a 
chunsa. Yest erday, t oday and t om or row , I w il l  never  regret  becom ing a chunsa. Oppa, sometimes 
God tests us by giving us problems?  not because God wants us to suffer, but because He wants to make 
us even stronger. ?The problem is none other than one in which God is working to strengthen us.? I believe 
oppa is strong, kind, and responsible. CHUNSAs BELIEVE in YOU. Oppa we will support you until the end, 
no matter the results. One more time I will say, I NEVER REGRETTED AND I WILL NEVER REGRET BEING A 
CHUNSA. 

This is a song for you and I always wish, hope and pray for your strength. This song is from Maherzein 
?Insha?Allah? or ?God Willing.? 

 Every time you feel like you cannot go on
 You feel so lost
 That your so alone
 All you is see is night And darkness all around
 You feel so helpless
 You can` t see which way to go
 Don` t despair and never loose hope
 Cause Allah is always by your side 

Insya Allah you?ll find your way 

Every time you can make one more mistake
 You feel you can?t repent
 And that it?s way too late
 Your?re so confused, wrong decisions you have made
 Haunt your mind and your heart is full of
 shame 

Don?t despair and never loose hope
 Cause Allah is always by your side 

Insya Allah you?ll find your way 

Turn to Allah
 He?s never far away
 Put your trust in Him
 Raise your hands and pray 

OOO Ya Allah
 Guide my steps don?t let me go astray
 You?re the only one that showed me the way,
 Showed me the way
 Insya Allah we?ll find the way 

Yoochun oppa, I wish you to be happy and healthy. Try not to worry too much. TOGETHER WE CAN.. YOU, 
YOUR MOM, YOOHWAN AND CHUNSAS, WE WILL FIND A WAY. 

 From Your Dongsaeng who always support you, 

 Fauqi  

We Will Find A Way
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Dear Yuchun, 

I couldn?t sleep the whole night. My heart was in 
pain and tears were flowing. The pain is not from 
those news but because I feel you. I feel your 
pain, I feel the obstacle and difficult moments 
that you and your family is being put through, I 
feel the pressure that you might be facing being a 
celebrity. But of all this, I choose to believe in you. 

It?s during this moment, we no longer are your 
fans but as a part of your family. You are not 
alone as we will walk through these difficult 
moments with you. You have been through a lot 
of ups and downs and I know you are a fighter 
and you will be able to prove your innocence! No 
matter what the outcome brings, I choose to 
believe in you. 

Let no news, break you down as you will always 
have us behind you. We will always love and 
support you. We have faith in you and that the 
truth will be reveal soon. This is our promise to 
you. Above all, we choose to believe in you. 

The ?breaking News? didn?t break us down but in 
fact it unite us all and it?s in this moment, we can 
show the world, we, Chunsas will never leave you. 
Stay strong Yuchun, we will stand by you and fight 
through it together. I prayed to god to grant you 
strength and peace. 

Forever here for you, 

Cathryn Tan 

? ? ?  Park Yuchun 6002 Fan Club
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Dear Yoochun, 

I cant be by your side to comfort you but I am 
praying really hard that God will guide you in 
this difficult time. May He give you strength to 
face the cruel world. I am praying that the truth 
will come to light soon and that your name will 
be cleared. 

Yoochun, I have faith in you. I am not blinded 
because I am your fan. Even for a second I 
never doubted you. It is because what I only 
see is the purity of your heart. I know in my 
heart that you are not capable of doing it. 

I want to let you know that you are not alone 
and will never be alone in facing this battle. 
Your Chunsas will be here to protect you to the 
best that we can like your real angels. We will 
go through this together. When you feel like it 
is already too much to bear, look back, you 
have us. 

Stay strong Yoochun. 

 # IBelieveInYu  

 Loving you dearly, 

Rachelle

Philippines

You  Hav e Us
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Dear Yuchun, 

When the first moment I read about the bad 
news..or I can say a bad rumor, I was stuck at my 
seat and my mind went blank, why you need to 
experience this type of pain..again and again? . 

But please be strong? . we are not only your 
fans..your Chunsas will become the wall for you to 
lean on. We are your family. We will be by your 
side and support you. We will never have a doubt 
on you. Because Park Yoochun for us , in our 
heart, is INNOCENT. 

Even though I have not been your fan for 
long? but you have become a light in my life? .so I 
wish? our silent support can also become a strong 
pillar for you to walk thru this difficulty. 

Will try hard not to feel sad? because we trust 
you..and because we know your sensitive heart 
will hurt a lot if you knew you have brought tears 
and sadness to your family or people who love 
you. We want you to be strong.. so we also need 
to be strong? and unite.. just to let you know..you 
are not alone?  

So just be calm and be at peace until we all can 
smile again? and surely it will come.. 

 

Always by your side, 

 

Lily

You A re Not A lone
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Dearest YuChun,

I know you?re going through a lot and this battle 
may go for days.. bad rumor about you is all 
over SNS and I?m really worried for you.. I don?t 
believe any of it, I want you to know and 
remember that.. I only believe in you, I only 
believe in the goodness of your heart.. my 
mom once told me that if a guy treats his 
mother right/nice that guy will treat me just the 
same.. you treat your mother with respect and 
love, that will only reflect on how you will treat 
women.. this is one proof that you can?t do 
such accusation.. 

I know you?re in pain right now.. I know you?re 
worried for your family.. I know you?re more 
worried about them than yourself.. I know 
you?ll show us that you?re coping just fine, that 
we need not worry for you ?coz you don?t want 
to become a burden to us.. please? . 
sometimes you need to share those pain, those 
worries, those that bothers you.. remember 
we?re just here for you, you?re not alone.. 

I?ve been vocal on how you inspired me and 
helped me overcome some of my 
shortcomings.. I want to be like that for you 
now.. I want you to know that there?s someone 
out there praying for you, lending you her 
shoulder to lean and cry on.. keep in mind that 
there?s someone who?ll never give up on you 
even if you push her away because she knows 
you can break too and she didn?t want you to 
get that far.. 

YuChun, this poem I wrote for you 2 years ago 
and this keeps ringing in my mind and my heart 
after the news broke.. I always have this poem 
in me every time I hear you?re going through 
tough times.. this best describes how I?m 
feeling, what I want to do for you.. please be 
strong for yourself, for your family, for those 
who believe in you..  

Let  Me 

If you?re tired just hold my hand
 I?ll keep my grip tight and take a stand
 If you ever let go I?ll not watch you fall down
 I?ll keep your head above waters and not let 
you drown 

If you?re happy you can forget about me
 But if you feel lonely just come to me
 If you feel like fading I?ll run away with you
 But if you want to go back I?ll look after you 

Allow me to protect you from all dark shadows
 And give back the colours to your rainbows
 ?Coz you saved me from the black hole I was 
once living in
 And put butterflies in my world so I?ve seen 

6002? . I?m dreaming like I?m floating
 I?m not ashamed of what my heart is shouting
 The intensity of my feelings I want you to feel
 And the promise of supporting you I already 
put a seal 

 

With much love.. 

Abbie.gaile
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To my dearest 6002, 

It has been slightly more than a month since this nightmare began. I had never once imagined that I will 
have to go through such an emotional and nerve wrecking period by just being a Chunsa. Every moment 
of the day I would pray that this will come to an end soon. 

I hated reading articles that published untruths about you. I wanted to yell and scream at them for 
defaming you. People who do not even know you insulted and even cursed you. I was worried for you and 
your family. I cried when I heard you say you were sorry for worrying us when you were in front of the 
ruthless reporters. 

I kept asking myself repeatedly: ?Why am I so affected? Why am I so angry, hurt and worried? I have not 
even met you?. It didn?t take me long to figure that out. When my friends asked about what my thoughts 
were, I did not even hesitate but say ?I choose to believe in you. It is as simple as that. You are my family? 

?FAMILY isn?t always blood. It?s the people in your life who want you in theirs; who accept you for who you are. 
The ones who want to see you smile and love you no matter what? 

I am absolutely proud to be a Chunsa. We have been so united all over the world to show you our 
support. Yuchun-ah, did you see all the activities and messages from all of us? We are HERE for you. There 
are more than 100K signatures in our petition to ask for justice and human rights protection for you. 
When haters bash you, we defended you. We are truly your guardian angels. 

I miss you, Yuchun. I miss your smile, I miss your laughter. I miss your dorkiness. I do not know when I can 
see this again but I am confident that I will. 

We will smile again together. I am looking forward to fulfill the pact that you made with all of us before 
your enlistment. You will return to us safely and with your smile. 

Last but not least 

Love is not how much you say I LOVE YOU but how much you prove that it?s true. 

My dearest 6002, I am in for a lifetime journey with you. Stay strong and do not give up! 

 

Lovingly yours, 

Beanie6002

I Am  In For  A Lif et im e Jou r ney Wit h  Yu
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Spring Wi l l  Come
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PARK YUCHUN, 
HIMNAE!

October 04, 2016

by hara6002
@Um3ira
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Dear ? ?  

 

?  ? ? ? ? ? I?ve been contemplating on writing this letter for a while now. 
Honestly you have been in my mind a lot lately with everything you?re 
going through. No one will ever know exactly the pain you are feeling and 
the predicament you are in now but as the saying goes ?What doesn?t kill 
us only makes us stronger.? I heartily believe, in time you will be able to 
overcome the extreme feeling of sadness and despair. I know that you?ve 
been having a hard time but I want you to know that you have fans who 
stand beside you with unwavering support because we trust 6002. 

 

I?m not special nor influential but your existence has changed the person in 
me who I thought once upon a time was contented with a simple life. My 
YC journey started way back in 2011 when Lee Sun-joon captivated my 
heart with his appealing portrayal of an upright scholar. Curiousity made 
me search for your crafts and was mesmerized by the deep husky voice 
singing to beautiful ballads. I?m so thankful for old variety shows where 
your pleasant personality was presented. Eventually I was brought to a 
colourful world where I met Chunsas who have become my friends. 
Because of you, I was able to do and experience things with the Chunsas I 
met, which I never imagined I would be doing before. 

 

YuChun ah, I know it has been tough, but we are still here cheering for you. 
Remember, the minute you think of giving up, think of the reason why you 
held on for so long and endured the no-ending discrimination, 
suppression and manipulation which hindered you from expressing your 
talent. You are much stronger than you think. 

 

YuChun ah. Be thankful for the amazing years that you had and the 
wonderful impact you made on those who adore the person that you are. I 
love you with all my heart and you will always be my baby boy.  I don?t 
want you to be sad and I don?t want to see you cry. Chin up and fight for 
your rights, believe that you can overcome this unfortunate period of your 
life. I?m proud of you and I?m proud to be called a Chunsa. 

 

Lastly YuChun ah, I?ve no doubt in time you will heal and be able to move 
on. While you will never forget, in time the pain will lessen. I pray you be 
encouraged day by day with the thoughts of your loving family, wonderful 
friends and awesome fans who stood beside you and trusted you during 
this devastating period. 

 

Out of suffering will emerge the strongest soul. You may encounter many 
defeats but you MUST NOT be defeated. 

 

? ? ? ! 

 

HARA6002
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6002, MANSE!
October 07, 2016

by lee joo young
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HALF- CHUNSA
by a chunsa's sister

When one is bitten by the Chunbug and becomes a Chunsa, she will either keep it a secret (good luck to her!), 
or reveal her bitten self to family, friends, or to a chosen someone very close to her. It would either be through 
voluntary revelation or through the normal course of things, that is, through her fangirling activities and 
habits. That someone could either be her mum, her husband, her boyfriend, her bestfriend, or her sister. These 
people are what we call the half-Chunsas. They weren?t one to begin with, but due to association, or merely 
because they share the same DNA, they get doses and doses of ?Yuchun this? and ?Yuchun that? everyday until 
hearing his name becomes so normal that it becomes a way of life. Not hearing that name for a period of time 
makes the half-Chunsa worried about the Chunsa. ?Is she sick? Is she alright? Is something the matter?? 

The half-Chunsa is the first one to tease a Chunsa about her crazy fangirling, but he/she is also the first one to 
understand and support her. One may think he/she only tolerates the Chunsa?s passion for Yuchun with a 
smile, but without realizing it, the smile has become a spontaneous reaction to hearing the name or seeing a 
photo of Yuchun. And when this devastating incident happened, while a Chunsa was in pain, worrying over 
Yuchun, a half-Chunsa was beside the Chunsa, quietly worrying over her and Yuchun. Blessed is a Chunsa who 
has a half-Chunsa beside her. 

The letter I?m going to share here now is from a Chunsa?s sister posted on DCPYC, translated in English by 
Uttunfan, to give us encouragement that there are people alongside us who are sharing our pain, hopeful that 
justice will prevail, and anticipating a new beginning with the same heart as ours. I thank Uttunfan most 
sincerely, for bringing DCPYC to Pages Bound by 6002, and Pages Bound by 6002 to DCPYC. 

Jellybean
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4 November 2016 

 Dear Park Yu Chun, 

 To write a letter you might read makes me anxious.  So, to remind myself that it is you who is important 
here, I began playing your mini-album.  We've just begun ?Unwound Heart,? and it will remain a piece of 
music that will cause me to feel grateful that you exist.  In my mind, you are simultaneously the boy who 
began the tears in the ?Proud? video with DBSK, the man who wrote ?Untitled Essay? for JYJ's first album, 
the voice of uncountable harmonies, and the silly, sweet, honorable men you portrayed in your dramas 
and in Sea Fog.  I am so pleased to live in the same world with you. 

 I want to say what you undoubtedly already have been told:  All of this will pass, your career will 
continue and flourish, and, perhaps because of this pain, doors will open for you that you didn't know 
existed.  I believe this.  But, meanwhile I know you have to continue putting one foot in front of the other 
and this must be extremely difficult.   The thing that drew my interest toward you (beyond enjoying 
music and etc.) was your courage and what I perceived as your well-controlled anger.  I admired this.  I'm 
not even sure that it was you who chose the litt le drama playing in the M/V of ?How Much Love Do You 
Have in Your Wallet,? but it seemed surely true you'd had final say in the decision.  The way in which you 
look directly at the camera for the final, significant, lines of the song may be a director 's idea, but I 
believe it to be yours.  I see you as a person who cares about men (and women) who are seduced and 
discarded by more powerful forces.  I'm repeating myself to say that I'm pleased to live in the same 
world with you. 

 The moment in June when I saw the press releases, my only thought was concern for you.  Although 
before, I had been quietly enjoying your work, I now felt committed to your innocence.   It felt, and 
continues to feel, as though one of my own sons or grandsons was being attacked, savaged by bullying 

TO A VERY FAR AWAY GRANDSON
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gossip being spread as if fact. I won't go on and on about this, but do want to say that, along with 
thousands of others, I care deeply about how this has been affecting you.  I worried ? and I continue to 
worry ? about your mother.   I'll say how I even know who you are:  I am retired now, but I was first 
influenced by my former international students.  They shared not just their personal stories and essays 
but also their worlds.  In particular, with students from South Korea and Japan, I felt such immediate 
kinship.  Their manners were so familiar to me that they caused me to almost believe in reincarnation.  
The ways in which they twisted an English cliché so that its meaning evolved and expanded, caused me 
to feel oddly homesick.  Likely, this makes litt le sense to you.  Nevertheless, I'll go on to say that I am 
now an old woman with two sons, two daughters, one granddaughter and seven mostly grown 
grandsons.  They are wonderful, but they have been  (rightfully) busy building their own lives.  I have 
found myself with time and a computer.   Thus, I met you.  And, thus, began a new world. 

Because you were so courageous and had such admirable perseverance, I eventually ?adopted? the 
three of you in JYJ as very far away grandsons.  I want to assure you that it is not that I'd ever want actual 
family possession, since you belong to your own lives.  However, you have been, and remain, an 
important, irreplaceable, part of my heart.  Before, I loved you equally.  In June, that changed.   I would 
never have had the courage to continue going to work each day as you have done.  That you have been 
able to do so earns my entire respect.  I understand that rude fans have intruded even while you are 
working.  I feel pain for you.   It is simply true that I am better at worrying than at providing uplifting 
?chin up? proverbs.  I'm counting on others to do this better.  But, know, please, that you are indelibly 
important to many people, and I am one of those many.   I hope testifying has not been terribly hard on 
you.  I suspect that it has.  I hope it helps that you are loved. 

Please accept all my best wishes and hopes for you and for your family,  Stay strong.  Absorb the love.    

Keeping the faith, always, Catherine 
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STAND BY YOU, 
PARK YUCHUN

So this is life in 
Chunsaland. How does 
one describe it? It?s surreal, 
yet so real. It?s of this 
world, and it?s out of this 
world. We smile, we laugh, 
we cry, we spazz. We gain 
friends, we lose friends, 
and sometimes we end up 
being sister to daughters 
of folks we?ve never met. 
We do our best to speak 
the language most would 
understand, some even 
learning the language HE 
speaks. For most of us, we 
rely on the goodness of 
heart of  translators, to 
enlighten us what he said 
or what was said about 
him. If nobody translates, 
we make do with 
Google-translate. But good 
luck to us on piecing 
together what Mr. Google 
gives us. 

We get in a frenzy buying 
concert tickets, fan meet 
tickets, fan goods, albums, 
calendars, and those 
squishy, litt le dolls in the 
likeness of the man we 
admire. We are here to 

have fun, to de-stress, to 
forget our own litt le 
problems at home, at work 
or at school. We come here 
to soak in the beauty of a 
smile, to be touched to our 
core by the timber of that 
voice, to be transported to 
another world with his 
portrayal of a character. 

Being a fan of Park Yuchun 
is inexplicable. I initially 
thought it would just be 
another form of hobby, 
not unlike reading or 
knitting or drama 
watching. It was supposed 
to be just an admiration 
from afar, from more than 
one thousand miles away, 
to be exact. It should have 
been just a fleeting 
interest; it should have 
been just for 
entertainment. Nobody 
told me I would be putting 
my very heart on the line, 
not much different from 
when one falls in love. 
Because I wasn?t just 
admiring, or getting 
smitten over Park Yuchun. 
I was virtually adopting a 

younger brother. Yes, I 
used to say Yuchun is like 
family to me, very much 
like a younger brother; and 
that his happiness is my 
happiness; his pain, my 
pain. It?s so easy to say 
those things. But you?ll 
never truly know the truth 
in your words until it?s 
been put to the test. I just 
never imagined it would be 
tested so horribly, so 
painfully. How was I 
supposed to know that my 
heart would be subjected 
to such pain for another 

human being, who doesn?t 
even know me? But I am 
here. Believable or 
unbelievable, this is my 
reality. This is where I 
choose to be. Because I am 
a Chunsa. 

A Chunsa?s heart is strong. 
A Chunsa doesn?t cave in 
to negativity. A Chunsa is 
resilient. Unite these 
strongest of hearts 
together, these keepers of 
faith, and they will give a 
whole new meaning to ?I 
will stand by you.?

By: Jellybean
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A CHUNSA'S 
RANT

BY JELLYBEAN

Korean & Japanese Translat ions by: Ut t unfan

Chinese Translat ion by: Kloud Zhang215

August 21, 2016



Sometimes we tend to keep quiet about certain things because saying too much might worsen the 
situation. But there are times when one has to release some bottled up feelings to unload a burdened 
heart. And that?s exactly what I?m going to do now. 

I am a fan of Park Yuchun, a Chunsa. But before I am a fan, I am an ordinary human being. I am a human 
being who believes that God has bestowed in me, as He had bestowed in ALL human beings, the heart to 
differentiate between right and wrong. And I know that in spite of all that, humans are not perfect, we 
never were and we never will. But because of that precious gift instilled in us, there will always be that 
voice telling us when we are doing something wrong. And we should know that hatred poisons that heart. 
I?m sorry for the random comparison but I can?t help but compare it with black lungs. Coal miners usually 
get black lungs through long exposure to coal dust. It?s tragic, but they don?t seem to have a choice. It?s 
their livelihood. I imagine hatred and meanness would cause a blackened heart. The more we hate, the 
more our heart turns black. But unlike the coal miners, we have a choice. We have a choice to not hate. 
We have a choice to not be mean. We have a choice to be decent human beings. 

Before I continue, let me first put out some disclaimer. I don?t presume to know in depth (or otherwise) 
the laws in South Korea, the culture of South Korean media, nor the Korean people in general. What I?m 
going to write in this post is just my own personal opinion, my rant if you will, based on my observations, 
using my human common sense and judgment. And I?d like to reassure you that I am no flighty teenager, 
nor am I someone whose head is not screwed the right way. I was never interested in celebrities, until 
Park Yuchun, that is. And I?m pretty sure he is the last celebrity I will ever be interested in. 

From June 13 to this day, a litt le over two months already, what has really happened? Who has come out 
as the real offender? Who was wronged? Who was the victim? 

No. 1: Irresponsible and unethical journalism: Nobody knew the truth at that time, only Yuchun himself 
and woman A, the first accuser. But the media took it upon themselves to broadcast and plaster Yuchun?s 
face on TV and all over South Korean cyberspace, without knowing whether the accuser was telling the 
truth or not. They could not even afford him, in the early days at least, the anonymity of a letter in the 
darn alphabet or a silhouette photo with a big question mark. Why? Because he is a celebrity? But other 
celebrities who have had scandals were somehow protected from exposure, at least in the early stages of 
investigation.  But why not Park Yuchun? Is it because he is a huge celebrity? Is that it? Because people will 
take pleasure in the downfall of a big celebrity, never mind if he is innocent? And since sensational news 
cause viewership to skyrocket, so why the hell not? Never mind if a life is ruined? From the very beginning 
that JTBC broadcasted the sensationalized news, it had been a frenzied circus of hatred and malice hurled 
at Yuchun. Lies were fabricated right and left and taken for truth. Letter after letter in the English 
Alphabet turned up with their own lies, using the same story, with different dates. People ? netizens and 
the public ? just jumped in on the bandwagon of hate and malice. Any and all would throw in their 
meanest two cents and call it freedom of expression! And anyone not on the bandwagon was called 
delusional, crazy, a fan. Defenders would get blocked from certain sites, or called names such as Park 
Yuchun apologist, rapist supporter, or the most common: stupid, brainless, delulu, bitch. 

You not only wronged Park Yuchun, you wronged all those rational thinking people waiting for the 
investigation results first before they formed their opinion and those fans who decided to stand by him 
while waiting for the truth to come out. They did not ask you to support Yuchun. They just wished you to 
refrain from hurling insults and calling Yuchun names while the facts about the situation were still 
unclear, while the police were doing their job! 
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No. 2: Guilty until proven innocent. Or rather, guilty EVEN IF proven innocent! Whatever happened to 
basic human rights? Even persons charged with penal offence have the right to be presumed innocent 
until proved otherwise. That is the law of the land. It is a universal declaration. Park Yuchun IS NOT an 
exemption to that rule! South Korea is NOT a primitive country that shouldn?t know and practice that 
maxim. He was not even summoned by the police then but he was already guilty in your eyes! Was it 
easier to believe he was guilty rather than think, Heaven forbid, that the female accusers were lying? 
Because why? Women don?t lie? Come on! 

But if it were ?easy? you wanted, wouldn?t it have been easier to wait for the police investigation to tell us 
who was guilty or who was lying? It would have been easier on the conscience, anyway. But no, Yuchun 
was hounded by media like a criminal. And you netizens cheered the media on. You were so blood 
thirsty for those unconfirmed, defamatory news. You took malicious glee in condemning him in this 
despicable trial by media. 

No. 3: Wasn?t it character assassination? The media coverage from Day 1 up to when the police 
investigation was in progress, have been relentless. Phrases like, ?The police said? ? or ?Someone from 
the Gangnam Police said? ? were often on the news. But nobody questioned who it was from the police 
who gave out those unconfirmed information. Nobody was interested in the source. Who cares if it was 
the telephone operator in the police department? Nobody was named, but everything the media 
spouted was taken to be the truth, taken as coming from the authorities. They were not interested in 
evidences; they were not concerned with justice. Sensational news was always the order of the day. But 
comes the final result of police investigation, when Yuchun was CLEARED OF ALL ASSAULT CHARGES, 
where were all the media who were shoving microphones on his face? You are not interested anymore 
because the authorities say he is not guilty and it?s official, not just rumor; and you cannot embellish it 
with lies. You?re not interested to tell the public the truth because it will make you look stupid: because 
you?ve already assassinated his character. And because you think the truth doesn?t sell. You think news 
about his innocence will not help increase viewership or clicks. Is that really all you care about? Is that 
what MEDIA is all about? Well, shame on you! Now all those ignorant people who thought him guilty are 
still ignorant about the truth because you chose not to do your job, to inform the public of the truth. 
Such irresponsible, unethical practices should be condemned. You shame South Korea! 

No. 4: You psychoanalyst, you have a special place in my heart. I have a tremendous respect for health 
professionals. But I could never respect someone like you, who calls himself a psychoanalyst (who 
should know and consider his social responsibilit ies) and SPECULATES on someone?s mental health, 
someone who is not even your patient, and makes it public by posting it on a community site. Casually 
suggesting a mental health diagnosis on someone you have never met, never spoken to, never mind 
performed analytic work needed in psychoanalysis, and making it public, is not only irresponsible and 
unethical, it is despicable! So what was your agenda? Or need I ask? And what was your basis again? A 
f* cking random drawing from years ago! From that drawing and from a random interview, you arrived at 
your conclusion that he has a bathroom fetish, that he must have been traumatized while potty training. 
This is so cringe-worthy, Mr. Psychoanalyst! It deserves to be flashed in the toilet. And you deserve to be 
sued, is what! 

And to the program that aired it on TV, particularly you writer-nim, of course we know your agenda. You 
are more concerned with creating buzz rather than acting professionally and doing your job with 
integrity. What can we expect from people like you except trash.

Doesn?t psychoanalytic work involve LISTENING to a patient for a period of time (some even takes years!) 
and trying to understand how his mind works? Have any of you ever listened to Park Yuchun? Have you 
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ever talked to him? Did you know that that guy could come up with a short poem from just 2 unrelated 
words in a matter of minutes even when he was young? Or that he could come up with a new word just 
by looking at a dish? So him saying he thought of the words ?conversation,? ?sigh,? and ?bathroom? when 
hearing the word ?beautiful? is not something to go all Freudian about. Come on! He is an artist, he is a 
lyricist; he writes songs! But even non-artists could love bathrooms too. I am no artist, I have an ordinary 
mind, and yet I love bathrooms, beautiful bathrooms. Sometimes I read my books in the bathroom! It?s 
the first thing I check out when I get inside a hotel room. Does that mean I have a bathroom fetish? SMH 
at you both, you unprofessional, unethical persons! 

No. 5: To the TV show that specializes in ?slip-of-tongues,? distorted facts, unconfirmed information, 
one-sided stories and half-arsed apologies after damage has been done. I don?t know what to say to you. 
?Bring better broadcast in the future,? is what you promised. Then why didn?t you broadcast that the 
female you interviewed was caught lying through her teeth and has been brought to the prosecutors? 
That would have somehow made up for your first (intentional) blunder. That would have been better 
than the apology you posted in some obscure corner of your site. 

No. 6: Lastly, to the ones who should have stood by him or at least kept quiet while the investigation was 
on going, but were one of the firsts to condemn him and drop him: DC JYJ Gallery. What a sorry excuse 
for a fansite! You dumped him when everything was still in chaos, when nobody knew what was really 
happening, when we were all hurting so bad for him and worried about his well-being. And you had the 
audacity to say your youth had been trampled on?  A respectable man in his 50?s said when his wife told 
him about it, ?Is that how fans behave? Aren?t they supposed to support him now?? He is a non-fan of 
course. He doesn?t know about fandoms. But he knows what it means to be decent. Do you, DC JYJ? 

I?d really like to know how many members this fansite have? And how many voted to drop Yuchun? I?m an 
accountant; I want figures. Because I?ve seen people comment on Twitter that they did not agree with 
what the admins decided on. Was it only decided by the admins then? How many were they? Five? Ten? 
Fifteen? One hundred? One thousand? And the media took that as a huge chunk of Yuchun?s fanbase? 
You.Are.So.Way.Off. 

The truth is out. All the lies have withered. It?s time to make amends, if one?s heart is still able to 
distinguish between right and wrong, if we choose to be decent human beings. 

To C-JeS, you know we will always support Yuchun and we will wait for him. But you alone are in a 
position to do what has to be done. I know you are under a lot of pressure and stress too, and you have 
other artists to take care of. But you have to do what?s right for Yuchun. He deserves that. He worked so 
hard half of his life to reach where he is today. I have faith that you will not allow it to just go down the 
drain. And I have faith that you will make those people be accountable for tarnishing Yuchun?s name and 
trying to ruin his life. You have to fight for him, C-JeS! 

To Our Dear Yuchun, 

You have proven to the world countless times the strength you have within you. It?s time to prove to the 
world once again who Park Yuchun is, the caring son, brother and friend, who receives nothing but 
praises from seniors and colleagues. If this time a light doesn?t appear at the end of the tunnel, by all 
means, let us go down there and light the bloody thing ourselves! We will be beside you all the way. 
Count on us. You will always have us, your Chunsas.
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?All the strength you need to achieve anything is within you. Don?t wait for a light to appear at the 
end of the tunnel, stride down there? and light the bloody thing yourself!?
 ?  Sara Henderson, From Strength To Strength: An Autobiography 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/91701.Sara_Henderson
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/91701.Sara_Henderson
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/152795
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/152795
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/152795
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/152795
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/152795
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/152795
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<?  ? ? > ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?  

? ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? , ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  A? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  
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? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ? ? , ?  
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? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? , ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? 
? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? , JTBC?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  
? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ? ? (? ?  ? ? ? ?  
? ? ? )? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ? ? , 
? ? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  
? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? , (? ? ) 
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? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  
? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  
? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  
? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  
? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? .
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<?  ? ? > ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  
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? ? ?  ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  
? ? ? ? ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ? , ? ? ?  (? ? ?  ? ? ) ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? , ?  ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  
? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ! ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?  
? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  
? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ? ? ? ? ? , (? ?  ? ? ? ) ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? . 
? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ? ? , ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ! 

? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  
? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ?  
? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ?  ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? .
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? ? ? ? . ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ! ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? , ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  
? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? . ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  
? ? ? ? ? ? ?  ?  ? ? (? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? )? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  
? ? ? ? ? ! 

<? ?  ? ? > ? ?  TV ? ? ? ?  

?? ? ? ,? ? ? ?  ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  
? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  TV ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ?  ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ? ? ? . 
?? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ,? ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ? ? , ?  ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  
? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  (? ? ?  ? ? ) ? ? ? ?  ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ?  
? ? ?  ?  ? ? ? (? ? ? ? ) ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  
? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? . 

<? ?  ? ? > JYJ ? ? ?  

? ? ? , ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  
? ? ? , ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? : ? ? ? ? ? ?  JYJ ? ? ? . ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ?  
? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ! ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? , ? ? ?  
? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? , ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? . ? ? ? ? , 
? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? 

?  50? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? , ?? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  
? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ??? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ?  
(? ? ? )? ?  ? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  
? ? . ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? , JYJ ? ? ? ? 

? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  
? ? ?  ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? . ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? 3 ? ?  
? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  
? ? ? ? ? ? ? (? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ? ) ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? 5? ? 10? ? 15? ? 100? ? 1000? ? 
? ? ? ? , ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? . 
? ? ? (? ? ? ? ? )?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? . 

? ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? . ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  
? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? .
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<C-Jes ? ? > 

? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ? ? , ? ? ? ? ?  
? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ?  ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? . ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  
? ? , ? ? ? ? ? ?  ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? . ? ? ? ? , ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  
? ? ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ? . ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? . ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  
? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? . 
? ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  
? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ? ! 

<? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? > 

? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  
? ?  ? ? , ? , ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ?  
? ? ? ? . ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  
?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? . ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  
? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? (Chunsa)? ? ? . 

 ?? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  
? ? ? ?  ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ?  ? ? ? !? 

 ?   Sara Henderson, From Strength To Strength: An Autobiography 

 

? ? : uttunfan 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1 ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ?? ?? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? , Chunsa (? ? )? ?  ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  
? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? . (? ? ? ) 

2 ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? . ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ?  ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  
? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? . ? ? ?  
? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? . ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ?  
? ?  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ?  (? ? ? ). 

3 ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? , ? ? ?  ? ? ? ? ?  
? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  (? ? ? ).
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BORN WITHIN THE 
FURY OF THE STORM

December 29, 2016
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CHUNSA: FROM WHENCE SHE CAME
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